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FOREWORD

L This Lecture Series. No 8-2. on the Practical AsPcts of Kalmian Filtering Imnplementation is sponsored by the
-~ 45uidanr~x arid Control Panel of' AG.ARD and organized by the Consultant and Exchange Progrom.

The develepoient of ;be Kalman filter in the early 1960's removed from the Wiener filter approiich the assuimptions
of stationarity and the availability of an infinite time interval of data. The solution, in the form of a recursive computer
algorithm, maide study and analysis of its application to guidance and control a relatively si ightiforward matter
Early hardware implementations at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Auzonetics, and elsewhere validated the

cnceptual framework and practicality of the filter implementation fur a variety of problems.

In actual practice, however, considerable experience is nmeded when the f("-stions of modelring. design. and
impiemrintation are considered- Each of the lecturers brings to this series a depth of eicerieflee that was gained

by hands on" development of filter-, that work with hardware.

The emphasis througtout the Lecture Series is on developing practicijl approaches to -he development of fi!tcrs
which lead to satisfactory system performance. where "satisfactory" ". defined by the, decsign engineer. "Satisfactory"
is used instead of "optimal" bcause, as cacti of the lecturers poitits out, the Op~mnization of a particular filter
mechanization generally includes miany lactors that are difficult o mipossble to describe nmathenmatically. such as
the tradeoff bctween computer requirements aind performance of the flter. The techniques and appruaches
described shouid b~e applicalte to a variety of guidance and Control probicrus.

- Dr. George T.SCIIMIDT
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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KUPZRIENCES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MAT) MN ItM AIRCRAFT
Dr. 51"eiy F. 8chmidt

Anmlytlosl Mhohattoe Asmoelst"e, loc.
30 W4. El Camino Real

II MW. View, Caltfornia 14045

Expaiisaces In the development and test evauation 4t Kalman filters In &Wied navigation systems for airetaft
ara presented. Liaeiguas for two operational systems for e aroutes-tvIia oc uses and two experimental systerns for
tU. ... 1 IA4&. k~J lavulg uses &I. 060Ie iii.. -&:w plt. 1 . . . L. ecyeOo:r~ne-1 ifrrmch used with

exmples from the acutal designs. Practical considerations are sitressed rather than the mathemiatical for-mula. one
and theory. Drtatla are presented on tbs square-root Implemientation of the Kalman filter which is used In three of
Owe acwa systoe. Problems encountered En actual designs and the solutions selected for these problems are dis-
cussed. A brief overview of the possible future trends in aircraft navigation systems is also given.

1. Introduction

This lectu, presents the author's experiences in the development of Kalman filters for combining external
(nevald) measurrementa with an inertl. navigation system to form an "&Wded" INS for aircraft-navigatton purpopes.
This ejtperienoe includee decigaa for two operational systc-na for enroute-navigatton uses and designs fur sevnral
e~perimental systems for terminal-ara a&d landing uses. Theso designs have been made over the pest 10 yeare,
durtnt which stroorne-comptrter technology hase advanced tremendously. These advances in computational capabites.
along with advanti-es to theory, have pro-ided for the design Improviaments which are discussed. The Inenial sensing
.3evioee useed In the designs have covered ra-zs from high-accuracy platform-type Inertial measurement units (IMU)

5to very uimnplo low-accuracy strapped-down sensors.

F The lecture, hvgt~ witb a bilof overvte%% of aided Inertial navigation systems. Characteristics are discussed
%hich ara relevant to the subequent material, and this is followed by the main topic covering the deoclopmont
approach used with examples frorn the actual designs. S(,me problems which lav. been experienced In actual systems
are also described. The lecture concludes with a brief overview of the possible future trends In aircraft navigation

evstema.

2. overview of Aided inertial Navigators

Figure 1 to a hIghly simplified block diagram lMustrating the fundamental operation of one type of Inertial
navigation system. Th. principal components. the inrtial measurement unit (i1MU) And the computer, are ahown.

INEIRTLAL MEASUREMENT U1NIT DIGITAl. COMPU7ME

Initial Cotiitino

s ere ) SpecificForce Eqain Vlct

erro Stable Platfoirm ns-
~D viv ~ ~ ,jCormsndlot

N.. ~(Kyro commiands).

7rire 1. bimnplifled1 lock Diagramn of &D Inertia! Navlgation yt.



The IAIV contains a stablo platform on which three gyros and three linear accelerometers are orthogonally
mounted. An implied by ita name, the stable platform maintains an orientation commanded by the computer, which
Is independent of the orientation of the case. This is accomplished as indicated In Figure 1 by sensing error signals
from the gyru-output-axis pickoffs and through feedback providing the appropriate platform -drive-null Ing torques.
This Imer-loop feedback-control system must have sufficient gain and dynamic response to keep the pickoff errors
small. regardless of IMIL-case attitude motions.

1f the Inner loop functions properly, then tho platform maintains the orientation commanlded by the computer.
Each gyra. however, Is an Imperfect devicu and tends to exhibit a small tirift rate. That Is, oven though the gyro
output axis is nulled, the gyro case Iflxod to the platform) luts a rotation rate about the input-axiA direction, which
differs slightly from the command rate. Those drift rates arise because of Internal rotational Imbalances In the gyro,
torque r-scale-fAetor errors, and from several other more subtle mechanisms. Estimates of these drift rates can
be used to mlntmtze their effect on platform orientation by applying appropriate compensating signals to the gyro
torque ra.

As Indicated In Figure 1, the accelerometer outputs tire the measured specific forces which are sent to the
computer in the form of a pulse train or the sum of pulses over a specific time Interval. 'The specific force vector,
f, Is given as

f a -g

where

a = the Inertial acceleration vector

g =the gravitational attraction per unit mass

If the position is known, then g can be calculated to a high degree of accuracy. The navigation equations calculate
the acceleration from the measured specific force and the calculated gravity, and doubly Integrate these accelerations
for position. These calculations are executed at a sufficiently high rate that the position and velocity are continuously
available (for all practical purposes).

To initialize operations, the system imust bie aligned so that the eooedinate framec of the computier and the plat-
form are coincident. and the Initial pios ition and velocity must he Inserted Into the appropriate cells oif the comptuter.

Trhe skable platforms for most aircraft navigation systems aire commandedi to stay level with respect to the
local vertical. This means that two of the axes lie In the loctally level plane and the thirdi axis lies alongr leI vertical
plane. IThe navigittion equations solve for the velocity with respect to the earth (rather than Inertial velocity) In the
moving coordinate frame, which stays in the locally level orientation. A frequently used set (if navigation eq~uations
are referred to a uandcr-azimuth geodetic-vertical mechanization. Wander azimuth means that no attempt is rnaute
to keep the azimuth of a level axis in any pireferred direction such as north. The azlimuth gyro i,- torque(] with the
computed vertical comnponent of earth rate in such a mainner thait the level frame remiains fIxed V. itli respect to the
eatt when the aircraft is stationary.

The stable platform is initially aligned by first driving it (with [lhe torquers) until the two levelI-accelt-roimete r
outputs are zero. (rce it has been leveled, its atzitnuth w ith respect to north Is dtermi ned b * monitoring the level-
gyro command rates which arc necc'.;sarv to keep the platform level in the presence of the rotation rate if the earth.

Platformi-type Inertial navigation s~stenis are in widespread use toilay for both m ilitarY ant eoniere ial air-
craft. The commercially available systemys ha.ve error ch'u'aeteristic; wich groN% fromt alignmenit at about 1
,niitIrql mile per hour. Tbhis error tgrouth is primarily caused by, gyro drift rates that : ir not proper. 'ompt.!
for in the comnputer. The vertical enannel in these systeirs is either clamrped (that is, not usedi ., a I'armne'ric
altimieter Is used as an altitude reference for stabilizing the vertical channel.

Figure 2 shows a sample i-un of a free inertial navigation sYsteni in the laboratorY. T he s ,ystem) "as aligned
for aboujt 15 minutes prior to starting the systemn in the navigation nwxle. The error growth %%ith tile ;r v N tnt In
these results.

Figure 3 shows the inertial path as computed 1)y the free inertial s 'ystemn versus the posit ion ctinipul.:d froti
the niu~tiple-statton tiME me.asluremients. In this instance * the nvigation sYstemi %%as atlignedi at lioint 1 oni I- itnire
.1 while the aircraft was stationary. The atircraft then took off and flew the path close to that indicateit liv the' DNE-
(derived position. The aircraft flew& ov'er the starting point at the end of the run, %vhich at least is a one-point chiek
of tht- PM?; po-sit ion accuracy. As rniy hie note~d. tiri deviation betwevn the two pitlbs growsq with timec fromi iit i:Ii -
7 at ion.

Error growths of I nautical mile per hour are certainly tolerable for niany entroute-navlgat ion purposes.
They are,- however, completely unacceptable for terinnal-area andl larsilong purposes, The traulttionnl approach to
solving protdemni, like this is lo have it separnte navigation sysqtemi for each phase of flight; for examiple, we could

(Me muitipl' - It ME solution for the position reference duritng enroute anti to mitmat-area phases. t In final approach
v..' couldt iwo the. ItS for tho. refe!rence. With such aI mechanizat ton there Is no need for the INS, as long as the air-
,raft fit''. iiaro~an % hore the mllitIIle-1,I M esu renents are possible.

In r .... n y'a ir,, oillitnry uses have reqouie ncuraite tnavigation inuring reriods %hen no e'xternal nav'tdis are
AIl; I(:, ai:iir-ate niavivatlon for tong perloois of flight. The free. Inertial navigation systeins coulud not
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satisfy the requairemenits. so aided navigation systems came Into existence. For example, the first systems were:

(1) Doppler-Inertial.
(2) loran-inertial.
(3) stellar-ineortilal.

Generally. theae first systems had simple algorithms for combining the Inertial data with the navaid measurements,
etince the airborne computational capabilities were quite limited. Kalman filtering wagn Introduced, and airborne
digtal computational capabilities Improved substantially In the early 4960'o. Theme two events have led to far greater
sophistication of the algorithm. In ided Inertial navigation systems.

Figure 4 Is a simplified block diagram of an aided Inertial navigation system for a platform-type IMU. The
system to mechanized such that the estimated state to calculated (I.e., updated) at a moderately high frequency (10
to 40 H2). The Kalman filter uses the navaid measurements, along with the estimated state, to estimate the error
staie. The error state Is, In turn, used to correct the estimated state. This process of estimation and correction
Is done at a considerably lower frequency (from 0. 017 Hz to 1 H IIin the designs the author has Implemented).

INERTIAL MEASURE'MENT UNITDGIA OMUE
(IMU) DGTLCMUE

------------------- i - --- n,.i n

I Accelerometers a
M f Navigation :

Equations ,Xt

Platform Drive W Matoen

NAVIGATION AIDS d;

------------------- '
Altimeters, VOR/DME y(t)

II

Measurement, Initial state 1
and state noise weights j

L -- - - -- - - - - -- - - - -

f a =digitized accelerometer data

f = compensated accelerometer data In computer frame

Wc=desired platform rate

Wg =compensated platform command rate

; (t) =estimated state

d ; incrementai state Lstimated by the filter

Y (t) vc,:tor of measurements from the navigation aids

Figure 4. Block D~igram of an Aided Inertial Navigatoii System

The primp..y objective of this lecture is to show experiences with design and tests of such aided Inertial naviga-
tion systprms. lkfore doing this, It Is pertinent to consider what the error characteristics of a properly designed aided
mystern nhoaild be. First, In the presence of navilrAtion-nid measurements the error In the esimated state shotild never
bn worne than that of the measuring device. For example, If we were using DME to aid the Inertial navigation 93ystem
ande MF: errtr were around 500 feet, then the system errors should be of t'..) order of 500 feet or less. in the
abseno- rnav.ald measurements, the error In the estimated state will grow In accordance with the free Inertial
chArtw,' tstci. The rate of er-ror growth (depends on the filter eesign and the error characteristics of the IMU. The
mrore H.i1tIt#I filters estimate the parameters such as steady gyro drifts, tilt errors, and so forth. With such
.i-/serns the' inortial esystem enters the free Inertial mode in a well-calibrated condition. if the real error soiurcee
are 'leterministic, then the rate of error growth durng the free Inertial mode can be very small.



3. Dtperionves In -ito Desig gtkd Validiation

This beCtion :'re.,,nts material in the gebneral chronological order of filter development that has been experienced
by the writer. Examples .cm1pue ytesad sgetions based on expi. rience are Included. An attempt ito-
made to describe the highlights, the problem areas, and the solutions which hai i een used in tbese systems, The
piLnciplosaend practical considerations are emphasized rather thAn the matheme~licai formulations and theory.

3.1 Overview of the design problem. one of the most important t. ctora in the design s; Kalmnan filters tIn In ob-
taniag a complete understandieg of the overall Pioblem. One Invariably &tarie wit a knorledge of:

(1) The performance objective? or requirements.

(2) The constraints on the equipment. For exom~pie.

(a) The IMU may be specified.
(b) The computer may'lie specified.

(c) The navaid rcfererwes (cnuasurement devicev-) may be specified.

3)The desired mrodee of operat.ion, For axaroi'lo,I:(a) Ground alignment.
(bp Air alignment (air start).
(c) Barometric altitude-inertIal.
(d) 'acan-lnertiAl.
(e) Stellar-Inertial.
Mf ILS-Inertial (for landing).

4) Whether the a stem 1s to be automatic or a navigator is to be Involved in the operationb.

(5) The development schedule.

In the development of the C5A aircraft navigation system we had relevant information on each of the Items
shown in Figure 5 (11. Generaily speaking, one starts with a simple functional diagram as showni in Figuro 5. r1long
ulth all of the available Information on cach of the devices and tho dot~agm objectives, and one performns it prelimiunary
design. This preliminary d-stign foclises a good deal of attention on the constraints imposed by the digital computer,

Prima~ry Auxiliatry
Digital Digital

Computer Computer
t(Northrop) (Northrop)

IMU i/O & A-D)/D-A Coniterters eto

throp) ~(orthrop) -Pnl
(Northrop)rop"

(Elliot. I

(Hoffman)
Radar 

&r 
pIGL (Noden rRefi Re 9

----I. Coptr0

F(Collins)Daga f - avgtonSsemEupmos

_ _ _(Elliot)



For example. the navigation fwnctloru; associated withi

(1) Bringing ali data into the computer.

(21 Son Icing the display panel.

(3) Solving the navigation equations.7:

(4) SerVIC136 the platform.

may reur infcn mta fteaalbemmr n realr:;re e of the computer. tIthe computer must also

filtering. Tb. preliminary design alloncate. memory and real time to each of the functions to be executed !n the air-
bar"e computer. Quits 3bvtousty. the percentage of real time and memory allocated to the Kalman filter can have a i
strong influence on the filter deitign.

In developing the prellimnary design for the filter oae must select:

(1) The number of state variables. 7

(2) The number of mneasurements.]

(3j Which measurements at any time period (or mode) are to be used.

(4) The filter cycle timea, and so forth.4

This selection must sattsfy the raomory and roal-time constraints of the airb- oe computer adsatisfy the accuracy
requirement4 d o the bpecificttoos.

A
To the author's knowledge, there io no straightforward design procedure; rather, one uses a cut-and-try

approach based on past exprience and ensemble error an-lyais (if available) to give a tentative design.

In relsa.tg machine time to numbet of measurements, cycle times. and number of state variables, the equations

in Ileference (21 are useful for preliminary design purpcses. For the square-root covarance I filter, the referenceA

103

(2) Number d &Ids (3 2 (r + + r

(3) Number of square roots = n + r

(4) Number rAdivides fla t2r

* whe re

mi = trumber of state ,'a-ablesA
mn - number of random forcing function.
r -number of auesjjureinents

We take as an axsinpl a platform syxteni &ith a three-sxb. Kalman filter and meitsurements consisting ofi

TACAN range and bearing plus barometic Li~tude. We Assume trio following statc variables are estimated by the filter;

0?(1 Tbree componerte )f positioi.

(2) Three components cif velocity.

(3) Three componients of pilatformhuomputer miea'gxmeni (ttll*).

(4) Trhrees componefa of gyro drifto.

* (i0) One component of vertical arceleoration biae.

(6) Three cupofl~ ti of meammuement calibration.

The last seven state variableo are f~muuned '., bv tre,%.od an exp'oer~tinily ccorclat*ed noise In the filter.I

Fo. the exampla a - J6, m -7. sod 'r = 2. We also assume that this par icular cornputsr has the following

tt or Ic~ ie operatiis io tnIurose!.I



(1) MulJtiply &24

(2) Add 6

(2) ruare root =200

A4) Div~de 24

The equtous, aloetg with tbe computer aarriapilons. give:

Exeicution time

multiplies 11,510 276,240

adds 10,6U9 65.154

vjuare root 1.9

dtr~es22 0,528

wiu ih-iwl (for Indexing, etc.) 55. 154

TO.A L 410,Sv76

F. The overhead used depends on Lmi aornputer inatruction capabilitiut. A time equal to the adid time has beon

reasonable for the computers used .j the autlior.

The total tinae (410.876 mtllleeconds) is the estimate Of the exOcution time if all calci.tlona are executed
Pieue&Atialy. Other calculations take priority over the filter. 11 the filter were allocated 20 )ercent real time for
this problem, _ ien the filter could be cycled every 2.0544 se-condo. U4 the measurements are to be accepted at ahighr rt- q q. 10He) thu w mut Inrodce ataavergin (peprcesing og') o s~pl~f th fitersub

: Tan ix type of Information, along with the available frequency of the navaid data, whtch is frequently high (e.g.,

4Htfrelevation data irom the microwave landing systemi (MLS)). Illustrates the practical problems. of:

() What &asol eacpe

(2) Should preprocessing te.g., simple averaging) be used so that all data can be accepted?

(3) What minimnum frequency of filter cycling io required?

These type of problems have to he resolved in the design.

3.1 Navigation Equations. The navigation aquAtions rccept raw &4.celerometer data and calculate positloG. velocity.
and platform-cortrol torques. In the aided systems discussed, the navigation equations are used to keep the best
estimate of the state current. This means that the form of the navigation equations bsa to allow the estimated error

state to be Introduced find correct the estimate. The error-ILAte vector for a three-axis implemertAtion will have at

(1) Three position errors.I (2) The eocityerrors.
(3) Three platform/computer misalignment angles (flits).I(4) One verticRI acceleration bias.

The position, velocity, aad acceleration-bias estimates arp carried io registers in the computer so that there Is never
a problem fi adding eatimated errors to the state. The tilts are tintt ImmnedIliteiy changed, unless the navigation equa-
tlms are inechaniaed In a mannsr which permits this change. Figure 6 in a block diagram of the type of mechanlzatilon
vohich provides for compensation of the domin.~nt error bources of a platform III. including tilts. 1 he accelerometer
outputs are compensated for bias, scale factor, and misaligninents before compensation for tilts. JI h output of the
compjensation is the specific-foroe vector umeid by the navigation equations. The compu~ted platform rate required to
keep the platformn level io compensated for tilts followed by scale factor and misalignment&, steady drifts, and drifts
due to mane unbalance (g-dependent drifts). The mechanir~aton shuwa permits a leveling rate to drive the estimate cof
tilts to zero without having any Influence on the navigation or estimation re.~ults. Trhis type of raechaotzatlon hits the
fillowing advantages:A

(1) The linearization assumptions embodied in the filter algorithm are loe prone to cause problems.
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(Gyro torquers)RT

Tilt Update ,

P p Leveling Control

Figure 6. Block Diagram of Software Compensation for IMU Anomalies

(2) Control for platform leveling is completely independent of the estimation problem. Estimates of
state changes due to the leveling control need not be berried by the filter while the platform Is being
leveled.

(3) The conceptual "errorless navigator" Is a perfectly compensated real platform rather than an Ideal
errorless platform. This modeling simplifies (at least conceptually) the development of error models
for the Kalman filter.

This mechanization has been Implemented in two of the systems the author has developed. Its only disadvantage
is a small increase in the memory and real time required by the navigation equations in the airborne computer.

3.3 Systems Modes. An aided INS for airborne uses must generally have the following modes:

(1) Warm-up and coarse alignment.

(2) Fine ground alignment (platform is leveled, heading estimated, and gyro drifts calibrated).

(3) Aided navigation using the available navigation measurements in accordance with some predetermined
schedule or priority assignment.

(4) Airstart (for a restart in the air in case of power dropout or other causes).

In tho systems the author has worked on, Modes 2 and 3 are very similar in the filter implementation. The
prime difference is in the type of measurement used for the mode. For ground alignment a pseudo-measurement Is
used, which gives the information to the filter that the aircraft is stationary on tbe ground. For example, changes in
i~siton (from the input reference value) as the accelerometer data is integrated are attributed to tilts, gyro drifts,
and sb forth, In accordance with the dynamic error model used in the Kalman filter. With such a mechanization,
ground a.gnment can be terminated at any time by simply removing the pseudo-measurements from the filter. The
filter cova lance will be ptoperly initialized for subsequent aided uses with this type of system.

The airbtart mode has been implemented so that:

(1) The lntial state Is set from available measurements or inputs. For example,



(2) The platform to coarsely aligned In level flight.
0)) Platform beetding is aet from magnetioc ompass plus Input.
(0) Velocity registers ane comuputed from airspeed amed beading Information.
(d) The position registers are me from TACAN and barometric altituide data.

(2) The Initial covarlance matix is set lIn accordance. with a reasonable error model of the ostaIltiallga-
tion used In Item 1.

f
This system Is then startod In the alded mode (Mode 3) and, if navald measuremants continue, the system converges
-to a reasonably accurate cavlgallon referenoe. If the system wre to e r a perilod of fieImertial operation (no
navalds) right after such a start. the performance w*Ald be very poor.

3.4 Error-,state Varlaulee. The error states for four systemse the author has worked on are listed in Table ~.I
System I to the C5 navigation system described In Reference Ci) . This system uses 16 error states for a thr,-
axts Implementation of the aied navigator. Of these, 13 are used for the inertial navigation errors mod three ine
used for nays Id caltbration,

Table 1. Error States for Four Example Designs

SYSTEM 1 SYSTEM 2 SYSTEM 3 SYSTEM 4

position error 3 2 3 3

velocity error 3 2 3 3I

gyro drifts 3 3 0 0

acceleration bian 1 2 1 3

Doppler 2 NA NA N A

tar tracker NA I NA NAI a~irspeed4
~Wnfd1 stmtd NA 3 N

barometric altitude 1NAO 1 1

TACAN 0 0 NA 2

(range and bearing)---

16 16 1i 144*I

*The vertical channel was stabilized by a constant-pain filter using . sxomrotri., altitude as the reference. Thn.s filler
was external to the Kalman filter.

**This system uses two Kalman filters in parallel. The level channel ham 10 error states and the vertical channel has
four error states.

System 2 uses a 'tar tracker as the primary naraid. Trhe vertical chann~tl of this mechanization In stabilited
with barometr ic altitude data by a constant-gain filter external to the Kalnian filter. Here there are 12 states for the
level-channel errcra of the inertial navigator, one slate for calibration of the primary aarald, and three staten for In-
corporating airspeed Information into the Kalman filter. Winds are estimated by the Kalman filter in this appl~cation.

System 3 w~as an exporimental syte C. 4, 5) for potential umv to autowatic laning. The primary navuld
reference was a precision ranging system using three transponders which were located at @,elected positions with
respect to the runway. Tbis meAchanizat ion used 110 error states for the three-te inertial navigator and one errorIstate for navald calibration (bias In the barorntric altimeter).

System 4 is an experimental mystemn for potential use In aircraft landing operations where the microwave
landing system (NILS) is the primary reference. In this izctanoco, real-time constraints of the airborne computer
caused the filter to be configured as 10 error states for the level channel, and a separate 1run-in-parallet) four-

error-state filter for the vertical channel. It has Wine error slates for descrtbing error of the Inertial reference,
and five error stalas for navald calibration. Airspeed data Is used tn the ;eN'I-chsnnel filter, so two of the error

states are for estimating vytnds.

The first three systems all incorporate a high-accuracy plitform-type IMU. System 4 uses a low-coot
ntrapdown reference IMU consisting of directional and vertical gyos for aircraft attitude and a triad of body-
tnr:I'.M-d accelerometers. The gyro ad accelerometer outputs are digitized by a 12-bit A/D converter. The
accuracy of this inertial reference In very low; however, the MS measurements are of high accuracy and almost
continuous, no the overall system accuracy is adequate for automatic landing.



do particarn appliclea d the system. Some other relewat information am those system. Is given to Teble 2.

3.5 F~fter A!aorthnw The first aided =NSfor airoraft sayigtion ws eqerimmed by tbeauthoressnbegen In
1966. The ezbmfd IKama fitor with the comrleao. usatrlz calculated In the oonwier wee 1.pmadd in thin ___

=se.The poteintil seating problems with fixed-poit ar~thmetic led to the aeleatica of 14-bit fladlag-poIMt soft-
wu r h fiterSvea nmricalp blem *eprecdand' w ereadded:ovd;: *Ufatr
algorithm. The equars-rook algorithm, (wfhomat forclin tions) vae d.~alnped by WT for the Ap.ll system to the

a4fm m awvtlabI. 121 and wan therefore elected for System 3 of Tamles I and 2.

Table 2. Characteristic al Exazple System

________I SYSTrEM 2 SYSTEM 3 SYOIEX 4

Fle gotlmExtendedI Kalman Miended Kalman Rjacedqd an -Extended Kalamai
Fitr lortmnormal Irtawe square-root cow. equate-root cm. OeQAr-r*t O0Y.

Compuftr arithmetic 13Sbt sip3 lbit + alp 2 blt + sign 17 bit +ip
floating point fixed point fixed point Aind point

Cycle time Old. ) 6090 2 (m)I "a

averaging

Muliply inpeed sottware (i) 12-24 #$a 22 JAN 241

-%real Vlm a*' 10-20 30-40 23-27

Storage 2-3 k 28-bit words 5.68 k 16-bit words 3 k 24-bit word@ 3 k 18-bit words

Dvelopm~ent 1966-1068 1972-1974 1970-1872 1974-1976 =
The algor~thm. used In Systems 2. 3. amf 4 are, for alU practical puposes, identical except for minor

algorithm nreed for Ujee systems is sumniarized in this section.

filter referencetieiupaeatarltvllo rqeycoprdtthoteopainshw.

~~- ~filter period --.

'k-4 filter reference times %,-I~

A *period of accepting measurementse

&/mn parind of umvlgatioir midate

1< ~ ~Figure 7. Timing for Filter Calculzlot

ev'ery oath coto of the uaylgatioe equations. This logic computes residual some for measurements which are baulLed
L Int tin anner, or reelduals for the measurements which are hardied discretely.



Th. filter r. -ence time is always behird real time. The maximumt lag (Weor* logic will kitl to operate
properly) is two fit, . ,orlods. Assome that real time. , t In the region tk < t Ctk.l . The quantiale. noesegary
for deflaing the tress tia. matrix, 0 ft; tk1' ar calculated at tbe frequency of acocepting measurements.

An previomsly mentioned. t-wo types of measurement Preprocesig have bemt implemented:

(1) Residuial sums where tbs sum Is ciarried "o~r a fiter cylsl (from k to tk., iii Figure 7). ithe
measuring device provides nearly continuous measurements, as can be the case for eiropeed and baro-
metric altituide, then the preprocessing LogIc accumulate residual sums and partial sms for reftreec a1
leg the resislual asms to the ftlter time. tk. At time tk. - A, the preprooe~siag logic load& the
residual sum and partials for processIng by the Kalman filter. The arrtys used for accumulation are
cleared for use ln the neat filter cycle,

(2) Discrete memasrments which occur at some time in the time interval tk to t'4.1 as. for evamplIs,

a position fix or a star fix. I he preproceasing icgac forms the residual and partial (for referencingI
the residual to time tk) and loads the data for prooessing by the Kalman filter.

The Kalman-filter logic is arranged so that once keyed to process measurements, it will take care of all the
measuremonts and then reference the incremental (error) state to current time. In this manner, errors In the est i-
mated state are corrected as soon as possible. Aftear the nilter has completed all the measurements In the time

interval tk to tk,,' the logic performs a time update to establish a new filter reference time at tk+.
The filter equations for the Incremental state, di, and the square-rout covariance, WT are:

(1) Timne Utida 
Ail ~

Let T (2

where

P(tk) -the nx n covariance matrix, and

W(t ) the n x it square-rsot covart, aac nrLi updated in the a i
It filter

Then, W(tkl) Tis formed by the two-step computational order: =
) BtaplI

_ H
(b) Step 2 W(tkl)T A Treduced to upper trigangulbr form with

In Stv 1 we note that AAT * ,j k) P(tk) OT (,~;tk) . llttk) tJ(tk)T .

This shows that UT(t,) represents the square root of note* contribution to the growth of the covarlance
matrix la a time updite.

(2) Measuremenit Updte

dx + d; *Kk)(A5y(k) -H(k) di) (4)

where

Aylcp =the residual or residual sum for the meaureent

and

14(k) =the partial (referenced to time tk% for the Ay(k) residual.
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Define
C" (W(k)-)T T(k)T

77 W(k)'C (1)

X = (CT C + R(k)) 1R(k)/(C T + R(k))

Then, K(k) of Eq. (4) is given by

K(k) = 77/(CT C R(k)) (6)

and the square-root covariance is updated by

W(k) T + = W(k)T " -C C lTix (7)

(3) Transition Matrix

L e t 0 t ; F ( " ) d( 8 )

tk) tk F8)

The integral in Eq. (8) is approximated by

=nF(I" ) d r" =  it (9)

where

nA= t - tk  (10)

Only the non-zero terms in F(t I) are stored and updated.

When the transition matrix Is needed, the non-zero terms of

n n 2
B l(t Fi) 1) )l/ (11)

are formed. To implement Eq. (1) the logic below [s executed.

d;(t) = d; (tk) + B di (tk) (12)

The matrix B of Eq. (11) Is kept as a vector of the non-zero elements. Arrays containing Indices (or
addresses) are appropriately set up to execute a matrix multiply as In Eq. ? ")out rny multiplica--
tions by zeroes.

3.5 Design Validation. The aided INS Is sufficiently complex that a design validation by - of digital simula-
tion is almost mandatory. In the simulation all the known factors affecting the system are simulated and the overall
system performance is evaluated. A simulation consists of the digital Implemer.atIon of the elements shown on
Figure 8. The fllght-profile generator shown in Figure 8 produces the specific-force vector acting on the simulated
IMU and a vector of true position and velocity, and other items necessary in the measurement simulation. The flight-
profile generator must be capable of producing time histories of the indicated variables for "typical' flight plans the
real aircraft will fly.

The IMU simulation generates the simulated accelerometer measurements and the simulated platform response
to torque inputs. This simulation includes the relevant IMU error sources-

(1) Accelerometer scale factor, misalignments, null bias, noise, and quantization.

(2) Gyro scale factor, misalignments, steady and random drifts, mass unbalance drifts, anisoelastic
drifts, and quantizatlon,

The alrborne-computer simulation simulates the relevant factors affecting performance:

(1) Approxi'nations used in the navigation equations (gravity model, earth-curvature model, and so forth).

(2) Airborne-computer compensation for the IMU (see Figure 6).

i.) Scallr%, word size, ard other numerical characteristics.

(4) Kalm.an-fllter approxI.matlons in areas such as the transition matrix, measurement partials, and so
forth. ,
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AIRBORNE-COMPUTER
SIMULATION

::P ofle S mulaton W I - Equations F

zt) Measurement yt
Simulation

f1 (t) = specific-force vector acting on IMU

f (t) - measured specific-force vector (by accelerometers)
0

W c(t)z vector of commanded-gy -torque rates

z(t) vector of true position - velocity, etc.

y(t) vector of simulated measurements

Figure 8. Functional Block Diagram on an Aided-Navigation-System Simulation

The measurement simulation produces a time history of the simulated measurements which are consistent with

the night path and contain realistic modeling of the measurement error sources:

(1) Random error sources.

(2) Error sources caused by timing.

(3) Bias error sources.

(4) Dropouts.

15) Bad measurements (outliers).

The digital simulation can uncover many problems in the initial design for an aided INS. Examples of problems
found by simulation include:

(1) A singularity in the covariance matrix which under certain conditions caused unsatisfn,-'. :y ;-rformance.

(2) A poor selection of the order of data processing in the initial design which gave unsatisfactory perfor-

mance in certain modes of operation.

(3) Mistakes which were made in the mathematical formulation of navigation equations, transition matrix,
and measurement partials in the initial design.

1.4) Nonlinear effects in the initial design which caused unsatisfactory performance with large Initial errors.

(5) Approximations developed in the initial design which were not adequate for the full range of operations.

(6) The compensatlon for unmodeled error sources developed in the initial design which was not adequate.

During the validation phases these types of pro')lems (if discovered) can be readily corrected. In the flight-
test phase their isolation and correction can be very difficult and costly.

3.7 Onboard Computer Program nevelopment and Checkout. A considerable amount of detailed programming and
checkout was performed in the last tiree systems the author has helped to -design. This experience has demonstrated
several important details which are:

(1) It is important to have a good (preferably one-to-one) correspondence between routines in the airborne-
computer program and routines in the digital simulation. If the digital simulation has been properly
modularized, this correspondence is very useful. For example, check outputs for sample inputs are
easilyohtatn-d; also, the logical flow governed by flags in the simulation program can be copied in the
airborne-cornputer programming.



(2 A dertatid kne tiedge of the larrucIons exervted to the alt'bt'ic conipiter is dtefirsble. ior
exatmple. suppone that the roultipilcAtional tv6o A-'-bit words give a ruvied 12-bit anawer. Then.
one' must take cavv) In formitng the magtnitude -V in inoo~r prod"(t of tvo veclo ep In order to retain
saitfica'ce In the astawer.

C., Knowledge rtf the ttntex rupt struc-ure cin how the flilttr wtli he timte Wisa'L 'i'h the oil-cr (hig'irr

priority) logic is desirable. One must fwt up the unbcard acftware ffneh that all calcu.atiurin are

cithzlaittoota to not proper. Also. the 'Uiming of when the maaaurumrtt are made and when theoy are
iprcceaceod can be toopottant In -katlning the required accuracy,

(4) Adtitioced plianing and aimra ac~fwrre to desitratle Int the checkeoui of the onboard-coenpeter prog47mm.
A otnitted platform and profila guuerator, and simulatc measureinte. IQ onne. softwaia is 'ory
betPf41 in aherkiog out die naviga~ton tjs'utons and halmau' filter.

(5) Pri~per alu~of variables is ve&ry tmporti In ilxedJ-VottW computers, If Owu filter designer prodram2
the logic. the, details V. scali n hi verv~ operatior are very evidant, so a" can ertsure proper stgnif;-
rance o.2 al the oparatloos. It ithe proraniming to Io be given to a progratnmr, thor- very detialied
n ma cbarte asd sealing n,*.it be provided to onsuce proper sgitsee

(6. Digital output of miany variableg on. a pi ltir te almoat a roqutreneat Int KA1man-ilter :beckout
F~ucn ouIA ctust comec In an on1-line mAnnoor without affecting wyittemn olbsrotine. This typo of data
mIay r..,.jure sip-cial software in the atrbo-rte cowtpu.ter sael aet sD pcial hAraht.

3. i !LtteM VIO'dAtiOn. One of thle more interesting and cbaileogig phases of tho a*ded INS devoloptrtnt Ia tOw
ftial valtda~on. The systeir hardw~are a&W soft-ware muct play together to gives the doeitd over-all reapocote. Isola-

Uto f Cme causeu of undesired cliracte.rit Ic can be ver 'Y difiiclt- io t%8 aiitticr'a nebeqo~ thu, first tWsLa ar" In

the laboratory where the groumnd attanment and free inertial miodes troc ercisd, aotl subtle prvbL zrns in b--th hr:NA-
vae Ani software are d'scovcred IAd cotrected. The K~almuan filter, uthich is usiod in nighbt, alet, perfornt th-b grcund
allgrimeni in the dasignN the autthor lis lIplemented. Auj a result, a g(ood set-ivs -A bbovittory teg'~s can vtiidato- all

t4e nitght soitware except that associatud with the actual navald measurements.I

Tbc Importance of recordting aoproprlate data for ovotemn validation, In the lahorato-v -%md in Oft. -I ..lR

ca-ot" be orrly ctres sod. Ttw iiio' A~he.~r~s ic are ch that post-flight operationsi permit.

(1) The use of fiter-noothtog. technIquee to estimate the ttme -varying system errors. This car beI

accomplished in a gcrieral-purpoee computer program using the recorded flight data If proper data

is takren.

(2) Playback of the recorded flight data into the airborne computer. An option In the 1/0 of the airborneI
computer ckn be deaigned so that recordad flight data Is used in place of the actual mneasuremnents.

Item (1), if available, peritsa otie to get at better models of system criers for:

(1) Correcting hardware deficiencies.I

(2) Correcting ftlter approximations for the rual error sources.

(3) Correcting the errors by Improving the software calibration model.

Item (2), If available, permita one to uae the recorded raw data with the modtf led tsoftware to validate improvementsa

As an Illustration of the type of problems one can encounter In the aystemn-validation phaeese an experience In
the RAINPAL system development In detecrihed (3, 4. 7J. A block diagram of the expot inicittal 3yatemn is shown in
Figure 9. The Litt in LTN'-51 INS was used for three-&xis acceletomnoter data for thist system and the Ames/Cubic
precision Ranging Systemn (PRS) was the primary navaid.

The radar altimeter and the barometric alt$--- Li. wert alvi tused as navigation aids. The navigation equitilons
and Kalmnan filter were executed in an SP' ".u compiter. During the design pho-e of this system, all the avatilable it.-
formiation on the PES Indicated that It wa a very accurat~e ranging system. hissurement errors were believed to be

less than abo-it 5 feet. Simiulation studies Indiated that a very l-igh-accuracy navigation reference was obtainableI
(eufftcient for aircraft Landing) if the three: transpondern of the PAS were properly located with respect to the runway.
Trhe PES measuroments were the ranges tu each of these truaapoallrs. These range mearurements were available
at a very high frequency, but thoy were only used with a 0. 1, H.. filter.
11

IThe system as flight tested at the Whbite Sandsi Misile Rp.nge (WSMR) %here cmve theodolite tracking ccoldI
give an excellent reference trajectory for fccuracy chscks. iguSre 10 shoa the flight puttern for one of the flight
teats nt WSIMP anet Figion!, 1 ehv*9 the rangt-time I-ttatic for thils flt.ght. t'Noc that theri Is & airificri rvuat

of bad data in these measurements; however, software was designied to reject these points and tho bad dataQ %or. not a
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Figure 9. Block Diagram of Experimental Navigation System.
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Ftgure 11. Range-Time Histories for First Landing at WSMR on 26 January 1972

serious problem in the tests. All the raw data was recorded In the tests so that experiments could be run aifter the
fact (post-flight) in the SDS-920 software to access accuroey and study anomalous behavior.

Poet-flight processing revealed that we could not achieve the desired accuracy. After considerable effort the
problem was traced to the PRS system whose errors were cons~derably larger than previous tests had Indicated.
Residuals (differences between the PRS ranges and ranges computed from the WSMR cine theodelite tracking data)
along with the computed range-rate histories are shown in Figure 12. There is an obvious strong correlation between
the range error and the range rate. The error source was traced to a design deficiency In the automatic gain and fre-
quency control of the PRS. Although the desig.,i should have been Improved and the tests conducted again, this was not
done for this experimental system. Instead, a software compensation was installed to effectively remove the error
fromi the raw data.

Figure 13 presents time histories of the WSMRi estimate computed from the cine theodolite data and three
Kalman-filter estimates computed by the onboard softwvare using the software -cor rected PRS data. The onboard soft-
ware uses every 20 th sample of the recorded navaid data, so each Kalman-filter estimate shown has a different
starting time and different samples of the recorded navaid data. This data shows an excellent comparison between
all of the estimates, which Indicates the potential performance of such an aided INS; however, the real system was
never reflown to give an absolute validation of this potential.

4. Future Trends In Aided INS for Aircraft

The applicatIons-type problems and their solutions which have been experienced by the author over the past
decade have followed the philosuiphy of designing the navigation system for some phase of aircraft oreratf Two of
the system which were discussed could be classified as "enroute"l systems and two could be classified as .,3rminal
area and landing" systems. The emphasis has not been directed at a single navigation system for all phases of nlight
from takeoff to landing. Future systems should huve this Integrated design approach, since it gives a means of
checking each new class of measurement (as the flight proceeds) against all previous measurements. This should
improve the safety of operations (bad me;.surements can be reject-d and warnings of failed (devices provided).

A related area which has been barely considered In these designs Is overall reliability of the navigation system.
The designs have generally been of a "single thread" tp-, In that many hardware failures would require the pilot to
switch to a less acurate system for a navigation reference. If the aided navigation sytem Is to provide the capability
for ill-weather ot .rations including landing, then there Is an obvious need for very high reliability In PlI of the Sys-
terns destined for aircraft use.
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Apromising technique for gaining high reliability in the inertial sensing devices used for navigation and con-
tot bale been implemanted by The C~.arles Stark Drkp~'r UiPoratory. Inc. f 8, 9. 10). The techniques unes redundant

skewed acelerorretei s a&d gyros In a strapped-dorwn coellg'tratioo (no stable platform Is ;!oquired). Logic in the air-

In the com~puters todetigned t e adiob:failures ofu otosensorp of each type. In addition, the sortware
cn dete#t ak bird failure tn either sensor typa, but cannot Iolate which instrument has fail~d. Such a niechakn!zation
provides fail-operattonad fail-safe performance for mne, two, or throe failures. respectively. of either sensor type.

In order to obtair a reliable w rtidlor system foi all phahs of flight It is necessary to use redur iont naviga-

Int tlaaa~tem have redindant skewed bensors feeding the failure detectioa and isolation (FDI) software In Lhe corn-
aidsr ashellD asftwre remvt fects~ snorf flet u3n somn the erts to the naiaionS eit-;d in Frre1 ,

NA IGATI AIGITA StateUT

Skwedaa recivers- 7b- t. -r A r1a
(V R A ,~I Navigati n ca'ibr System

a t ape w failure de.c t',nF-4 qtons
Inertal sescre gyros L a obtc a-J L.J..nro og~

NAVIGATION AIDSStat

I estim~~At iethe acrac ft, tt estimate wil epend t-Pe pFit ryo ertn(rmalgmt) Tec-

detet ad iolae (em~e) ad a n d earureens. I

measurementsur fro. thek rDuaagrati a Redunalsclnt d A in ti s a gca n ys ep do rjce

batse onacilursIn of thoe miup o t h e reeldrualube r to l able ttsial dondo which a are ictosithen stte
eaccuracy, of he naccurcy eic n hescr of thinsae estimaewldpndofteatd hstate, f oupelotiisdon irmagnetwo redan
vrceeri ctputsdb then faearin lteraf pearelia oble If one reehiv faias, theroie we' aueal o

caliy rieject the metasurement. It both fail, then both will be rejected and~ the necessary warning for pilot action will
he provided. This warning need not take place Inataotanejusly. since the overall accuracy will degrade slowly rather
than sb-upuly. Henco, If the failure ts of an Intermittent tep the toystemn rtn crnt~rue in mn'oY Cltunticas. £v,mi t. 10
a 100 percent failure in the na-vuids, tIhe flight may he able to r~ceed (s, for example, ia critical. landing problems)I
without cutastrophic results.

J

This type c! system t"e the desired Inherent rol'ablilly o.- savauced automatic landing aircraft. By lilvir4 a
single integrat-3d system for all phase. of flIght. the desired automatic testing and failure-removal operatiors are
applicable to all of the navaids.

One cbvious diiad="antage in the appro~ch lies In achitving reliability In tha computar. D~ual. computer utrategy
bas been impemented In the SIRU system of References [8). [D], and (10). Since there in also a T.Ood deal of applied
research dIre<to- towards develop.ag reliablo computers. this pror.-'m should he resolved in the near future.

It it believed that tilis type of intogratod avionic syatejm wIl eveitustly supersede the "add-on Weeck box" approch
ocurrent avionic ovstbtns. A lot of applied research and development and roxpriniental tosting is required before such
sophisticatod designs are practical and coat effective for use In couiumncrcia, aviatIon.



6. conclusions

This paper has presented practical cons ide rat Iona, prohloni areas and solutionai experienced by the author in
the developmzent of Kalman filter@ for airciraft navigation systems. The problem areas experienced have been in three
categories as follows.

(1) Numerical problems In carrying out the Kalnman filter covariance calculations.

(2) i'robleme in statisfying C'ie constraints Imposed by the specific airborne compute-r's capabilities u~edA

in *hedesigni.

(311 Problems in developinig an approprLatx mathematical miode! of the overall system which is sufficiently
accurate and simple eiio,-h for Implementation.

The pquaro-t-ot Implementation of tije Kalmian filter described in the paper has elim-inated problem area (1)
in the designs expereiw e-I by time author. Advances amade in airborne computational capabilities have reduced the

difficulttes of problem ..- (2) to the po'-r, where it no longer poses a serious design constraint. Problem area (3)
Is and will lkely continue to tte wz rvr.et difficulL problem in applying Kalma.-f tlter theory to practical de6igns.
Problem area (3) wIlII persisnt becaure iue continue to look for Impruvemneats ir. sypten, performance without necessarily
Improving the system hardware. Improved performince resulta from imapt wed modeling and compensation for error
sources and consequently requires ever-increastng complexity in the systear software.

The designs discussed ir. the paper %&ore of a single thread nature with respect to rnliability cons ideratitons.
Future avionic syse,,iz are likely to require fa.1-operationsi fail-safe performance, %hich Is obtained through
redundant comnponents and redundancy mnanagement software. The copcoptual design (as described in the paper) for

t such a syutem makets use of Kalman fiiter quantities in the redundancy management strategy. This appears to offer
a promising method for gaining the reliability Improvements needed In ivionic systems. olthough practical designs
vhich vse such strategy have yet to be demonatiated.
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v'RACI ICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN IMPLEMENTING KALMAN FILTERS

Techniques that have been used to Implement th amnfilter for aircraft Inertial navigation appItcations
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where xe is the control vector and 0 Is the transition matrix.
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FIgure 1. Time Sequkuoe of Estimation and Control Compubtioa

Control is applied impulstvely to all plant states. All inertial navigaUon states are directly soceseable except
platform tit, si@e only a finite gyr torquing rate cem be applied. A nonlinear platform controller is built into the
navigation mechanization that mathematIcaly transforms the accelerometer data through the estimated but
uncorrected platform tilt. The In-erse tranatormation is used to rotate the angular rate vector of the navigtion
frotrme back to the tilted platform coordinates for use In gyo torquing. This allows effective impulsive tilt control
aod still uses small gyro trquing rates.

The following discusslor, ts spploable to all of these applicatious. Successive app ications rpresent refine-
ments of the basic ideas. Moot of the examples are taken from FB-111.

The techniques discused generally fall into two categories, modeling oonsideratIons and computatiomal
techniques. The Importance of developing an adequate nodel for the suboptimal Kalman flter is well low.
Several techniques for further sImplifying the mathematical model are discussed in Section 2. Algorithms have liw
developed to allow efficient computation of the Kalman filter equations. Th algorithms are implemented In
computers with fixed-point arithmetic and are discussed in Section 3.

2. MODELING CONSIDERATIONS

The mataematical filter model of the plant used to the Kalman filter Is de..e*d by t.e state equatinu

i(t) - F(t)x(t) - G(t)u(i) (4)

and the measurement equation

y =k H(tkg) (tkal , .(tk) (5)

where

x - state vector

F - ooefficient matrix

G - process wi:se distrlbuton matrix

u - white process noise vector

y - measurement vuctor

H - measurement matrix

v - Gaussian sequence of measurement noise

The filter model is umb(qtlr.,al in that It does not exactly describe the plant. However, It must eff,.,t-7vAy
describe the major error mechanisms. The filter model Is evaluted b5 means of computer error Ramlysl. A
covarianoe anabels program is used which run& -> an IBM 370 computer. The progrum uses the ti..er c,6ffrle-nto
from 'he suboptimal filter to compute the covuriance of nAimtion errors (position. velocity, and atte-,.) due to
one or a group of error sources. Time hJstoiy of total system performance Is obtlined by summing the covsriances
computed from the individual error sources. The Kalman filter model is chosen by anlyzing s,-erel models with
I e program and chooolng the one that gives the best performance without unduly complicating the mechanlyation.
T7e choi1e of a filter model is an hauriotic judgment and no attempt has been made to quantize It. The filter ev&&a-
tio must be made on several fliJgt profilme ard wulboensot mixes based on expected mnissums. Several denidn
concepts have evlved based on A large number of analyses which wwrv performed over the last decade. Sui-ae of the
major concepts are described In the folUwing sections.

2. 1 ERROR 5OMKCE DESCRIPTION

The error bvdget for gyro drift rate error usually consmlts of bias error, lon -correlatUon-time exponentially
correlated error, and ahort-correlation-Ume exponeut LUy correlated noise.
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An impomeutliall-, oorrlate error Is described by the state agnMm~

Where T to the oorrelaiion time and u. Is white noise with power spectral detauity &-npliwds

2
and t 2a alsm .~ Thted stateprocess hs autooorrelation function

*(t) - eet/r (8)

and power spactrl disty (PMD)

P6D(w) - 2( (9)
iT2 + '2

The short-oorrelatlon-time random gym drift rate is approximated by white noise. The whit* noise power
spectral density amplitude is chosen equal to the zaro frequency PSD amplittude of the correlated errur

22

where Qu white noie PSD amplitude and an&Wd are variance and correlation time of the short-correlation-time
error, respectively. The approximation Is vaid if'

T < I / = M00 seconds (1

where ,, is Schuler frequency, since the tra~nsfer function from gyro drift rate error to velocity error has a pass
band between zero frequency and Schuler frequency. The effects of error signals rignlilcantly above Schuler
frequency are highly attenuated.

The bias and long-correlation-time error sources are approxLmat4-i In the suboptimal filter by a random walk
model. The equivalence between the statletics of an exponentially correluted random proceos and a random walk
process io strictly empirical. The suboptlmai filter usitag a random walk model tends to result in slightly pessimis-
tit, filter errnr ostett. ,re estmItrn fe desirable L- a suub..ti-jnfl filter tr% accounmt for i".modled errt.

The differentiAl equation for the random walk m~odel, c r Is

-.Ur (12)

where ur Is white noise with PSD amplitude Qr. The variance of an uncontrolled random walk model grows linearly
with time. The intent !a to describe an error source that changei value in siome fixed time, T, in a manner aimiAr
to the long-,:orrelation-tlme error. or

At2 = 12
L (T) E 1 (0) ( 13

= 2,-T," L

2 2where A' Ist the variance of the cbAage P-nd U am~ T Lare variance and correlation time of the longr-
correlatLon-ime error., j1. It hasi been &Jny~rily found through errfor 8n~11 ils that the best jilter performrane
io obtained when the change W variance -f tho ra;.dorm walk model io near arin time TL or In othier words the
PSI) amplitude of ur Is

-~2,_

The randoin walk model has several praclical ad,,anlages that make it attractive. A singe state variable can
be used to model the sum of bias plus scvoral exponentially correlated errors. The control law is a bias. Lf models
for bias and exponentially correlated orocesses are used instead of the random walk model, separate state
variables must hc used for each model. Separate control laws must also be vsod for bias and ey-ponentially corre-
luted models, since thes control applied from the exponentially correlated model must be decayed to xero.

Doppler radar presents a similAr modeling problem. The error budget for over-land operations usually
contains high-Irequency fluctuation noise and scale factor and boresight errors- The scale factor and berosight
errors are described as bias and long-correlatIon-time exponentially correlited errors. The fluctuation noise Is
modeled as white noise at the vcelocity level. ft has a PSD amplitude proportional to aircra!. velocity. The bian
and iong-ortclation-Uize errors are modeled as random walk in acale factor aud bore&atgt as described above.
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Doppler radar performance operating over water is corrupted by the velocity of the water surface, called
sea-drift. Sea-drift I modeled as random walk In two horizontal components. This error replaces the Doppler
ocale factor and boresight random walk states in the state vector during over-water operation. State variable

replacement is commonly used to maintain a small state vector. This results in a suboptimal filter since scale
factor sad boresight errors are still present over water. However, the sea-drift effect is the largest, so acoeptable
filter performance Is obtained without the scale factor and boresight models while over water.

If Doppler radar is not available, true airspeed reference velocity Is used and two components of wind velocity
uncertainty are modeled as random walk in the two reference velocity state variables.

High-frequenoy accelerometer errors are modeled as white noise. Accelerometer bias errors are generally
unobservable unless a platform-mounted star tracker Is used and so are not modeled. Long-correlation-time
accelerometer errors should be modeled if they are significant. However, the white noise gyro drift rate model Is
approximately equivalent to random walk accelerometer errors since the difference between tilt and accelerometer
errors Is unobservable. It should be recognized that gyro drift rate and tilt are both observable so the approxima-
tion yields a suboptimal model. Long-correlation-time accelerometer errors are not explicitly modeled in the
applications discussed.

Gravitational anomaly deflection of the vertical is modeled as white acceleration noise. The effective
correlation time of the white noise, Tg, 18

T = 50 nmI/V (15)

where V ts aircraft speed and the correlation distance of the gravitational anomaly Is assumed to be 50 nmi.

The state vector chosen for FB-1lU navigation system has 13 elements which are

x, y position error

x, y velocity error

x, y , xp-angle

x, y. z drift rate error

2 reference velocity errors

astrocompass boresight error.

where x, y, z define a locally-level, azimuth wander coordinate frame with z axis up.

The same state vector is used for dead-reckoning mode with the IP-angle states identical to the position
error states and the drift rate error states not used.

Notice that vertical channel is not Included in the state vector. The vertical channel only weakly couples the
two horizontal channels through Coriolls terms. If vertical velocity error is kept small through conventional baro-
altitude damping, horlzotal velocity error Is not significantly affected.

2.2 CHOICE OF COORDINATE FRAME

The importance of choosing the proper state variables to simplify the problem Is well known. Two examples
are given in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2. 2 of state variab.e transformations that simplify the filter calculations.

2.2.1 Elimination of Acceleration Terms

The inertial navigation system linearized error equations Il] can be written as

2= Ax- c + o)xAV0  AR - 2w (Aw)R + V (16)c a ax (8 ) V )

ai = ,V - pxAR (17)

= - X' + E (18)

where

AR - geocentric position error vector

AVc = velocity error vector in computer coordinates

4 - vector angle rotation from computer to platform axes

A = specific force acceleration vector

V = vehicle velocity vector

- earth rate vector

Wc - spatial rate vector of locally level frame with respect to Inertial frame

- Schulbr frequency



P vehikle rat, vector of locally-level framec with respect to Earth fixed Irm

v accelerometer irmor vector

Thee Se equalot r -evrig The eriuon t h equations is colnpllcwu-d by Ule(Cdtl ceea

belE aongth pltfom amaInseadof hecompiuter anLee when computing velocity error. LV p is called the

jav . aR .- .% YxA-(C4SV4g (22)

A - 4V- pxR- I (23)

Figure 2 shows the state equations (Eq (21) through (23)) in matrix form for two horizontal channels with an azimuthj
waudar coordinate frame and neglecting vertical velocity. These equations do wot contain acceleration and so are
w.L. vawier Wo accurately wrtegrare nuniericaliy.

1aH0 0 1 0 0 0 I a

x

03'2, (-g-V U 0)IA1. -y 0 2 -2p2 0 (g-V 2)y V Xu 0 AVFL z xyx

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 -V

0 0 0 0 oj A ~
0 0 1 0 v 0

I - z

Fiue2. Inertial Navigation Error Lquation-i in the Platform Frame

t 'I
A



2. 2.2 Statlioary Alignment

The stationar alignment filter Is a ecial owe, because of the many glmpWlltlon tt ME be mq(( '. Ar
OUrie. oiau4.Ary ailumert can be performou wil the genesal ina lgUon tilter but maAs appLications only require
a stationary aligmeat such as F-ill autonomous navigation or arty application that has no airborne navigation aids.

After Initial tilt errors have been removed. the cr.ss coupling between the two horicotal navigation channels

is very small. A three-state filter I& used which oonblns

AV. velocity error]

x a 0. tilt error (24)

L., drift rate error]

One set of filter coefflclexits Is computed foi both K and y channels. The oorrespmdence Is

x = jy j ] x channel (21

-Y j

x- aX~] . y channel (26)

eX

Azimuth Is ln:talzed by computi4 the angle from north to the x-axis (positive counter clockwise), o. as

o -tan ~Y ~ }(27)

which dellnes north as the direction of the sented horlzontal angular rate vector. Eetln-Ated north gyro drilt rate
vector Is

+ " [:] - (28)

where

(- ,, earth rate vector before azimuth control

u - eart rate vector after azimuth control.

Tbe simplest way to eltinate the cross coupling due to initial tilts Is to -%qtart the filter after the first few seconds
when the large tilts havo been removed.

The atationary alignment mechanizatlon Is not Schuler tuned. The gyros are only torqued at earth rate plus
estimatec gyro precession rates. Coriolis compensation Is not me'hanlzed. This simplifies the model, ellminates
unnecessary cross coupling, ad reduces the numeric! errors in compiuatiou of the average velocity measurement.
The state equations are

[ 0 g 0
0 60 x 4u (29)

where u "s a white noise vector. The average velocity measurement matrix Is

H * (I - gT/2 gT2/61 (30)

ad the transition matrix Is

01 T
[0 0 1



where T is the filter cycle time. An additfonal simplification can be, r-0aLo~d bv line-r trar-iformation of the state

VO 2 O' t

G. 1 0 (32)

which gives an average vt!citv state variable. The measurement and tranaitlon matrices become

H' -[1 0 0] (3

rl -r 0
0' 1 T 1(34)

0 0 1

The Initial covariance matrix, P. is also transformed from

to

The - ( (gT/2) 2  (T q 0 (36)

Teinitial covariance matri~. 0 precomput o the addition of the non-zero off-diagonal terms is not A siguificant

coplctin Hwve.th ersinrdue i hez and V" marcsd siguificautly reduce tbe. auwount of

23MEASUREMENTS

Measurements ar', obtained frum sensors that supply c~rntinuous data such as Doppler radar or discrete data
Sc saposition checkpoint. Continuous data measurements are prefiltered by moans of integratio to obtain a
diceemeasurement. For example the D~oppler measur~nient is

'I (V J (.)) - V D )d (7
p 

tk-l

where V1 aid X"D are ine-rtial and Doppler ra':nsed h~orizontal velocities, respectively. There Is no significant
iforMation lose relative to a contiruoua K~alman filter as long as the Integration time is very short relative to
system dy'namics. iLe. , aircraft maneuvc rs. Error analysis studies hasve demonstrated tiiat filter performance i6
not senisitive to filter cycle time, ItN - ik..l). The basic Doppler radar information is position change p'd3e8. The
prefilter mechanization alleviates the reed to genciate Doppler velocity. The mrcasurement matrix, 11(tk, tkd).
must model the prefilter integration.

A dliscrete measurement, such as position checkpoint, can occur at any time during the filter cycle. The
measurement, y'(tm), ts computed ai, the time the measurement x~curs, tin. However, it is used as if It occurred
at thoi cnd o& thu filtar cycln, 1. t, I,- '11,1s ;1,rp!!fyfng apipr'lmntilt n ama ho-nuiss a conotant time
interval filter cycle requires less op dn The approx~mation can be made beicausae the estimated measuirement,
lix, Is small since control is applied regulrly. Also tWE filter coeffl'ZIente will not change significantly with a small
change In the position checkpoint time of occurrence.

The approximation of a constant time interval filter cycle cannot always be made. For e.zarople, if tho velocity
difference integraj, E,,, 137), was only available over irregular intervals, th'e filter cycle woukld aa,, to be variable to
fit the integration time.

2.4 FAILUjRE DETECTION

The ineasiurement-error v-.rfanr es computed in the Kalman filter can boe used to check for failure or degraded
perforrance. The technique has been used to detect Incorrect position -heckpoint dbsigrAtions on the AMSA flight
tests. A failure id said to occur ehc.ea the measuremrent rnagxiiude exceedis Its 3- value where n,-.oureinent
mnagnitude squared IsI

(Y -H,) y - ..k~ (38)



and Ito variance to -
or Troa HPI4T~ R. (39)

A failureocc. if

I j 2 , 9~ (40)

adthe checkpoint Is rejected. The pilot has a &. second@ to override the rejection aad torce the checkpobat to be
.omepted. If the checkpoint rejection to overriddwen, measurement, y, is applied to the current flits- cycle
without further compensation for the delayed application. 'Ihis does place uan additional burden on the pilot to
evaluate rejected checkpoint& and make a go/no-go decision. Tht, "e'hsnization was only used for flight test and not

veoct anmieiet oprreoa tstdatecyflesteeam. aisfldcsini

A similar mechanzation his been proposed, but not mechanized to detect b&4, :ata or failure in r'elervwe

made. Contimmou failure of DDWler Information ould indicate over-water operation with a La..7- am-drift error.

La this case the filter model In switched to the over-water mode which model@ sea-drif, velocity er -

F~Iuro detoction alorwzi the computer to override the navigation mode @election made by the pilot. This2
approach admittedly has its pitfalls. Good data can be rejected due to a isaligned eystemn relative to its covarlarict
matrixr. For this reason, there is reluctance, to place failure detection capabiliy into an operational system.

3. MECRAN17ATION FOR FIXED P~OINT ARITH-METIC

The basic equations associated with the discrete Kalman WUier are

P_(k) % of, k-1) P'(k-1) OT k. kl) - Qok. k-i) (41)

_ 0K -4(k. kI) A, (ki) (42)

K~) - P k) H TO,) [H (k) P-(k) 1T (k) + lkk))-l (43)

P k " I- K (k) I(k) P () (44)4

x (k) - X^ (I) *K(k)Ly(k) -H()X-k]45

where

P - covariance matrix

x- state vector

y - measurement vec-tor

If - raeaeurarnent matrl=

- traaaition mat'iA

Q - process noise covariance matrixI

K - filter coefficient matrix

Rt - measurement noise covariance matrix

This section is devoted to methods of solving theac equations, or equivalent equations, in a computstional~y
efficient manner forea real1-time computer uing ftxed-point arirthmctlru.

A Fortran computer program that simulates fixed-point arithmetic with a specified woi-d length was used to
develop the algorit'.ms. The fixed-point rjaulto wore compared with identical computations perfor-ned with double-
precision rlaating-point arithmetic. The simulation prograin doubled a a source of oheck problems for the assembly
lang'mage real-timne program

I. SCALING

If the filter equations (Eq (41' through (45)) are to be Solved in a fixed-point digital computer. all variables io
thcr: ecr'-t1'ns must be scaled tv values lea than one. Sciding of the covariance matrix rer nt~ P-.n-1

difficult prob-lem bacauee of ther very large range in covarlance matrix values. I he poaition error variance can grow
unixudn~d, yet the resolution in required to a few feet. As anjh~er examp!e, aseumc iritlsitilt or azimuth errorI
variance is 15 !'r-ves)2 

ftne. the deared resolution is (0. 4 ia) , ac, thai the r*nge Is 1.2 x 109 which is barely within
the~ capability of a 32-13it -.,>d However, the Kalucan filter has succerafully operated with~ an inerti. navgation
uystem us1Z4 24-bit worue for thy co)variance matrix. The !ilter has been sticcessfully simuilzted with a 21-bit word
Inngth. iinover, the eamne simulation falle-J ni 10 bits. TThe FB-l1l ovaelakm Iu~tiiA in held in double precision

words with a 16--bit v.,ord length.
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Notice that mi filter ezilutious ([.q (41) t.hrouph (1ii)) ate uit hanged when matrices P. Q.. and R are multiplied
LN a erlgle soaar .rraeter. F. F hi called the s'dfttng-pAt joale and l chosen to make the largest diagonal
elemnmt of P equal 1/12. E Is rrcuoiputed fn av. filter cycl.' as

M - Me * 1, i 1, 2, 3.. N1  (46)

P - V- 2M p(47)

E_/7. (48)

This algorihm autonmiUcaV y keeps F 7, t/2. Mrtrlc,*.t, 't and Q are mulu.plied oy E before use in each [tlter cycle.

Tho shating-point scale allow- ti,e eovarla&.c matrix to have a large dynamic raag with a relatively email
word ! rgth. Th e covartiane mwix is ,ffe.tlvely held as floating-point numbers but with a common expor-nmt. This
In much simpl,er than pT-erming ful fl.,ating-point arithmetic. I he relative scaling of the covariance matrix is very
i'n1',oAazt in order to m.watuir, Li s nr.,iaAtely eqtua scaled covariance diagunal. Relative scaling to equivalent to
scaing the transition matri,- Relt.%e sc4ling was empirically chosen through simulation of a ),ide variety of flight
profiles.

A aimplifled shiiiirqg-pA:lt ec .ie In pasibke for stationary alit..Knent. In this case, the meas'irtment
covartsnce, (0iPHT 4 Ii) is scaler and is monotonic nonncreasing. At each filter cycle P1. Q, and It are normalized
by OlIpiT - R) before comnlpting the filter rc.efflcienta. This maintins optimum scaling on the covariance matrix
and also simplifies the filter cuQflfi computstioti, since the normalized (llPIlT - 1) In unity.

3.2 SIATE VECTOR A11D C' A\ LANCE EXThAPOLATION

The state voctor-and covaritnce extrapolation can be performed by Eq (41) and (42). This se the transitiou
nmtrix tWchni 'je. Covarian(e extr4polatlou by direct integration of the matrix Rlecati equations was attempted when
the mectanizatit was firo C'eveloped. It was found that numerical integraton error can cause the covariance
matrix to fail to be non-r'egatve-definite. For example the rectangular integration of the mntrl, RIrcati equation
does not preserve th ncta-ngative-definite proprt. However, the transtion matrix technique does pcReerve non-
negative defltrtonehc re' ardless of the approximations in computing the transition matrix (ignoring the truncation
er.ora In the ,atri < product).

11 ,e plcittizatior that Is used does rot explicly compute the transitton matrix. Instxad, the State e4Lu.qton

ls nurnericrdly ititegrat-,ed. Covariance extrapolation Is performed by treating each row of the covaiianze matrix as
- state vector and numeripally Integratig it using Eq (49). The pratrtsa is then repeaLed by tryating esL. column of

the resulting matrix as . state %ecto)r and again nuracrically integrating. Note that this is equivalent to Z P .

Process noise cova iwace, Q, Is a convolution integral uvL..itd by state equation, Lq (4),

'I T
Q(k, k-1) (tk , I)C t)S(t)tG (t) 4T (t , t) dt (50)

t
k-l

where

S(w ) - Coy (U Mt) I

which can be approximated by trapezoidal integration as
T

Q(k. k-1) - - I(k, k-l G(k-I) Q(k-i) T (k-l) T (k, k-1) G (k) S (k)GT) (51)

where T - tl - L-!" The total covariance extra;latiim is

P-(k) = e(k, k-I) [P (k-1) -G G(k-1) S(,-() GT(,-I) I j(k, k-I) G(k) S(k) G (h) (52)

The matrix pruducts involving Z are performed by state equation Integration as desaribed above. S is a diagonal
matrix and. in most cases, Is independent of k. G is usually an identity matrix in the inertia1 navigadon application.

Considerable eflort has beem spent developing an efficient algorithm for the Integration of the state equation.
Trupeioldrd Integration with an average coefficient matrix ib used. The general solution io

X . I - (x - X ' )  (3)
k = k-I 2 h k-1

S. F (t) dt 
(54)

dI



2-oTe FB-li sate vector in inegmted using 29 znultiples anW 5 one-bit right shift. This nompre with 70
E multils~e iins (1S x 15) tranition matrix extrapolation assuming a (7 x 10) subinatri% of non-zero. rwii-uWily

elenlets. A truncated algorithmi for computing the tra.nsition matrix will probably r,sult in some zeros In the
(x 10) mjbcnatrlx. The omxplete oovarianice matrix a&M stlau vector extrapolation require 27 vector extrapolitlons
asir4 bltLer the tr-ensitioa tuatrix or direct integration.

The eincienry of the Integrut:ion algorithm relies dtrectly on the sparse coefficient matrix. The FB -11l
itgWoualgorthmu uses a combi-Attcn of rectangu.lar &Wd tapezoida] intograt~on to extrapolate the 4--equad:)na

where the error states are olowly ttU vrylakg with approximuately a 24-hour period. Complete trapezoida.l
Inegratoic Is used on the posatloc mns velocity equadons.

itegration errors for the trapetoldsl Integration slig-thm has boon acceptable for cycle time. as large as 24

t seconds as demonstrated by both computer aimulatiou and actual flight test. Th )Integration error has also beer'
computed U~alyt1aly. The trapetoldal Integration alguriti~m is aefined by Eq (53) and (54' which cim he solved for

x(t) usng: a Taylor series expansion nf F. 'Me exact solution is

x(t) a (o)) d~ (55)

which Is also solved for xft) using Taylor series expansions *(1and F(, n Te trapezoidal integration error.

6x(t) (F(o).' + Fo) F(o) - kto) F(o)) t3 + Jx(o) (56~)

For cotupfrison the elato vector error, using the rnat-ix expoentl expansion of Iis computed. TheII trausitloa ma~trix is

ON01 2 l~3 -IIF4 (57
*c. ) ~ 2 4

and the state vector error at Urme t. using .?(t. 0) insteWad of Eq (5 5). ina

1 3
t(t) - j~(F (o) F (c) - F (n) F() t xo) (5 t)

TruJ~n stlx% the matrix exponential expansion at the second oider term yields an additioaal L~rd order error term
(/C.) F1Ol013 

0 x(01 which to 1x-g~r tham the. te!M.,ld -- '"rr

in addition trarezoidal Integrauun usning endpoint value@ for coefficient mratrix Fit) rather than the integ-rated
vslue 7 has a gtate vector error

6 x(t) (FIy (o) 3 F(o) k(o) -21Fjo) F(o) - F(o)) t * x(o) (59)

This algorithm ts not attrmctive becase It has a tird order error term proportirnal to Fwhich may cause difficalty
in a highly maneuvering aircraft.

3.3 STATE VECTOR AND) COVARIANCE~ RESET

Thle reset equations can ba performedi by

K P-HT (lip-ifr , ) (60,

Ky ('61)
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where B is the transformation matrix. It follows that d is transformed into a diagonal matrix, d*,

d* - BdBT (67)

A simple choice for the transformation matrix B Is

B (-d21 0) or(1 2) (68)

where dill d1 2 , dt, d2 2 ara the elements of d. f and K are also transformed

f*= I T  
(69)

K6 f* do- 1  
(70)

The state vector and covariance reset equations can then be expressed

x =x-
A~ A- fsd V(71)

P' P_ - f dt-1 fT (72)

The computational detail can be more clearly seen when expressed in scalar form

d 1  '*2 (73)
I dI 22

Pi ii P] f f* f
i l - d L2  (74)

i Y11 22

1, j 1, 2, 3 • • N

By performing the nultiplication first to generate a double-length product and then dividing with the double-length
dividend to give a single-length quotinent, truncation errors are minimized and overflow problems arc avoided. If
the filter coefficients were explicitly computed, the divide would be performed before the multiply. This requires
twice as many truncation operations.

The computational load of this mechanization is greater than the conventional one because of the additional
divides. This is felt to b., justified by the case of scaling and the greater numerical precision. Assuming a
13-element state vector nd 2 measurements, and starting with the matrices f and d, this mechanization requires
379 multiplies and 379 divides. By comparison, the conventional mechanization, which explicitly computes the
filter coefficient matrix, requires 43" multiplies and 4 divides for the same computation. The computation, ir
either case, can be reduced by only computing a triangle of the covariance matrix.

Covarance matrix symmetry is forced by storing the lower triangle into the upper triangle. This is sufficient
to avoid numerical problems and is somewhat simpler than thc averaging technique

!P. I (I)- - [ T) (75)-•-1

4. CONCLUSIONS

A number of technique,; used in the practical implementation of the Kalman filter are presented. Techniques to
minimize the computer requirements are emphasized including simplifying the filter model and using algorithms
suitable for fixed-point arithmetic. All of these techniques have been proven by many flight tesis on several
applications at Autonetics.
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I . int rod uctionI
The P-1 is an Intercontinentlal weapon system which !S capable of delivering both air-to-grounid inissilfs
and gravity weapons. Rockwell International it bL'Idiny the airframe. The Boeing Aerospace Covipany is
the Avionics System Integration Contractor (ASIC). The offensive avionics system contains the aircraft's
n4Vl-iatowi and weapon delivery hardware and software.

Nis~ lectu'- dis%.usses the Kalman filter which the ASIC has designed, implemvented, and flig.t tested fer
6-1 naviration-sensor data integration. Section 2 Is an overview of the B-1 nd-iigation system configura-
t-rn nd Kalmani filter design. Section 3 swumarizes the ASIC's analytical approach tc. filter design. while
Secsi 04t 4 discusses some practica: aspects of filter implemntation. Section 5 presents ne Holloman Air

or - t3a~e flight test data ani compares design assumptions with real-system behavior. Although the
S;I-.;fic analyses and example cited in these sections arr- drawn from the collective experiences of the
ASIC's B-1 Navigatiin and Weapor Delivery Group, the general discussion is applicable to Kalman filtcr
design and iumpleentation for any lo-ig-range. high-speed cruise vehicle with similar nav'qation sensors.

This lecture does not discuss 8-1 performance capability.

2. 8-1 Navigation System~ Overview

2 1 Systern Description

Pie B. l's integra 'd. niultisensor navigation system is showvn schemati -ally in fig. 1. The zonputer(s) and
Interface eleinent In th's figure represent the Avionics Co-trol Unit Complex (ACUC), whch provides data
proressing, interfacinS and real-time control functions for the avionics hardw~are. The software, supplie.'
by Br''ing, is written in Jovial J38 language. There are two Singer Kearfott SKC-2070 computers In the
cmnplex. One of the compters is dedicated to navigation-related functions; the other to we01gon- del ivery
functions. Howvever, each computer can pe-frn all of the navigation and weapon-delivery functions if the
other one fails.

2.1.1 NaviationSensor Hardware

Inertial Mesureirpnt Unit

The inertial measurement unit (IRJt) is the Litton At4/A.]N-17 (LN-15). a thre-grrtal platform with two 2-
degree-o'-freedcm 6as. bearing gyros and three floated-pendulum accelerur eters. For the 1 application,
the inertial platform is stabilized in a local-level wander-azimuth orientation through full inertial-rate
level-axis to~quirg aria vertical ecirth-rate aL'vuth- xis torquing. There are two LN-15's on the B-1.

R IejRadar -11

The Doppler radar unit is either the stabilI Ized- antenna (gimbaled) Singer APN-95 or the fiy'-d-antenna Ryan
APN-200. For the B-1 application, both Dopplers output groundspeed and drift angle (the angle between the
groundspeed vector and the projection of the aircraft centerline w~ a local-1cicl plane). The APN- 185
provides these output, directly, whereas t APN-200 employs a digital interface adapter unit (mini-computer)
for equivalent groundspeed and drift-angle det-~min~ition.

lo;ition-FiY.1ng Device s

The for-ward-look~ng radar (FLR) is the General Electric Ahi/APQ-144. The electra-optical viewing system
(EVS). supplied by Boeing. contains an infrared sensor.

Central Air-Data Computer and Gyro Staoilizatlon Subsyste-m

The Central Air-Data Computer (CADC) supplies altitud- and airspeed informnation to the A'.'C for vertical
chennel damnping and deiadreckoning navigation. The gyro stabilization subsystem (GSS) supplies heading and
attitude reference data for in-air IM-allgrnnnt initialization and deadreckoning naviration. The CAkDC
and GSS are part of the B-1 airL- aft's air-vehicle equipment. Other offensive avionic... sensors on board
the B-1, but not shown in Fig. 1. ar- the Honeywell AN/APN-194 radar altimeter and the Texas Instruzxent
MI/APQ-146 Yerrain-Fol lowing Radar.

2.1.2 Noylqjtiun Hode Heiratchy

The B-i's primary navigation mode is Doppler-lnertial. Doppler and airspeed deadreckoning are backup modes.
Figure 2 ditplays the nav,.ition mode heirarchy which is implemented in the 6-1. *.alman filters are used
for navi gation- data processing in the ine-tial modes and for inertial platfovr ground alignment and auto-
calibration. There are two navigation filters on the B-1. one for each inertial measurement unit. I~e
filters operate indepen~ently of each other. The.re Is no mutual aiding.

2.2 Filter Struct-ure

In approachinc# the task of designing a nav~lation filter for the B-1, the ASIC first looked at thiv critical
performance requirwiients of the navigation system during a typlca* mission. Ihe mission in Fig. 3 Is a
constant-velocity great-circle flight path with an initial in-a) alignment segnment over land, a subsequent
cruise-out portion over water, and extended penetration over land. Poit ion error is a critical performance
paraimeter at landfall for an intei continental bomber since the probability of landfal' position-fix acquisi-
''an is irversely proportional to landfall posi tion error. Both position and velocity errors are cri tical
performance paraeters for weapon delivery, since accurate initialization at launch I, vita' to acnieving
acceptablt impact CEP (circular error probdbility). This il, particularly true for air-lbunch.-d, inertially-
ouided mis-,ies s~uch as SRAM (Short Range Attack Missile).

The perfornatrce requirements and mission scenario essentially dictated the structure and dimrensionality of



the B-1 navigation filter. (The filter equations are shown in Fig. 4.) for examnle, 1cceptable posil -.cw
accuracy at landfall,* after many hours of over-water flight, r-equli-es good gyro performance - performance
which is only obtainable through precise and periodic grouad and in-air calibration. Hence, three gyro
fixed-drift elements are included in the state vector. Likewise, acceptable velocity 4tccuracy during
penetraticon requires good Doppler perforinance, and Doppler scale-factor and dritt-angle errors are ixA6led
ir. the filter. Consequently, the state error vector in Fig. 5 was selected alrost at tha ou,-;et of the
filter design process.. The state error vector contains 13 level-channel error elements and 4 --ertictl-
channel eleme~nts. The verticul-channul elevnts are included on the basis of 8-1 alt,.tude and vertical-
velocity accuracy requirements during penetration.

Figure 6 display. the cotitrol vector, as it is currently implemented in the B-1 navigation fi'ter. This
vector repre-ents a set of ccrrectlons wh~ich are .ipplied Mathematically to the naviqation-system positicil
and velo-ity eq-jations and eletro-neh.-ically (through gyro torquing corrections) to the inertial plat-
form. The control vector alsc contains Dopplec scale-factor and drift-angle error Psti',)ates, as well as
a vertical-accelercrveter bias-error estimate, which are accumnulated and used to correct the Dopplier inputs
to each navigation filter and the vertical accelerometer outputs from each inertial measurement unit to
the verti cal- channel inechanization equations. The rADC altitude outpuc is not corrected via feedback u.'
the estimated baro-altimeter bias error and this error element does not appear in the control vector. In-
stead, the estimate of this error is used in forming the residual at an altitude update.

3. Analytecal Aspects of Filter Design

The critical design phase of the B-1 filter design process involved the developmect of a complete error
model, the synthiesis of specialized canputer prograim sensitivity analysis and performance verification
tools, and the refinement of the preliminary suboptimal filter design. When the B-i Avionics contract was
aw~arded in April 1972. elements of a basic suboptimnal filter design methodology had emerged in the litera-
ture. For ex,.,ple, the C-5 filter- design experience, as recorded in [11, was helpful in deve-.'oling a
basic approach to the design task. Later on, the error propagation and update equations of [2] were use-
ful in cthecki ig out a suboptimal filter covariance analysis program. But there is a vast difference be-
tween devising equationi, anid constructing computer programs for suboptimal filter analysis or system simuj-
lation and evolving confidence that these equations arid computer programs adequately represent real-systemn
behav ior. This section, therefore, emphasizes sw~e analytical aspects of the filter de~lgn process that
proved to be of particular practiral significance.

3.] Systen Error Models

The teryn "error mocdel" In this lecture denotes, in general, a mather-atical representation of navigation-
sersor imperfections and environniental errors. The term also denotes a set of linear differential equations
whc gcverr ..---...----- -- of tharp errors (, woll as navioatio*m svstpm initlal-condi-
tion errors) into carrier position, velocity, and heading errors as a furctiorn of tiame. Gyro drift anj
accelpromete'- bias fall tinder the categiry of sensor imperfections; gravity-vector deflections from the
local vertical and oceani-surface motion are examples of envi ronmental effects which adversely impact ravi-
gation system performance. The error-propagation equations, cn the other hand, are derived fro;,. the
kinematic relationships between vehicle inertial 3cceleration components and rotating reference axes.
Since tne essence of Kalman filteringr for applications such as the B-1 is a statistical weighting of
inertial-navigator and Doppler-velocity or position-fixing errors, the formulation of realistic error
models is central to fillar design.

3.1.1 Navjai on- Parameter Error Definition

Dynamics (F) Matrix

Tho usual approach to deriving inertial-systen er-ror- propagation equations is to take first-order variations
of the mechanization equations. This technique leads to the "psi-angle" error mnodel in Fig. 7 for a local-
level wander-azimuth mechanization, where the errors are defined as vector differences between computed
and true vale resolved along the true (or ideal) navigation axes. The vector difference error may be
represented mathemati cal ly by

I = T T(1

where V is a vector and "T" and "C" denote true and computer coordinates, respectiveiy. An alternate
approach defines the basic error quantities as vector component differences

AY IVC -VT
- T (2)

w~here AV has no superscript since it does not represent a set of vector components. With this approach,
for examnple, the three crornpo ents 'vehifcle velocity error are dOfired as

cX VT X

6y V~ - (3)
y y

6v . C - V T

The component difference definition leads to the "phi-.iogle error model in Fig. 8 foi- a local levell w4-,=
der-azimuth rrechaniZdtion. ikr velocity errors In Figs. 7 andI b are relateo by the expression



- 6ex V (4)

T
whet* T is the true telocity and ae denotes the set of comuter-to-true-axis misalignment angles.

Refere.ce [3) derives a generalized version of the error model in Fig. 8, which is applicable to space-
stable platforms. Reference [4] provides a formal comparison of both approaches. The latter reference
shows that the *psi-angle" error model evolves from the assumption that the navigation eluntions are solved
in the computer fr&%e, whereas the "phi-angle" model evolves from the assumpticn that the navigation
equations are solved 'n an ideal frame. The error model in Fig. 8 has one more error element than the one
in Fig. 7; this elwent is 6o,. which represents a camputer-axis-to-true-axis azimuth misaligniment.

M asroxeit H) KtriA

The vector-differefnit and component-difference approaches to error dynamics derivation also lead tc diffei-
ent measueptent matrix formulations for a Doppler-aided inertial navigation system. The velocity measure-
went matrix derived from the component-difference definition is shown in the upper half of Fig. 9 for
weasurement processing In navigation axes. In deriving this macrix. the velocity component-difference
definition may be used in conjunction with the velocity divergence components

c etP  c _ P

x x y y
CP

where the V 's are computer or inertial system velocities In Lcsputer coordinates and the V s represent
Doppler- C I velocitv components in platform .oordinates. The measuremeArt matrix
follows from the relationships

p p p
V D VT + 6VD (6'

where 6Vp represents Doppler scale-factor and drift-angle errcrs. and

VT = VT - X (7)T T. Tx

where * is the significant component of . An expression for velocity divergence equivalent to the
fomnulations in Fig. 9 is given in [4].

The Dopper neeu.,"emt vy ciso be prrio_¢sed in local-level ave which arf parollel And ocroendicular to
tne gruundspeed vector. The cmedureflet f,,arix in the lower half of Fig. 9 utilizes grouldspeed and drift-
angle directly as observables. In this matrix, the synbol V represents groundspeed and it has been assumed
that * is positive about Z up and 6 is positive about Z dowa.

t~e "phi-angle" error dynamics matrix in Fig. 7 and the Yvx/Yvy form of the measurement m&trix have been
implemented in the B-i navigation filter. The practical basis for this implementation is discussed In
Sections 4.1.1 and 4.4.3.

3.1.2 Navi_atlon-Sensor Error Sources

The state vector in Fig. 5, the error-dynamircs matrix in Fig. 8, and the measurement matrices in Fig. 9
are subsets of a real-world error model or "truth r-odel" which was used for B-1 suboptimal filter design.
Figure 10 summarizes the complete set of navigation-sensor error sources. In addition to the instrument
errors displayed in the figure. such as gyro g-sensitive drift, doflections of the vertical and random sea-
surface. effects were r.o-Jeled as accelerometer and Doppier noiie, respectively. Both of these errors, as
well as inherent gyro and ?ccelerometer tioise, were modeled in the real world as exponentially-correlated
random variables. Of the error sources shown, Doppler noise and accelerometer bias errors turned out to
be the most interesting from a design verification standpoint.

3.2 Suboptimal Filter Design Tools

A family of computer program analysis tools was used in designing the B-i navigation filter. An optimal
filter covariance analysis program is the progenitor of tnis family and contains subroutines which are
cow-on to all.

3.2.1 Suboptimal Covariance A&ysis Pr Lr1

The basic suboptimal filter covariance analysis equations are:

Filcer Node]

CT
P F P + P F T Extrapolation

c c C
(8)

P P H c (H c P HT c + R,) Hc " Upd&te

Truth Model

I F D + D FT +Q Extrapolation
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D+ -D + Update
0 0

The covariance matrix P is a measure of filter performance since its diagonal elements are the mean-square
errors in the state-vector estimate. The covariance matrix D represents the mean-square errors of the
actual states, including those not modeled in the filter. The Fc , H , Q and R are filter design models
for the error dynamics, measurement, process noise, and measurement Eois# matrtes, whereas F and Q are
truth-model matrices. The suboptimal Kalman gain matrix is Kc. The symbols H1 and H2 are true measure-
ment matrices for modeled and unmodeled states, respectively. The set of real-world equations above is
applicable to the design situation where all states are reset or corrected instantaneously after estima-
tion. The equations are considerably more complex for non-instantaneous reset.

The difference between the truth-model and filter-model performance associated with a critical design
parameter such as landfall position error may be minimized by adjusting the process noise (Qc matrix) in
the filter equations. The determination of process noise compensation is an important practical aspect of
filter design; it is, to a large extent, an iterative, time-consuming process. The approach used to evolve
compensation for the B-I navigation filter was to optimize system free-inertial performance by adding
process noise at the velocity, tilt and gyro error levels in the Qc matrix and then to optimize system
Doppler-inertial performance independently by adjusting Qc values at the Doppler-error level.

3.2.2 Navigation Simulation Program

A navigation-system simulation program is functionally displayed in Fig. 11. This program simulates the
operation of an integrated multisensor navigation system. The filter moduleof this program is similar to
the filter side of the suboptimal filter cu,ariance analysis program except that:

(1) Error propagation is accomplished via a transition matrix (as in the airborne computer) rather than
by solving the Ri~atti equation.

(2) The simulation contains state-vector propagation and system-correction equation3.

Also, in the simulation program, the actual navigation-system mechanization equations replace the truth
model covariance propagation equations. For a given set of (signed) error inputs to these equations, the
program will simulate ,ystem performance for a given filter design.

Although both the covariance analysis and the simulation programs were indispensable to the B-1 filter de-
sign process, the practical value of the simulation in verifying mechanization integrity and in identifying
the cause of flight-test anomalies cannot be over-emphasized.

3.3 Pseudostates and the Ground-Alignment Filter

Inspection of the differential equations which comprise the navigation-system error model snows that only
linear combinations of certain error states are observable [5]. These linear combinations are sometimes
called pseudostates. For example, from the error equations*

6vx = _g y + bx

6vy = gx + by

x = z y 
+ 

Ex (10)

y = z x + 
Cy

z W y x - x y z

one can define -.he following set of pseudostates:

Tilt Pseudostat,.s

b

¢xy = -x + g
(11)

where bx and b are level-accelerometer biases, < and Cy are the original platform tilt variables, and g
isthe magnitud of the effective gravity vector.

*Sone term , in the standard error equations have been omitted.
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Drift Pseudostates

x g

y= C y + y  (12)

. b + wbx
C.z  C Ez - gY ~

where wx , .y, and wz are inertial-angular-rate components and cx, cy, and cz are gyro drifts.

The pseudostate constructions show that accelerometer bias errors may be deleted from the filter for
operation in the airborne-alignment and navigation mode, where the vertical platform torquing rate, w , is
essentially the vertical component of earth rate. For this condition the terms containing acceleroweier
biases in the drift pseudostates are much less than the inherent cyro drifts. Conversely, however, the
pseudostates also imply that level-accelerometer bias errors become observable when the platform vertical-
axis torquing rate is very large, as it is during platform slew (about 100 times earth rate).

During the preliminary design phase, a decision was made to implement a Kalman filter for B-i gyrocompass
or ground alignment in order to maximize unaided inertial system performance. Initial covariance analysis
studies in this area with implicit platform slew were highly encourgaging. Subsequent covariance analyses
with actual slew-rate modeling were disastrous -- unless accelerometer biases were modeled explicitly in
the filter. Simulation studies confirmed the pseudostate implication that accelerometer biases are observ-
able during slew. Figure 12 is simulation data which illustrates this estimation. In practice, the appar-
ent accelerometer biases are themselves linear combinations of inherent bias, input-axis misalignment and
vertical-gyro torquer-axis/platform level-axis non-orthogonality. The subject of real-system slew-induced
phenomena is discussed in Section 5.2.

4. Practical Aspects of Filter Implementation

There are many important practical considerations in designing and implementing a Kalman filter for cruise
navigation. Airborne computer capability is usually the most critical practical limitation. However,
other factors such as operational flexibility, error-model sensitivity and software commonality shape the
final form of the filter and its associated update and correction mechanization. This section discusses
some of these considerations as they apply to the B-i navigation filter.

4.1 Position Updates

4.1.1 Two Azimuth-Error Variable Utilization

In its present configuration the B-I navigation filter models 13 level-channel error states: two position,
two velocity, four attitude, three gyro, and two Doppler. Other operational navigation filters for Doppler-
aided inertial cruise systems use 12 level-channel error states. The difference is that the B-i filter
models two azimuth-error states: 60 z, the computer-to-ideal axes azimuth misalignment; and ,, the platform
to-ideal axes azimuth misalignment. The practical reasons for implementing two azimuth-errof states are
discussed in the following.

The B-i inertial navigation system mechanization employs a set of direction cosine matrix elements as the
basic navigation parameters. The direction cosine elements which define the orientation of local-level
wander-azimuth navigation axes with respect to earth-fixed, rotating reference axes (Fig. 13), are functions
of latitude, longitude and wander angle (Fig. 14). The errors in the direction-cosine elements or equiva-
lently in latitude, longitude, and wander angle, are functions of the angular position errors, 6 and 6y
and the azimuthal misalignment error, soz . The error equations have the form x y

6Clj = 6ez C2 - 6y C3j

6C2j = 6 x C - 60z C (13)

6C 3j = 6 y Clj eC- 60 2j

where the Cij (i,j = 1, 2, 3) are navigation direction cosine elements and

6X = 60x sin a + 60y cos a

6' = (60xcos a - 60y sin a)/cos x (14)

a= o 60- 6L sin A,

where A, L, and a are latitude, longitude, and wander angle. The 6's denote differences between computed
and true values.

Equations (13) and (14) show that it is convenient to retain 6oz in the navigation-error state vector and
to utilize estimates of this variable in correcting system position errors. The fact is, however, that
this variable is omitted from many navigation filter designs. Both published (Ref. [4] for example) and
unpublished analyses show that the decision to retain or not to retain 60z should be influenced by the
following considerations:
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In the air, 6 appears at the position-error-rate level and is mi1tiplicative with level-velocity
componvts. wAreas #z appears at the velocity-error-rite level and is multipltcatile with lateral
acceleration componerts. The two variables are, therefore, distinguishable when the vehicle is air-
borne. The two variables are not distinguishable when the vehicle is stationary on the ground.

(2) V telmit Error Dfinition

Th. natural definition of velocity error in building simulation programs or in analyzing flight-test
data is velocity register contents minus reference-veloc'ty components, i.e., component differences.
If the vector-difference definition is employed, then the velocity transformation in Eq. (4) must be
either incorporated into the error model directly, or separately applied when making position and
velocity updates and flight-test data comparisons.

On the basis ofthese considerations, and in vie" of the fact that the B-1 is a long-range, high-speed

cr-Ase vehicle, the error model in Fig. 8 was used in the B-1 navigation filter.*

4.1.2 Update Algorithms

Equations (13) and (14) have been implemented in the B-I Offensive Flight Software (OFS) for correcting
navigation direction cosines when filter estimates of Sx, 6y and Aez are available. (The computer-axis
misalignment angles, 6 x and 6 , are related to thp filter's linear position-error variables, 6x and 6y,

by the relationships 6e - - . 'and So 6 x . ) Equations (13) are used when position-error estimates are
based on Doppler measurements, since psitln-error estimates derived from velocity updates are usually
quite small. The direction-cosine update algorithm for Doppler-derived updates is therefore

C TE M CCE (15)

where CT E is the direction-cosine transformation from earth-fixed axes to true-platform axes, C' is the
direction-cosine transformation from earth-fixed axes to computer axes. And M is the correction matrix

-65 60
Z y

L -ot o
When position fixes are available, however, the filter's position-error estimates can be relatively large,
and the application of Eq. (15) may rcsult in unacceptable direction cosine matrix non-orthogonality. To
circuanvent this problem, Eqs. (14) are used in the OFS to correct latitude, longitude, and wander angle
directly at position-fix updates. The correction equations are

+- - 6

I. - 61 (16)

and the updated latitude, longitude and wander angle are used to re-initialize or re-compute the elements

of the direction cosine natrix. This technique guarantees direction cosine matrix orthogonality.

An alternrte Il'-ection-cosine update algorithm, which works well in the simulation progl^m for both Doppler-
derived and fix-derived position updates, is

cTE NICE-C ( 17)

where N is the correction matrix

2 y
I - , - 6---*--0- -06

60 2 + ez

606z  x 2 " x

-60 69 Z

y-6 6 x 1 2

•Arother error model, tihich night be suitable for an application such is the B-I, retains c , * and x
for the platform attitude error variables but eliminetes -ez by driving the true axes into coicidence
with the computer axes through additioncl azlrmth axis torquing. This error model, which incorporates
the velocity transformation in Eq. (4), utilizes only one azimuth-angle variable.
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The reason why this algorithm is suitable for position-fix updates is that N satisfies the orthogo-
nality condition

L cij c k * jk (j - k) or 0 (j k) (18)

more accurately than does M for J - k. The reason why this algorithin was not implemented in the B-i navi-
gation filter Is that (17) does not 1Iprove the orthogonality of the direction cosine matrix at a position
update, whereas direction cosine matrix re-initialization satisfies the orthogonality condition for both
j - k and j 0 k. If an accurate direction-cosine update algorithm is not anloyed at position-fix updates.
simulation runs show that the errors in the filter's gyro drift estimates become large due to erroneous
earth-rate resolution.

4.1.3 Position-Fix Quality Weighting

From both the theoretical and practical standpoints, the accuracy with which the B-1 Offensive System
Operator actually makes a position fix is dependent on aircraft altitude, reference-point quality, opera-
tor skill, and other factors. Consequently, the B-I mechanization incorporates a quality weighting scheme
for processing position-fix information in the Kalman filter. The scheme is simple: The position-fix
measurement noise variance, oR2. in the filter's measurement noise (R) matrix may be manually set to one
of three preprograomed values:

Quality 1 - OR2 - 1/4 times Quality 2

2 R 2 Reference Value

- OR2 . 9 times Quality 2

The operator, therefore, has the option of weighting a position fix in accordance with his subjective

feeling concerning its accuracy.

4.2 Doppler Error Model

4.2.1 First-Order arkov-Process Assumption

The Doppler scale-factor and drift-ai~gle bias-like errors in Fig. 10 consist of exponentially-correlated
and random constant or time-independent coirlonents. The corresponding truth model is

liE] [: ][x~ []~(19)
where - Is the coprelation time and U is white noise with power spectral density Q. Since only linear
co't'inations of scale-factor or drift-angle error states a-e observable, these Doppler errors were original-
ly modeled In the airborne navigation filter as the first-order Markov-processes

X x + u (20)

with in'tial (over land) covariance uncertainties of

P P + P N (21)
D0 0 0

&r. corrtlatiorn ti,.c of 15 minutes. The subscripts "B" and "N" in Eqs. (19). (20). and (21) refer to
random-constant and exponentially-correlated error sources, respectively. The subscript "0" refers to
cimposite scale-factor or drift-angle errors as modeled in the filter.

Tht rationale for implementing a first-order Markov-process Doppler model in the 8-1 navigation filter was
provided by sensitivity &nalyses (in the form of error budget histograms) which exhibited the relative
cutribution of Doppler exponentially-correlated noise and time-independent bias errors to system position
error at landfall and velocity error during penetration. The sensitivity analyses, which were generaLed
with the suboptimal covariance analysis program, were based on the assumption that 80% of a specified Dop-
ler scale-factor error or equivalent drift-angle error should be treated as a time-independent bias and
that 60% of these errors should be treated as exponentially-correlated noise (root-sum-square to 100%).
The error budget histograms showed that system performance was significantly more sensitive to Doppler
noise than to Doppler bias.

The 15-mirute correlation time was selected partly on the basis of its popularity over the years in the
filter-design business and partly on the basis of in-house simulation and sensitivity studies. Figure 15,
for example, is data obtained from the covariaice analysi, program for a candidate suboptimal filter design
by varying the real-world Doppler correlation time and fixing the filter-model correlation time. (In this
suboptimal design the Doopler scale-factor and drift-angle process noises were not set equal to the

equilibrium values 2PDo implied by Eqs. (20) and (21).) The figure shows that performance sensitivity to

real-world correlation time uncertainty is reduced by modeling relatively short correlation times In the
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filter. The popularity of the 15 minute correlation time may be traceable to Ref. [6] which states, in
effect, that 15 minutes is the least desirable (and therefore most conservative) correlation time for
Doppler bias errors in a Doppler-inertial system because of Schuler effects.

4.2.2 Sea State Reset

Throughout the B-1 navigation filter design process, it was assumed that Doppler performance over water is
significantly degraded relative to Doppler performance over land. Sea-surface motion was postulated as
the basic physical source of this degradation. since Doppler reflection is relative to a moving meditur.
Although ocean :.urrents (gross motion) are predictable in many parts of the world, a global ommidirectional
sea-bias uncertainty of 3.5 knots per axis was used for Doppler over-water error modeling.

The B-I Offensive Systims display panel contains a land/sea switch for Doppler over-land or over-water
operation. From a filter-implementation standpoint, the switch controls Doppler covarlence matrix, dynamics
atrix (correlation time), process-noise (compensation) matrix, and state vector re-initializations and

resets for transition ft-6o land to sea and sea to land. The off-diagonal covariance elements in the Doppler
scale-factor and drift-angle rows and columns are set to zero at transitions. For flight over water, tne
Doppler scale-factor and drift-angle variances are reset to values commensurate with the 3.5 knot sea-bias
uncertainty, while the accumulated estimates of scale-factor and drift-angle errors are retained. At land-
fall the scale-factor and d. ift-angle variances are reset to their initial (original) over-land values.
while the accumulated scale-factor and drift-angle error estimates , which have presumably been corrupted
by sea-surface effects, are reset to their (stored) pre-over-water values.

The process-noise (Q) matrix is reset concurrently with the ccvariance matrix to new Markov-process
equilibrium values. Process-noise matrix reset alone will, of course, stimulate the same increase (or
decrease) in Doppler-error-estimate uncer-iinty - but over a longer period of time. Resetting both the
covariance matrix and the noise matrix at land/sea or, 5ea/land transition tells the filter immediately that
the Doppler information is less trustworthy over water or rel P;le when the aircraft Is agaln over land.
This Is particularly important for weapon delivery, since it results in nerkedly lower post-landfall
velocity errors. The measurement-noise (R) matrix is not reset at transitions under the assumption that
Doppler fluctuation noise is relatively independent of terrain.

Figure 16 displays relative over-water growth rates tor Lhree operational situations (mission scenario
similar to the one in Fig. 3):

1l Doppler off over water
Flctr rcset cvcr w ter (sc- sCtt!gn)
N to filter reset over water (land setting)

The performance predictions were obtained from the suboptimal covaridnce analysis program with an initial

3.5 knots per axis sea-bias uncertainty modeled in the real world. The figure Shows that the performance
degradation is significant when Doppler errors In the filter are tot re-initialized for flight over water.
The figure also shows that the large Q values in the filter for reset over witer inhibit heavy Doppler-
velocity danzping.

4.3 Gyrocompass/Autocal ibration Filter

As discussed in Section 2, long-range over-water cruise navigation with no position fixing places a
premium on periodic inertial measurement unit autocalibration and on gyro-calibration stability. To
maximize the interval between autocalibrations, a two-position ground alignment - or gyrocompass -
mechanization was originally implemented for the B-i. The idea here was that operational ground align-
ments would then provide level-gyro re-calibrations.

The B-i ground alignment and autocalibratiun mechanization is designed dround a Kalman filter which uses
velocity as an observable. The original mechanization consisted of seven and one-half minutes of fine
leveling, azimuth estimation, and north-gyro calibration In the first position; a 90 degree slew; and
eight minutes of azinuth refinement and (original) east-gyro calibration In the second position. The
filter is "on" during slew. For the sake of srftware commonality, the gyrocconpass filter is structurally
identical to the navigation filter, except that (in accnrdance with the dl-ission in Section 3.3) there
are two level-accelerometer bias-error states. Since Doppler-error states are redundant on the ground,
the accelerometer bi as errors are modeled in place of the Doppler errors, thereby preservi-ng filter
dimensionality. The aLcelerometer states are repleced by Doppler states at transition from the ground-
alignment mode to tle navigation mode. Also, for the sake of software commonality, tte B-I gyroconpass
filter is a subset of the B-i autocalibration fiter; that Is, autocalibration is simply extended gyro-
corxpass. About 2 hours are required for autocalibration in order to 3ch'eve acceptable azimuth-gyro
callibratior, accuracy. Figure 17 d'splays the qyroconpass/autocolibration error-dynamics equation- as they
are currently implemented. The critical terms in these equations relative to slew-Induced accelerometer-
bias observability are *, and z x in the ; and j equations, respectively.

During the verification p',ase of gyroccmpass/autocalibration filter development, a single-position gyro-
compass was implemented in order to increase gyro-callibration time in the first position during autocal.
This decision was also based on an analysis of the annmalies discussed in Section 5.2 and on accumnulatir.g
evidence to the effect that "in-the-field" LN-15 gyro-calibration stability is much better than had been
ant i ci pated.

4.4 Software Considerations

4.4.1 Transltion Matrix Generation

First-Order Algorithm

Lie problem of choosing an algorithm for tronsition matrix generation arose quite early in the B-I navigation
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ftilter software-development process. An analysis of algorithr., accuracy requirements, similar to that
described In [1] resulted in ths selection of

*(mn a t) - 1 (1 + F k A0) (22)
k-1

where at Is set equal to I second and in le 6, the number of seconds in tVie 8-1 Kairan update cycle. Set-
ting at equal to 1 second eliminates a mutiplication.

Dual Filter Cunenoality

There are two navigation filters in the B-1, one for each Inertial platform. The filters operate indepen-
dently of each other, except for the fact that they use the saie Doppler-ve loci ty and position-fix update
information. The coarse- al i gment mechanization ensuresi that the wonder Angles of the two platform are
app-oximately equal at the initiation of fine Paliqnment with the Kalman filters. Since both platforms will
indicate approximately the sat,*e level-axis velocity components for parallel alignmnent, the two filters use
a cogmon transition matrix for error prooagation.

4.4.2 Design Simplifications,

Airborne computer capacity eventually becomes a limiting design factor on any software- develcopment program.
The B-1 is no exception and navigation filter design simpllications have been Introduced to save software.
The resulhing performance degradation is neglig'ble for a typical mission.

Vertical-Channel Decoupling

The dynamnics-matrix elements in Fig. 8, which couple the level and vertical -channel errors, have been set
to zero in the current B-1 filter design, and the level and vertical-cnannel filters opprite independently
of each other. Sirce the vertical -channel error equations are Independent of aircrcft dynamics, the Kalman
gains become constant in time After an initial transient period.

Prefi lter Api-roxirnati ons

The Doppler prefilter in the B-1 consists of simple velccit) observation averaging. The predikted velocity-
measurement errors are not averaged. As a result, tele velocity residuals are of the fnrm

Y - H~x

where y *- n r k (n - numbter of meastirements)

and H6x_ is evaluated at the end of t% , measurement interval. The 6-second Kalmani update cycle used on
the B-i, together with the fact that Doprler updates are Inhibited during severe lateral maneuvers (lirge
bank angles) , makes this a workabit approximation.

4.4.3 Measurement Matrix Implenaitation

The software ca~e and timing requirements for implementing either measurement matrix in Fig. 9 are simi lar.
However, the matrix which uti lizes Yv and Yv .rather than Yv and YA. is veloci-,y observables has been
imp~lemented in the B-I navigation filter in 4 der to avoid a s~uare-root cooputation for groundsp!ed and
an arc-tangent computation for drift angle. These computations are

P. tan 1  e-# (23)
x

where V. and V are system vjelocity components and ", is the platform yaw-synchro angle. The aisa~vantage
of using Y,, a~d Yv as velocity observables in the 6alian filter is that it constrains the designer to
model equal Yrcund~peed and drift-angle measurement noises In the filter R matrix when, In, fact, these
noises art not equal for all Dopplers.

5. Flight-Test Vc. ;iication

Froci June 1974 through August 197S, a B-i navigation system flight-test program was conducted at Holloman
Ai r Force Base (New Mexico) aboard a modified C-141 Starlift~r Aircraft. Someof the objectives and goils
for this flight test program were f.)

(1) lo verify navigation harbtwarefsoftware compatibility in i realistic dynamic environment.

(2) To identify* navigation hardware. software and mechanization equation problems at an early point in tke
B-1 developrnn schedule.

The %vionics software on board the aircraft contained tne a-1 navi'jation filter. Although the avianics
hardIware included an inertial piatforn and Doppler rada,*, it did not in~lude a forvard-looking radar. In-
stead, aircraft positioi- meastirermnts were perfogtm~d wi~h Uie aircraft's optical viewfinider by overflying
Chieckpoints .

The navigation flight-test sequence at Hcllomar, proceeded from ground tests of the gyrocompass/autocalibration
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mechanization through free-inertial flight tests with ground-alignment or autocalibratlon initialization
to Doppler-iiiertial flights with toth ground and in-air inertial platform alignment. The primary objective
of the final phase of Mllomen flight testing was to verify the feasibility of using fixed-antenna Doppler
hardeware with stabillized-antenna Doppler sftware. From the standpoint of filter design verification, the
Holloman Program;

(1) Provided range-calibrated Doppler perfornance data for error xodel refinement.

(2) Exhibited some unexpected 'nertial platform slew-induced phtmona during the Initial ph esc of
grund-alignment cneckout.

5.1 Real-Iorld Doppler Errors

The Hollcman flight-test program provided a inique opportunity to compare the performance of three novpler
radars under identical operating conditions (same terrain, altitude, end spaed)and relative to the sme
velocity reference. The three ^oppiers are the APN-185, the APN-200, and the APN-206. Two of the Dopplers
(APN-200 and APN-2%) are fixed-antenna designs; the third (AP11-IB5) utilizes an electromechanically
stabilized antenna. The APN-IR5 and APN-200 are made In Ue United States; the APN-206 is made in Great
Britain. The velocity reference was CIRIS (Completely Integrated Reference Instrumentation System).

5. 1.1 Second-Order Markov-Process Approximation

AuLocorrelation Function

Groundspeed and drift-angle outputs from All three Dopplers. when differenced with the CIRIS data, exhibited
similar autocorrel'tion properties. Figure )8 is a typical groundspeed-error autocorrelation function.
The salient characteristics f this autocorrelation function are a very rapid exponential decay (essentially
a white-noise component) and the presence of non-decaying oscillations (periodic cocponert), The periodic
component, which appears to be a sum of oscillatory random variables, is the critical data component in
Flq. 18. Howevr, as 0f this writing, there i soaK uncertainty as to precisely how much of the period-
icty in this figure is due to inherent Doppler errors and how much is attributable to reference data
handling.

Reference (8] (preliminary version) states that a star. of autocorrelation functions of the form

,o(T) - E [xi (t) x, (t+T)] - +o(O) cs e Il (24)

results I.. a reasonable analytical approximation to the perioiic cowpnnent in Fig. 18. This reference
als3 suggests that a basic model which represents this type of autocorrelation function is the second-order
Markov process

(25)X2 .€2 0 x

where s is a frequency parameter and the damping parayeter has been set to zero. The transition mAtrix
for this equation Is

Cosot -sin t (26)

-0 sin At cob Ot(0)

With Q- 0 and P(O) the covariance P11 of x, osciallates in time as

P,1 (0)
Pi (t) - Pl (0) cos2 et (I-[1 cos 2 ot] (?7)

It can be shown that the autocorra-lation function

¢ (t ',t) - (t (t+ ,t) Pi(t)

gives.
(28)

n tL+t,t) - Pl1 (6) [cos 8co$ Ct - sin a sia Ot Cos at(

" P1l (0) cos st cos ( it+ t)

The amplitude of P (0) and the osciilation frequency P can be selected from the flight data. in general,
matching the autucilrelation data to an analytical expression like the one above requires additional
independent periodic random variables - some with non-zero Q's and non-zero damping coefficients.

Truth Model

The auto(orrelation function in Fig. 18 does not exhibit the Doppler (tim,-indepenoent) bias error which
were measured during the Doppler comparison study. These errors can be significant for Dopplers which
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have not been calibrated at the navigation-systee level. Hence, the Holi .... n data seemed to show that the
comintion of random constant. uncorrelated noise anid second-order FMarxv process errors may be a better
truth model (if the periodic ccopart is really inherient to the Doppler) than #he one assumed in Fig. 10.
which consists of rando conistant, Lancorrelated no'se. and first-order akay-process errors.

The implication of these results for Kalman filter design is that the randw' awalk (XD0 U) is superior to
exponettiaily-correIated noise for Kalman filter Doppler oel. nacthe D0plr Modl in tRe 6-1
navigation (lter at Hollomwa wa&5 converted from ex.,onentla 11y-corre'ated noiseO tb9 anoawaka
flight tasting progressted. (A practical disadvantage of using the random walk to model Doppler errors in
a Kalma filter is that Its variance grows without bound in ty i In the absence of updates. Hence. In
Imlementing this error model. I iiF debiratle to WWhIbi process-noise addition whien the error variance
has reached a pre-deteruined limit.) However, the Hoilommn results as a whole seemed to indicate that
either model is sui-,ale for airborne filter Implementations. Figurfi 19 shows this rather dramatically
for a flight where the Doppler model in the filter was exponentially-correlated noise. The heavy line in
the figure represen~ts the suin of Doppler scale-factor error estimates rovided by the filter as a function
of time for one of the Iolloaa fligts. The light line In the background is the true velocity scale factor
error obtain#'i by differenciiug CIRIS-derived grouindspeed with~ Doppler- indicated groundspeed. dividing by
groundspeed and averaging over the 6-second update intervai. The Jagged nature of the averages reflects
the rnelativelly noisy output of a typical Doppler. The superposition of the true and estimated scale-
factor errors shows that the filter Is doing its job.

5.1.2 Over-WaterBis

Thp assumptions below (see Section 4.2.2) were basic tv B-1 navigation filter design for Doppler- inert ial
flight overwater.

1)' ope groundspeed and drift-angle accuracy Is degraded due to sca-surface motion.
2)Doplr measurement (fluctuation) noise is essentially i - apendent cf terrain.

The upper part of fig. 20 shows Doppler groundspeed errors over land and over water; th.! lower part of
the figure shows the associated measureament-noise standard dleviation. The data Is taken fromi a Hollcunai
flight which "race-tracked" over the Pacific Ocean off the California Coast. The average groujndspeed error
"Ias obtained by differencing Doppler-measured groundspeed with CIRIF-derived grounrdspe~ed and averaging
over 6-second (Kalman update) intervals. The groundspeed stanard deviation is the empirical dispersion
of the sample groundspeed error% about the average error. The data is displayed in three segments: the
segment to the left is represertative of groundspeed accuracy over land (cal ihrated Doppler). the segment
in the middle typifies groundspeed accuracy over water; the segment to the right irncludes a sea/lana
transition.

_eO flgurc &cerly str~.. thrc ff'cct of sa crreits in. biIng k.' - -- 'A--A l'~k' ""e "M -ath

Is parallel to the current. Note that the sea-bias changes'po~arity* when theaircraft executes 'a i8U-
degiree turn. ) The figure als.o show-s that the Doppler measurewuent noise is only slightly larger over water
than it Is over land. Both of these results are consistent with the rilter design assun~tions.

5.2 iyrocouupass/Autocalibration Arnooalies

During the iette- stages of &-I Offensive Software development. the two-position gytoccmass/autocalibra-
tion filter was subjected to exhaustive verifiration with the simulation program. The solid lines in
Figs. 21. 22. And 23 are simulation program plots of expected gyro-calibration ard wander-angle estimation
errors over a 40-minute time Interval. The data in these figures represent comp~uted standard deviations
for a five-case Monte Carlo random stwmle of Inertial-sensor and Initialization errors. In the firfst
position the north gy ro is calibr,:..ed and the wander angle is estimated to an accuracy commuensurate
with east-gyro calibration uncertainty. In the second position the (original) east gyro is calibrated and
the wander-angle estimate is refined.

The real-worl1 results were not always this pretty. Figure 24 is a real system analog of the siimlated
results In Firs. 21 and 22 and is typical of many gyrocompass/autocalibration checkout runs at Holloinan.
(rhe error curves in Fig. 24 are plotted so that the gyro which is pointed north in the first position
ha; zero calibration error prior to slew and the gyro which is pointed north in the second position has
zero calibration error after a 30-minute time interval.) The post-slew gyro-calibration overshoots and
offsets were completely unexpected. Moreover. the magiltude of the filter's gyro-calibriktion estimates
varied freu, ri-n to run and appeared to be a function of the wander anole used to initialize the system.
As a final surprise. the accelerometer biases estimated by the filter during real-platfom slew differed
appreciably from accelerometer biases measured during IMU acceptance test Procedures (ATP).

Analytical investigations of these phenena focused sequentially on the following candidate causes:

(1) Level-gyro scale-factor calibration inaccuracy.
(2) Vertical-gyro torquer-axis misal ignm~ent.
(3) Yaw-synchro noise 4uring platforvm slew.

Analysis of long-term level-gyro scale-factor calibration date- revealed stability to within 0.01 percent-
less than .0015 degree Der hour of equivalent gyro drift a' Hollaman latitudes. Consequently level-yro
scale-factor calibration In~accuracy did not appear to be the problem.

5.2.1 We. tiaYoTrurAi iairvin

Consider the error equations

x -,
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y + b

4x a Wz (4y + n x) + r x (29)

; y a Wz ('4x + ny) + Cy

for a stationary inertial measurement unit. The symbols nx and tg in these equations are vertical-gyro
torquer-axis misalignment-angle components along the platform levAl axes. Before platform slew w z
(on the order of 10 degrees per hour) and the filter cannot distinguish between platform tilt and Z
accelerometer bias. During platform slew Wz I Pz (about 1000 degrees per hour) and the equations show
that the platform will be tilted until the z-gyro torquer-axis is vertical. The tilt is accomplished
through accelerometer-bias-correction buildup - the filter, in effect, adding vertical-gyro misalignments
to accelerometer-bias estimates. Although vertical-gyro torquer-axis misalignment helped explain the
difference between ATP-measured and filter-estimated accelerometer biases, simulation studies showed that
this error source did not stimulate the post-slew gyro-calibration overshoots and offsets.

5.2.2 Yaw-Svnchro Noise during Platform Slew

One advantage (at least for analysts) of a local-level wander-azimuth mechanization which utilizes vertical
earth-rate torquing is that inertial platform heading is constant during ground alignment and autocalibra-
tion. In the B-i mechanization the on-board computer's estimate of platform heading or wander angle is
used in the equations

SfQCos a, Cos X0  (30)

Q - -o sin a1 cos x0

to resolve earth rate along the platform x and y axes for level-gyro torquing. In Eq. (30) 1i is earth rate,
A is input latitude, and a1 is current wander angle. During platform slew the wander angle is updated
wth the equation

_ - +  LOS  (31)

where 50z is the wander-angle error estimate from the filter (zero longitude error in Eqs. (14)) and AO5
is an increment in the yaw-synchro-angle readout. A new wander-angle-error estimate is available from the
filter every 6 seconds - with or without slew; the AO5 increments are available every 1/16 of a second.

The solid lines in Figs. 21, 22, and 23 were taken fromasimulation run with an error-free synchro angle.
However, when yaw-synchro noise was added to the simulation during slew, the overshoots and offsets appeared.
The dotted lines in Figs. 21, 22 and 23 are taken from a simulation run which is identical to the one which
generated the solid lines, except that uncorrelated noise was added to the simulated yaw-synchro readout.
The reason why the offsets appear is that yaw-synchro noise results in post-slew wander-angle errors of
which the filter is unaware, and the filter assigns this error to gyro drift. Laboratory evaluations have
confirmed the presence of readout noise in even the best IMU gimbal-angle synchros. Hence, the cumulative
effects of yaw-synchro noise (or an equivalent yaw-synchro bias shift during platform slew) turned out to
be the cause of the gyro-calibration anomalies observed at Holloman.

A filter modification which eliminates this problem is the addition of process-noise compensation during
slew at the wander-angle-error (6,) ) level. The dashed lines in Figs. 21, 22, and 23 are the same simula-
tion run once more with additional process-noise compensation during slew. The anomalies have been removed
and the gyro-calibration curves are almost congruent with the original results. The compensation increases
the 6e -estimate uncertainty at the end of slew and permits the filter to re-estimate the wander-angle
error 6rior to resuming gyro calibration. As a result of these investigations, yaw-synchro noise compensa-
tion was added to the B-i gyrocompass/autocalibration filter mechanization.

6. Conclusions

The 8-1 navigation filter is a conservative, straight-forward design. Although Holloman flight-test verifi-
cation produced some hardware/software interaction surprises, design refinements resulted In filtcr nerfor-
mance which was actually bettter than had been anticipated. The principal design refinement to the naviga-
tion filter was Doppler error model conversion to the random walk.

in retrospeLt, the Holloman experience associated with leaving the gyrocompass/autocalibration filter on
during inert4al platform slew at high angular rates suggcsts that attendant theoretical advantages, such
as accelerometer-bias estimation, may be minimized by real-system phenomena, such as vertical-gyro torquer-
axis misalignment and yaw-synchro readout inaccuracies. Since the primary purpose of inertial-measurement-
unit autocalibration is gyro-drift estimation and since navigation system performance in the Doppler-
inertial node is relatively insensitive to accelerometer bias errors, it would probably suffice, in
practice, to turn the fi !ter off during slew (while maintaining software coarse leveling) and to re-
InitialIze the filter for platfor'n re-alignment and gyro-calibration refinement in the second position.
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EXPERIENCES IN FLIGHT TESTING HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEhMS

Dr. Heinz Winter
Deutsche Forachungs- und Versuchsanatalt

f1r Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DFVLR)
Institut fOr flugffhrung
33 Braunschweig, Germany

SUMMARY

This lecture describes the experiences gained at the DFVLR Braunschweig in

- error modeling for navigation sensors

- designing filters for hybrid navigation systems

- sensitivity analysis of these filters

- building up high precision reference systems for the
flight tests

- flight testing hybrid navigation system& and

- evaluating the flight test results.

The navigation accuracies of Doppler-inertial and baro-inertial systems, derived
from theoretical analysis and flight te3ts, are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Inertial navigation systems (INS) of the present generation attain navigational
accuracies with a positional error of less than 1 nautical mile after I hour of flight.
These errors are, in general, increasing with time, so that in long-duration flights or
in missions where very high navigational accuracy is required, the position and velocity
accuracy of the INS a.one is not sufficient to guarantee mission success. In these cases,
the INS is aided with the help of additional navigation sensors such as Doppler radar,
pressure altimeter, etc.

In this lecture the experiences gained at the DFVLR Braunschweig in designing and
flight testing hybrid navigation systems are described. As examples, the conventional and
the optimal aiding of the horizontal channels of an INS with a Doppler radar, and of the
vertical channel with a pressure altimeter, are considered in detail.

2. FLIGHT-TEST ARRANGEMENT AND REFERENCE SYSTEM

The test flights are carried out with the HFB 320 aircraft of the DFVLR (see Figure
1), which has an LN3 irertial platform, a Honeywell H316 computer, a magnetic tape for
data recording (5 times pe! second) (see Figure 2), a Doppler radar, a pressure altimeter,
and different radio-navigation aids on boar,'.

The test flights are, in general, carried out within the lock-in range of one or
several tracking radars, to obtain the high rrecision required for the position and
velocity reference. Figure 3 shows a typical flight path of the HFB 320 and the lock-in
range (some 75 kilometers) of the MPS 36 radar equipment, located in Meppen, Germany. The
corresponding velocities of the aircraft are shown in Figure 4, and the horizontal accel-
erations are shown in Figure 5. (The accelerations, velocities, and flight path have been
measured by the unaided INS.)

The high-precision velocity and position measurements are obtained by off-line
smoothing of the data obtained from the tracking radar with the help of the INS. The most
appropriate forr of the smoother, for the purpose cf evaluating this data, is the optimal-
smoothing algorithm developed by Pauch, Tung, and Striebel [], which consists of a Kalman
forwar. and backward filter.

71e ti' -diocrete model equations of t... system to be smoothed are

x(k ) z (k,k-l) x(k-l) + u(k-1)

y(k) = H ) x(k) v(k) (1)

o ,re

a H(n ) *rasjt ion and reisur-re.,t mdtrices

state and measurement vectors

,;(k), V( ) uncorrelated noise vectors with covariance
ratric'. (k ) and P(k).

" jst AC.o y
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The Kalmanforard-filter equations of the Rauch/Tung/Striebel algorithm are

A( k ) a C~ k l k - 1 ) 3 ( k = l) +( 2

R(k)+ a 2(k)" # K(k) (y(k) - H()W)(k) (2)
P(k)" a #(k,k-l)P(k-1) + (k~k-1) ? T Q(k-1)

K(k) a p( )Hk T(H(k)P(k)_H(k)T R(k)) "

P(k) = (I - K(k)H(1))P(k) " l

where

P(k), P(k) = covauiance matrices of ((k)" - x(k)) and
(R(k) - x(k))

(k)-, R(k) = filtered estimates of x(k) immediately before
and after measurement k

K(k) = optimal gain of forward filter.

The backward-filter equations of the Rauch/Tung/Striebel algorithm are

(k.N) = Q(k) + C(k) (R(k+l, N) - *(k+l, k)R(k) )

C(k) = P(k) + (k+l, k)T (P(k+l)) - 1  
(3)

P(k,N) = P(k)
+  + C(k) (P(k+l, N) - P(k+l)')C(k)

T

and are started with

c(N,N) ;(N)

P(N,N) =P(N)

where

N = total number of measurements

i(k,N) smoothed estimate

P(k,N) = error-covariance matrix of smoothed estimate

C(k) = optimal gain of backward filter

The error model of the INS, which is described in Section 3.1, was combined with
an uncorrelated-noise-type error of the radar measurement to obtain the reference-system
error model. The result of a sensitivity analysis (see Section 4.1) of the velocity error
of the forward filter is presented in Figure 6, showing a good correspondence between the
actual error and the forward filter's self-diagnosis. This means that the filter is rather
insensitive to the model simplifications described in Section 3.1. The precision of the
reference position is illustrated in Figure 7 (filtered estimite) and Figure 8 (smoothed
estimate). These figures show the high accuracy of the reference system, in that position
errors are on the order of 10 meters and velocity errors are on the ordor of less than
0.1 meter per second. This accuracy is also obtained in flight periods where the radar
has lost the target for several minutes (2].

3. ERROR MODELS jF THE SENSORS

3.1 Inertial Pla:form

The test aircrait, HFB 320, has an LN3 inertial platform on board. Figure 9 shows
the position error; of the horizontal channels during a laboratory test run of the un-
calibrated LN3. Figure 10 shows the corresponding acceleration and velocity errors: large
Schuler as wall j; 24-hours iscillations are excited by the bias errors of the uncali-
brated gyros an.' ccelerometers. Theoretical analysis [3] and evaluation of laboratory
tests (see Figur-; I and 10) lead to the error model for the LN3 given in equation (4).
The elements of :*.e state vector, x, are-

(1) 7.ree misalignment angles, a, 8, y, about the east, north
i- vertical axes (local-level mech&nization of the INS).

(2) 'nrrespondlng velocity errors, AvO, AVNo &V,, in east,
r:rth, and vertical directions.

(3) |%.F ition errors, 6L, 61, Ah (latitude, longitude, and
.- i~ht errors).

:-istance of aircraft from earth center

: Arth rate (15 degrees/h)

latitude
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h height

Vo l vNs vz a aircraft velocities

A0 0 AN$ AZ M ccoelerations measured by the INS

R a earth radius

a a 9.81 m/a
2

dx b dy, dz _ gyro drift rates and accelerometer errors in
ax, a y, az "the three axes.

Neglecting the Foucault modulation, the coupling of the 24-hour oscillation, and
the acceleration coefficients given in equation (4), one obtains the simplified error
model of the LN3 shown in Figure 11. With these simplifications, the horizontal channels
are nearly decoupled from each other and have a very similar error behaviour. The insta-
bility of the vertical channel, which is completely decoupled from the horizontal channels
in this simplified model, is clearly visible. Figure 12 shows the position errors of the
north/south channel excited by several typical alignment and sensor errors. Figure 13
illustrates the instability of the vertical channel. For most applications, the simplified
error model shown in Figure 11 is sufficiently accurate.

3.2 Doppler radar

Figure 14 shows a comparison of the horizontal aircraft velocities measured by the
well-calibrated and aligned LN3, and by the Doppler radar of the HFB 320: the correlation
time of the Doppler radar errors is on the order of a few seconds, so that the assumption
of an uncor- latcd Doppler errsr is justified for the sampling interval of 10 seconds,
wi.zh has beer chosen for the Doppler aiding of the INS.

3.3 Pressure altimeter

Assum-ng a known distribution of air temperature with height, the barometric height
can be calculated directly from the measured static pressure, p. The best known relation
between height and pressure is the barometric-height formula

HB -000 -In (p/p) m]. (5)

p. is the static pressure at sea level which must be known for the determination of the
barometric height. The relation given in Eq. (5) is, however, not sufficiently accurat
for practical purposes, as it rests on the assumption of a constant air temperature (o C).
A nurber of "standard atmospheres" have been used at various times. For our test flight,
the formula used to calculate the height from the pressure was

HB = (a 3p3 a2 p
2 t a1p + ao) + D . (6)

ao, a , a and a are coefficients obtained empirically. The parameter, D, is determined
beforl th _ start, so that at the measured static pressure, HB is the correct height at
the start.

The deviations of the real from the standard atmosphere are due to the weather. As
an example, Figure 15 shows the altitude variations with time of three pressure levels
measured at Hannover airport. To determine the influence of the weather on the barometric
measurement in an analysis of errors, we shall start from the following representation of
the atmosphere: the atmosphere does not change during the test flight time (l to 2 hours).
In the range of the test flight (some 100 kilometers around the place of start), the in-
clination of the isobaric surface planes to the horizontal remains the same. The height
error at the place of start is a linear function of the height. These assumptions are
certainly not very rigorous, but they present a good first approximation to the reality
(the model can easily be made more accurate by assuming second order terms and a time
depend'ence, this however requires more computation). If an aircraft flies with east, north,
and vertical velocities, v vN and v through this static atmosphere, then the barometric
height shall be wrongly mea sured by tKe amount 4HB I '

d1
dj (AIB ) Z v + ENVN t Cv (7)

E and ,, are the inclinations of the pressure surfaces Cm/m] , and c is the proportion-
ai'ty factor (m/mi between the height error at the place of start an the height.

The extreme values for E 0 , cN and c Z can be obtained from the weather charts

. N  10- 3  [ 2 ( m/ n]
S 3 • 10 r

he ::uracy with which the static pressure can be measured in an aircraft depends



on the place in which the sensor Is positioned. This error has boon measured for the HFB
320 with which we carried out our test flight and is shown in Figure 16. The linear
approximation has baeu used for the consideration of errors,

AHB 2 a C Fv (S)

€F Z -0.67 from Figure 16 .

€ denotes the proportionality factor between the velocity, v, and the error, AHB . The
rImaining errors of the barometric height measurement, which, in comparison to thi two
previously mentioned errors are small, are neglected in the error analysis.

The complete error model for the pressure altimeter (see Eq. (7) and (8)) is pre-
sented in Figure 17. WR is an additional uncorrelated error.

4. HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

4.1 Kalman filtering and sensitivity analysis

Figure 18 shows a schematic block diagram of a hybrid navigation system as it will
be considered in following sections; the navigational information delivered by the INS is
compared with an additional sensor, such as a Doppler radar, or a pressure altimeter. The
difference of both, the "measurement", is fed into a Kalman filter which estimates the
errors of the INS and the additional sensor. These errors can be corrected on-line with
the help of a suitable controller. Our experiences have shown that in the case of a time-
discrete estimator with 10 second sampling period the controller can simply be a con-
stant-feedback matrix r *, chosen in such a way that the estimated errors of the sensors
are driven to zero in the sampling period after the measurement. The reason for thiL is

that the low-frequency error behavior of the INS makes the estimation process slow, so
that the non-optimal controller practically does not influence the estimation accuracy
and the time required to identify the errors.

A major problem is encountered when one attempts to implement these techniques. The
model for an exact description of the hybrid system may either be too complex for a com-

puter of reasonable size, or the model is not yet known exactly to the design engineer.
For example, the -tatistical parameters characterizing the random sensor errors (e.g.,
gyro drift rates) are rarely known exactly.

The solution to this problem can be to design a suboptimal filter of smaller size,
one that represents the most important system aspects and neglects minor effects on the
navigation accuracy. The suboptimal filter is often less sensitive to inexact implementa-
tion of parameters. However, in any case, navigation accuracy is lost when the optimal
filter is replaced by a suboptimal one.

The actual estimation errors for a suboptimal filter cannot be calculated by solving
the Riccati equation, because this equation is based on the assumption that there is no
difference between the model used in the filter and the real world. A set of equations
describing the actual estimation error covariance matrix of filtering algorithms in the
case of inexact modeling has been given by R.E. Griffin and A.P. Sage [4).

The N-dimensional error model of the hybrid navigation system, containing all known
error sources and all couplings, and representing the design engineer's best knowledge of

the system errors, is called "real world" in the following sections, and is described by

i = F x t c + G u (N-dimensional system) (9)

y = H x + v

F, G and H are constant matrices; and u and v are white-noise vectors, uncorrelated wizh

each other. The vector c represents the error-correction inputs, obtained by multiplying

the estimated state vector, R, with the control matrix, F1 .

The measurement vector is fed into the suboptimal Kalman filter of dimension M
(M : N) with the well-known structure described by

x =Fk + c + K* (y-H*

K* 
= P ,h T R -1 (10)

i* = r* P* + P* F* T + G* Q* G
*
T - P* H

* T 
R
* ' 1 

H* Ph

The starred matrices, rk, c*, and Hh, aru the system matrices of the M-dimensional repre-
sentatiorn of the hybrid system errors in the filter. The matrices P*, Q* and R* are
defined by

I.: (£* ,T)

Ph ?J (t-T) r (v* (t) V
* T CT ))

S ( .- ) £ (u4 ( t) U* T (T))
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£ (... ) expected value

6(t) z delta function

= error in the estimate (calculated under the
assumption that no diacrepency betwven the real
world end the model system exists)

vs and u* = white-noise inputo of the model system.

The covariance cstrix, P6, of the estimation error, A*, may be regarded as giving the
self-diagroeis of the filter.

This tituation is illustrated in Figure 19, which shove the closed loop of the
hybrid navigation system: the real-world model representing the sensor errors, the Kalman
filter, based on the simplif.ed error model of thege sensors, and the controller, r * for
the c'rraction of the estimated errors.

If the error model .ised in the filter is incorrect or incomplete, the actual esti-
mation-error covariance matrix is no longer described by the Riccati equation (see Eq.
(10)). A set of matrix equations describing the time propagation of the actual estimatJon-
errol- covarance matri, PF, the covariarce matrix. P , of the actual state vector, and
the cross-covariance met;Zix, P , between the actual s ate and the error in the estimate
bai been derived in (4) for discrete filters. These equations had to be modified to in-
:lude the sffect of the feedback matrix, FA. The following continuous set of matrix
equations is obtained

P ( b -lY*H) P + P IF*- K*He)
a a a T+ (AF - K~t H) Pc + P (AF - KeAH)T

+ Kh K 
T  +t GQG 

T

F *P + (F+!-) F t P (E -_K.HT (11)
c a )T c c

+ P (a" - K*K T- GQG
T

x

• t P FAr e G

where

Pat E ((;-x) (;-x) )

a E (x (i- x) )c

P E (xx )
x

aF r* F- r

AH NH -H (E is the expected value)

The starred matrices refer to the model system which is the basis for the filter,
and the unstarred matrices refer to the real-world system describing the actual sensor
errors. If the model state vector, x*, contains fewer elements than the real-world state
vector, x, a linear relationaship must exist between the two state vectors

x -- Sx

where S is a nonaquare matrix. The starred matrices in Eq. (11) have to be -ransfemed,
to be ccmpaxibls in terms of their dimension with the unstarred matrices, for example

as ss

for a one-dimensional real world and a one-dtmensional filter. Eq. (11) can be re-
preserted in a block diagram as shown in rigure 20. Yhe block in broken lines descrioes
the estimation error coverietce propagation for en estimator with the same structure as
tne K4irsr, filter, bt with arbitrary (not optioral) gains, K*.

If there are no modeling errors (AF = 6H = 0), the three dynamic systems d.:ribir.g
the time histories uf P , P and P are only coupled by the feednach-matrix, 7 * and in
oper.-1oop operation theq ari courllte]y uncoupled. If tAF or AH are different frov. zero,
the covarlance of the actual state, P, excites the dynami, system which describes the
time propagation of P , end the cross-covariance, P ,excites the dynamic system of P
via Al - Khe . c a

The computations for the desi'r. of the navigation filters described in the following
sections have bea cnrried out with the time-discrete versions of Eq. (10) and (11) with
a sample interval of 10 seconds.



4.2 Horizontal Channels

4.2.1 Conventional Doppler INS

The oonventional Doppler aiding of the INS consists of feeding the differences be-
tween the INS velocities and the Doppler velocities back into the INS to correct the plat-
form att!tude and velocity.

In-flight eveling

Figure 21 shows the error diagram of the conventional second-order leveling loop.
The Schuler oscillations are damped and their frequency is augmented: the leveling loop
is N-times Schuler tuned and, in general, critically damped. The noise content of the
Doppler velocity measurements is also fed back into the INS and causes additional errors,
the magnitude of which depends on the gain constants N and ki .

In-flight gyrocompassing

Figure 22 shows the error diagram of a third-order gyrocompassing loop. In addition
to the leveling loop in Figure 21, the difference in the measured north velocity is also
fed back to the vertical gyro torquer to correct the azimuth misalignment of the INS. This
third order loop has to be laid out in such a way that the errors in the INS, caused by
the Doppler noise, can still be tolerated, and that the alignment is time-optimal.

4.2.2 Optimal Doppler INS

A Kalman filter is designed on the basis of the sensor-error models, described in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2. For the implementation in the on-board computer, the error model of
the LN3 ( Eq. (4)) is simplified corresponding to Figure ii. Figure 23 shows the position
error computed with the real-world model of the LN3 (Eq. (4)) for a 3-hour flight in the
north/south channel as curve @ I The platform is aligned to 20 arcseconds (lo) in the
level axes and to 3 arcminutes (lo) in the azimuth. The gyro-drift rates are 0.01 degree
per hour and the accelerometer biases are 10- 4 g. The curve @ in Figure 23 shows the
position error of the filter model (Figure 11), which also neglects the gyro-drift rates
and the accelerome er biases. In this model, it is assumed that the alignment errors are
the main error sources.

To make the filter for the Doppler INS less sensitive to the model simplifications,
the Doppler noiso in the model was assumed to be three times as high as it is in reality:
3 meters per second (1a). No process noise (gyro or accelerometer noise) was assumed in
the filter. Figure 24 shows the actual north/south position error of this hybrid system
and compares it with the filter's self-diagnosis. After 1 hour the actual error increases
more and more due to the model simplifications. This also becomes obvious in Figure 25,
which shows the corresponding velocity errors. The model simplifications also cause an
increase in the velocity-estimation error. Curve ( in Figure 25 shows the steady-state
error of a ?O-times-Schuler-tuned and critically damped leveling loop. The actual error
of the optimal system becomes even greater than the error of the conventional mechanization
after 2 hours of flight time with this filter. The effect of decreasing the sensibility
of this filter to model errors is illustrated in Figure 26: Curves ( , © , and @ of
this figure show the high dynamics of the gains of the sensitive filter. The addition of
an artificial process noise (gyro and accelerometer noise) makes the dynamics disappear
and the filter less sensitive to the model simplifications (Curve D of Figure 26). The
navigation errors obtained with this insensitive filter are illustrated in Figures 27 and
28. These figures show a good correspondence between the filter's self-diagnosis and the
actual errors. The position errors of few hundred meters after 1 or 2 hours of flight time
have been well confirmed by comparing the flight-test results to the measurements of the
reference system described in Section 2.

,..3 Vertical channel

.3.i Cor.ventional baro-INSl

The conventional aiding of the vertical channel of the platform is shown in Figure
21. The difference between the inertial height, Hi, and the barometric height, HB, is fed
back through the gain factors, K. and K2 , for the correction of the vertical velocity and
height. The factors K. and K2 are chosen so that the control system (second-order) shows
a rpas-.:able transien behavior and that the inertial hoight follows the barometric height
well. Flr the tent flights K and K 2were chosen such that K. 2/T and K 1 /T7 with

- .secon!s that is, tt 'I of he control system ere identical. A a result

,,f this so!t coupling, the inertial height follows long-term alterations of the barometric
! r,.L h r. 'oothe- out its -hort-term fiuctjations (see Figure 30).

An ac:e-rserer bias, aZ , in this process produces steady velocity end height errors
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a

For : , 10 , the errors for T a 30 ascond@ show AHi a 1 meter and v - 0.06 meter
per s|ond. The mixing process has the drawback that the indicated heht (bars-inertisl
heIght) still has the same low-frequency errors, especially thoe dependent upon the
weather and sensor position.

4.3.2 Optimal baro-INS

The use of a Kalman filter in aiding the vertical channel of the platform makes it
possible to create the optimum combination of inertial and barometric height by consider-
ing the errors in each kind of information. The filter can be arranged so that it also
corrects, in the optimum manner, the vertical velocity and acceleration (see Figure 31).
The basis for the Kalman filter is an eight-dimensional error model for the sensors (plat-
form and barometric height meter). This error model is shown in Figure 32. Part (D of
Figure 32 shows the error model for the vertical channel of the platform. The gravity
correction is no longer calculated wit. the inertial height, Hi, but with the barometric
height. HB. In this manner, the positive feedback of an inertial height error onto accel-
eration is avoided. Part 0 of Figure 32 shows the error model for the barometric height
measurement. In addition an additive uncorrelated error (white noise, WRB ) is assumed.
Part Q of Figure 32 describes the error in the measurement of the aircraft's height by
a ground-based target-following radar giving white noise, WR R (the measured quantities Zi
or Z2 are the differences between the inertial, barometric, and radar height of the a~r-
craft).

The following two configurations are considered:

(1) The baro-inertial system that is the optimum combination
_' -he platform with the barometric height meter.

(2) The baro-inertial radar system that is the optimum combi-
nati.on of the platform with the barometric height meter
and the ground-based radar(reference system; see Figure 33).

The operation of the Kalman filter in the baro-inertial system is illustrated in
Figure 31. The difference between the inertial and barometric height is fed into the
Kalman filter. The filter then estimates the errors of the two heights on the basis of
the model shown in Figure 32, and computes the correction signals for the vertical accel-
eration and velocity as well as for the barometric height.

In the analysis of the test flights, a time-discrete filter algorithm is used. Every
10 seconds a Kalman filter iteration takes place, and the vertical acceleration, velocity,
and barometric height are corrected. The results are presented in the following.

Part of the test flights of the HFB 320 had been tracked by the target-following
radar. The radar installation measures both the distance to the aircraft, and the elevation
angle. From these two measurements, after considering the corrections required by the re-
fraction of the radar beam, the height of the aircraft above sea level can be calculated.
The optimum mix of inertial, barometric, and radar heights is used as the reference height
profile. This combination is made with a Kalman filter based on the full model shown in
Figure 32.

An example of this is shown in Figure 34. Curve Q shows the height profile of the
flight obtained by the conventional mixing of the vertical channel with the barometric
height. Similarly, Curve ( shows the radar measurements. The difference of height is
some 150 meters. It is illustrated again on a magnified scale in Figure 35 together with
the range of the aircraft from the radar. The uncorrelated noise, which arises from measure-
ments of the elevation angle can be clearly recognized. The measurement of distance is
accurate up to a few meters. A bias error in the elevation angle would lead to a height
error proportional to the distance; such an error cannot be detected.

The standard deviations (la values) of the heigt errors and the errors of the
vertical velocity are calculated using the data of a typical test flight and the error
model. it Is assumed here that the parameters c , c ,tandc of the model shown in Figure
32 are not known. The Kalman filter estimates tRem Iith the help of the sensors.

Figure 3F shows the accuracy of the altitude measurement of the reference system
(C.rve () which consists of the radar, the LN3, and the barometer. Curve © shows the
accuracy obtained by the optimal mixing of LN3 and barometer. Curve 03 is the lo error
of the pressure altimeter for the flight considered.

The error of the vertical velocity from the baro-inertial system is shown in
Figure 37. Accuracy depends on the strength of the acceleration noise of the INS: at

0 (1,) the vilo-ity error is about 0.4 meter per second (1a); at 10- g it is abuut
(. meter per secord (1c). The analysis of the baro-inertial radar system has shown that
the 4ccurscy of the vertical velocity is not improved by the addition of the ground-based
(.A,!r syntem. The velocity error in determined by the quality of the platform (see
[ !4r . :n Eigure 31 the reference altitude profile is plotted, and the altitude
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established by mixing the platform with the barometric height mete rand the radar height.
It can be seen that the high noise conten. of the radar height has been filtered out.

The flight tests have shown that with conventional mixing of the inertial height
with the barometric height, the high-frequency errors (noise) of the barometric height
measurements a-e smoothed out, but the considerable error caused by the weather, some
100 meters (1o), nnd by the wrong measurement nf the static pressure, some 70 meters (10),
remain unchanged. If the two forms of height information (inertial and barometric) are
combined by means of a Kalman filter, then the good short-term accuracy of the vertical
channel of the platform can also be used to correct, to a great extent, the low-frequency
errors. The accuracy with which this is possible depends on the quality of the platform
used. In the case of a platform of inertial quality (LN3), while making the most un-
favorable assumptions about the weather and pressure-measurement errors, the helgt error
can be reduced to less than 50 meters (10). If the weather parameters, C0 , £ , and c
have been obtained from the weather charts and the parameter, CF, from a calibration curve
then using the Kalman filter for the correction of these errors, the height error can be
reduced to some 10 to 15 meters (1a).

The reference height generated using a Kalman filter with optimum mixing of the
barometric and inertial heights, with the height as measured by ground-based target-fol-
lowing radar, has an error which is less than 10 meters (10).

The vertical velocity can be measured by means of optimum mixing of the inertial
with the barometric height, with an accuracy of up to 0.1 meter per second (lu). This
accuracy cannot be increased by including the measurements from the target-following radar.

These comments apply naturally only to flight profiles comparable to those considered
here, i.e., a range of some 100 Xilometers, flight height of some 6000 meters, and a
velocity of some 100 meters per second.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Aiding the INS with a Doppler radar and a pressure altimeter is a means to consider-
ably improve the position and velocity accuracy. For the evaluation of flight tests, a
high-precision reference system is required, which has been realized at the DFVLR, Braun-
schweig, by smoothing the data of a tracking radar with the help of the INS. Flight tests
have demonstrated the high performance of the optimal hybrid navigation systems, and have
shown that this navigational accuracy can be obtained with filters of reasonable size, if
their sensitivity to the model simplifications is carefully analyzed and minimized.
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Fig. 5 Horizontal accelerations measured by the INS
during the flight shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 9 Position errors in the horizontal. channels of the uncalibrated
L?43 platform during a laboratory test run.
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Fig. 11 Simplified error model for the LN3 inertial platform.
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Fig. 15 Altitude variation of three atmospheric
pressure levels within I month.
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Fig. 17 Error model for the pressure altimeter.
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Fig. 18 Schematic diagram of the hybrid navigation system.
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Fig. 19 Closed loop of the hybrid navigation system, with the real-word model
describing the actual errors of the sensors and the suboptimal model,

of these errors in the Kalman filter.
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Fig. 20 Block diagram of the sensitivity equationG for a one-dimensional
sy8t em.
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Fig. 22 Error diagram of tihe third-order gyrocompassing loop.
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Fig. 23 Position error (Io) of the north/south-channel
of the INS computed with the real-world model
and with the simplified model.
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Fig. 25 Actual velocity error of the sensitive filter,
compared with the conventional leveling loop.
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Fig. 26 Gain histories of the sensitive filter (1,
*2 and 3) and of the intensitive filter (4).
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Fig. 27 Position accuracy of the Doppler INS
obtained with the insensitive filter.
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Fig. 28 Velocity accuracy of the insensitive
filter, compared with the conventional

leveling loop.
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Fis. 31 Schamstic diagram of the optimal baro-

I inertial system.
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Fig. 32 Error model of the optiaal baro-inertiil
systum "d radar error model (part 3).
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baro-inertial loop and by the tracking radar.
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Fig. 35 Difference between the two altitude profiles
shown in Fig. 34 and distance between air-
craft and tracking radar.
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Fig. 36 Al.titude me~asuring accuraciedi of different
optimal combinations of the sensors.
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Fig. 37 Measuring accuracy for the vertical velocity of the optimal baro-
inertial system (for different accelerometer noise levels of the LN3).
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Fig. 38 Measuring accuracy for the vertical velocity of the reference system.
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E1UD9 ET REALISATI.NS1 DE FILTRES DE KALMAN
POtil SYJTENKS D~E NAV!1O'IN
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RESUME

Veux fudes de SAGEN len riltragt L'rItlmal, sont pr~ser.t~es nlans --e papler avee len
exp.Irlmentat ions A5ss) i4es.

(1) tin systt~ne J navigat ion a~ronau.iqu*irrie-i r.c-v de position a Ak
test* avec slxcc~s. Le modi'1e mathkrnatlque utjlet, ainai que la description du
prorammne de 6000 rao's r~partls en deux calculateirs et leat r~sultats de 1'expt-ri-
mentaticn, 3 .nt donnts.

2) L'alivnrement rapide d'urne plate-formt- A inertie e .t Ie deuxi~ime cas prtsenlt,. La
mod4lisat icn retenue est iimple et Les gains nttenUL sont importants :pour de2
p!4cisions compar&bles. l'alignment, optimal dure ar)O secondes A cornparer aux
IOA secondes d'un alirnemeivt cihnsique. I- programm.- ct-pendant utilise 1800 no,,to
du calculateur.

Enfir.. des ccn idtration-l g~ng~rales sur l'eiginceering des filtres sort donn~eo,
part iculi~ren.-nt en ce qui conctrnt: la ml~tho'Thlogie g.~n~rale. et "es m~sthodes
J'aide A 'a programmnatior. : ,, systt'm-- -ASH (LUispositif i'Aide 1, la Programmation
des Syst~lmes Hytrides) Ai veloppcs par SAGEM, est pi'(sent6 rapidement.

S U M A R Y

This paper describes in detail two systems using Kalman filtering 4hich were deve-
1loped and exp erim -nttd ty "AIEM.

()A hycrid inertial-Doppler-pnstir. reset nalgator wa:; st-,died and experime nted
from 1967 to 1912-.

The tech1 'nology for both inertial platform and the computer goes back to 1965. The
mathern-:tio'al r'd,. ses a 15-ntate vector. The numerical algorithms were studied
and imtlermented with care, using the c-technique to avoid sensivity problems.

The comp~ote vrogram was split into two cemputers, and the subirogram corresponl-
ding to *hQ filter represented about 6000 words, over 11000 for the total. Curves
are given b,.th .'oz- theoretical perfo)rmances, and for experimental flight results.

(2) Algorithms and software fcr optinal alignment of an inortiai platform were developped
and t~'sted from 1972 to 1974.

The 1iert'.al systpm used for th- e~xperiment is ani 4:, ) c' 57AGEM. -Die mathematical
model is -Vuzte -,imple, and the 'nrot alignmen-rt pro'gram uose- 1800 words. The
improvt-mert it; alignmenc t~me i!' quit-- imr'resnivt 41)0 ;tccndo for Qptimnal alignment.
tbe compar-u t) 103, se conds for vla'ssicai alignmoent.

.nen the papvr gives in its fourth part ge~neral consideraticons on filter engineering

(1) j-.nwral methc)du lgy used, Ly *;A5EV i.c presenIted.

2) F'ron-. tt.e exper rnct gained durin,,g tht- de-sign arnd t-ot of tzysters (1), SAGIM has
ccrne to thie ccnc lusian that onfe need,; a quite inol ved r'acility to test and
-.ul id reLal 'ji , rogram cf tho2 coa',pioxi ,y r-f a:: hyb,:i .1 inv-rtial navipatcr ,-;
1navv ici dSUol a faci lityw .: all:~: (Lystem for testing and val idating-
pr- granoz fo r hybrid yteo)wtich j is ;Ili i .1, Jorie

(0rz'vor n nyL-A m- de rlavigat ion t yl ride opt-imal1 , 'ot i nt 11lmn ruu~ n
o n'l"n 1'.i z~in opt im,' Io d ' inrif rrr.i t i r , rol 1 "m e jc)s l d epoj o or t Ilont i-. en r

0 :'o'n't n thnr;.s, mo-t'iur *s:n rr I- lt-v-- jpemrl1 do o ('11C kml e; ro, li

rrf rn:1 -t I'xol n' M in r. li I'' Wu, r I ff ; Ilo' I ,v:

P ;~; ;. nmrr ~ v i- ,n ;t r r Io r ;iar Kilrr:;in I 7

Best Ava1ab!'3 Conpy%



La r~alisation do systbin do navigation a pu Streofertu~e avec muccle par coo
sathod4. Rn ottot, 1 4i navigation consists A d6 torMiner Its paramitres fondauontaux
quo sont I& position, Is, vites.e t i'attitude (cap et ve"ticale) d'un vlhicule A ppve'r
d* captours ou oyyatimes donnant des informations I. plus souvent redondante.

Les preires applications ant ou lieu au courm de ann~ce 1963 1 1965 (voir (61 A

3AGE14 a men#, Ons 1967 plusiours Etudes et exp~rimentations de syst~mes de naviga-
tion en utilisant lea techniques de riltrege num~rique do Kalman (1181 A [21) )

Noua, exposerons en d~tail aux sections 2 et 3 lea r~alisations suivantes

(1) Syst0m. do navigation hybride inertie/Doppler/recalage do position pour application
a~ronautique r~alisE at expiriment6 do 1967 A 1972.

(2) Ali nement rapide optimal d'un syst~wo A inertie r~alis6 et exp~rimentfi de 1972 A

Lea consid~rations gfn~rales qui suivront A la section 4 s'appuient Sur l'exp~rience
acqui se par SAGEM au cours do Ia r~alisation des syst~mes pr~c~dents et d'autres systames
(achev~e ou en cours) qui sont:

(1) Filtrage inertie/VOR/DME et filtrage inertie/ILS pour l'a~ronautique civile.

(2) Syst~me de navigation de r~f~rence et alignement A Ia ner des sysames a inertie
du Super-Etendard.

(3) Syst~me inertie/Loch/Transit pour !a localisation pr~cise pour recherche gdophysi-
que marine.

(4I) Syst~mes performants utilisant plusieurs plateformes.

2. SYSTEME DE NAVIGATION AERiONAUTIQUE EXPERIMENTAL

Cette 6tude et l'exp~rimentation associ6e ant 6t6 r~alisdes dana le cadre d'un
contrat avec le Service Technique A~ronautique.

Le syst~me de navigation hybride exp~riment6 intagre lea informations redondantes
d'un syst~me A irrertie, d'un radar Doppler, de recalage de position A partir de moyens
divers et d'une centrale barom~trique. Les trois premi~res informations sont traitdes
par iin filtre de Kalman, la derni~re eat utilis~e de faqon classique.

Apr~s la description des Equipements, on pr~sente le mod~le markovien du syst~me
hybride -choisi apr~s 1'Etude de performanne et de sensibilit6-, lea caract~ristiques
des programmes de filtrage, lea difficult~s rencontr~es dans ia r~alisation pratique
du filtrage, lea m~thodes de inise au point utilisfes et les r~sultats des easais au sol
et des essais en vol.

2.1 Description de l'installation d'essais

2.1.1 Le qieet (Hardware)

La figure I d~crit le sch~ma de l'inatallation expdrimentale mont !e Sur la
Caravelle du Centre d'Essais en Vol de Br'Etigny (0EV).

La base de l'installation eat un syst~rne de navigation a inertie, dont 1a techne-
logie date de 1965-1966. C'est un syst~me en plusieurs bottes, dont lea performances de
navigation sont de la classe 1,5 mille nautique par heure, CEP. Ce syst~me, 6tudi6 pour
avion d'armea, utilise un calculateur num~rique embarqub dont le temps d'addition eat de
39 microsecondes et Ia capacit6 m~moire d'environ 8 kilo-mots de 24 bits. Lea fonctions
programm~es de fagon standard dana ce calculateur sont nombreuses et coraprennent la
conduite de la plate-farme en aligncnient et navigation, des couplages classiques acc6ld-
rom~tre de verticale-altitude barom~trique et inertie-Doppler, la navigation automatique
le long dune trajectoire ddfinie par points tournanta, le recalage simple de position
et la conduite des visualisations et des commandes du syst~me.

La puissance de calcul et la *n~moire restant disponible ., 6tant insuffisantes pour lea
hesoins du filtrP de Kalman, on a choisi d'ajouter un calculateur identique, en ddfinis-
Sant ainsi une structure de calcul parall~le. Le dialogue entre lea deux calculateurs se
fait :)ar l'interm6diaire d'une rn~moire tampon de 600 bits en technologie MOS. Lea calcu-
lateurs fonctionnent de t'aqon asynchrone sum le principe "maltre-esclave". La calculateur
1, celui du syst~rne A inertie, eat le maltre. Il d6finit. le rythrfc gEn~ral des calculs et
i'es 6changes avec le calculateur 2, l'csclave.

L~e rador Doppler, qui fournit l'inrormation redondante de vitease, eat un Doppler modemne
A antenne fixe. Il donne lea composantes longitudinale et transversale de la vitesse Sol
soun forme do rr'4quences dlmpulaions. Son domaine d'utllisation eat pcincipalement

rn'!tion de Ila333.ette avion, de l'altitude et de la nature de la zone 3urvol~e, terre
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ou mer.

L'altitude eat donn6e par la centrale a6rodynamique du bord dont le traducteur de
pression eat du type m~canique classique.

Lea recalages de position sont efrectu~s au moyen du bolter de visualisation et
dlentrfe3 num6ri ques du syatbme AIinertie. Ile mont faits A partir de moyens divers en
particulier un hypoacope. La visualisation permet 6galement l'affichage de la position
donnfe par l'inertie et de son estim~e donn6e par le filtre.

Le calculateur 2 eat connect6 A un enregiatreur magn~tique embarqu6, qul toutes les
50 secondes, emmagasine lea 124 param~tres lea plus aignif'lcatifs du fonctionnement du
riltre.

Les caract~ristiques g~n~rales des principaux 6quipements sont donn~es par les
tableaux I A 3.

2.1.2 Les modes de Conctionnement

(1) Modes de navigation

La redondance des informations de l'inertie, du Doppler et du recalage de

position eat utilis~e pour dffinir plusieura modes de navigation

(a) inertie pure

(b) inertie-recalage de position optimal

(c) inertie-Doppler optimal

(d) inertie-Doppler-recalage de position optimal

(2) EBoucle ouverte et boucle ferm~e_- Al ignem~nt envol

Un s~lecteur permet de commander pour les modes b, c et d, un fonctionnement,
en'boucle ouverte (BO) ou en boucle ferm~e (BF), qui est sch~matis6 par la
figure 2.

Dans le fonctionnement en boucle ouverte, lea param ,tres de navigation et
d'attitude sont corrig~s A l'ext~rieur, avant utilisation. Le syst~me A inertie
reste autonome.

Dans le fonctionnemenr en boucle ferm~e, certaines composantes du vecteur
d'6tat sont cori-igges dans le syst~me A inertie..En toute rigueur, cette
correction devrait tre faite sans retard et instantan6ment . En pratique,
comote tenu de la char'ge de calcul, la correction eat effectuc-e avec environ
un derni pas de retard (26 secondes). Suivant les Daram~tres. la correction
est

(a) instantan6e, pour les grandeurs num6riques de position, vitesse, derives
et facteurs d'6chelle des gyroscopes.

(h) progressive, pour liattitude plateforme, par commande des gyroscopps
dont la vitesse de precession est limit~e.

Le fonctionnement en bou~le ferm~e permet en particulier l'alignement en vo.
de la plateforme. En outre, dans certains cas le contr8le des erreurs iner-
tielles peut tre n~cessaire pour satisfaire l'hypoth s e de lin~arit6. Ceperi-
dant, le forictionnement en boucle ferni~e a i'inconvgnient de d~truire l1auto-
nomie du syst~me A inertip et de d~gr~der ainsi la fiabilit6 de sec informa-
t ions.

(3) Utilisation de 1'information barom~trigue

L'information d'altitude barom~trique nWest pas intt~gr6e par le filtre, pour
d--s raisons de simplicit6, car l'altitude nWest pas un param~tre critique.
Cependant, on realise un couplage A gain constant a~vec l'accglrom~tre
v,?rtical. Ce couplage fournit l'altitudc et la vitesse verticale. Un s(lecceui
nermet ou non de les utiliser dans la m~canisation du syst~me A inertie et
dans la matrice observation du filtre.

2.2 Mod,-p markovien des erreurs du systQme hybridp

Cette exp~rimentation a 6t6 pr~c~d~e d'une 6tude importante suivant lea (-tapes d'une
rn'thndologio 9; i nera cornment6e 5 in sectionl 11. Less ftudes de performances ot do sensibi-
I itt' ont conduit I i(-Inpt(r le modf'le markovien suivant dvs erreurs du syst ,me hyhride.



TABLEAU I - CALCULATOUR EMDARQUE SAOEM

AE . 51 A

*Technologie (1965)

- circuit intfgr6
- m~moire A tambour miniature A palier hydrodynamique

*Capacitf m~moire V7O9 mats de 214 bits

- programme non modifiable :7680 mots

- travail :6145 mats

- syst~me :3814 mats

*Structure s~rie parall~le comprenant

- une unit4 arithoadtique universelle

- un analyseur diff6rentiel num6rique

*Op~ration en virgule fixe

*Possibilit6 de programmer deux op6rations simultan~es

*Horloge :6140 kHz

*Temps op~ratoire

- addition :39 Ps

- multiplication :.39 us

- division (sur 214 bits) :1000 ws (programmation simultan~e d'op6-
rations toutes les 39 ws)

*Entr6e/sortie programm6e, s6rie

*Poids :21 Kg

*Velurne 3/14 ATR :18 1.

TABLEAU 2 - SYSTEME A INERTIE SAGEM - S. 111

*Syst ,me prototype pour avion d'armes

*Technologie 1966

*Gyroscopes rlottants A iun degr6 de libert6

*Plat-forme toute attitude A quatre axes de cardan

*Calculateur universel dipital AE 51 A

WiMcanisation toute latitude asservie A un p~le arbitraire

*Pr,'c-ision :de la classe 1,5 nm/h, CEP.
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TABLEAU 3 - HADAR DOPPPLER EMD . DECCA - 72

Antenne fixe A trois rainceaux

Sortie en fr6quence

- vitesse longitudinale 35,02 Hz/noeud

- vitesse lat~rale 17,95 Hz/noeud

TABLEAU 4 - DEFINITION DES SYMBOLES

GRANDEUR DIMENSION DEFINITION

x 15 x I Vecteu' d'tat d'erreur du syst~me hybride

F rl0 F1 21 15 x 15 Matrieo dynamique du syst~me hybride.0 F2 2

u 15 x 1 Bruit excitant, gaussien ccntr6, non corr6l6

Q 15 x 15 Covariance de u, matrice diagonale.

y 4 x 1 Vecteur d'observation.

H 4 x 15 Matrice d'observation.

V 4 x 1 Bruit des observations, gaussien centrg,
non corr61.

R 4 x 4 Covariance de v, matrice diagonale.

['1 01 2] 15 x 15 Matrice de transition.
O 422j

15 x I Meilleure estim6e de l'erreur du systrme
hybride.

15 x 15 Covariance des erreurs r6siduelles.

K 15 x 4 Gain du filtre.

V 15 x 15 Diagonale de E

c I x 1 Coefficient de d6sensibilisation du filtre,
compris entre 0 et 1.

h 1 X 1 Pas num~rimue du filtre (50 s)

h I x 1 Pas num6rique fractionn6 (10 s)
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Fx + u()

avec X'x I XI' ,X 2' .X3') (2)

et o0

x,=vecteur d16tat des erreurs dynamiques du syst~me A
inert le,

x =vecteur d'6tat des erreurs des composants du syst~me
A inertie,

X3=vecteur d'6tat des erreurs du Doppler.

22.1 Erreurs dynanigueS d y t m n r i

On a chciisi la description classique 1211 par deux systc~mes d'6quations dirff~ren-
tielles projettses sur les axes platef'orme :les tquations en et les 6quations d'erreurs
de position. Cette description. conduit A des 6quations simples. Le vecteur d'6tat corr'es-
pcndanit est

*Q,' * rotations autour des axes plateforme faisant passer du rep~re calculateur
iii repZre plateforme.

d5x, dy =erreurs horizontaler de position dans les axes plateforme.

8x 5; d~riv&ps tersporelles de 6x et 6y.

2.2.7 Erreurs des c ornosants ir~ertiels

A la suite de 1'6tude do' sensibilit6 les blais des icc~l~rom, tres et les balourds
des gyroscopes ont k6t n(.giig6s. Les rreules erreurs retenues sont les derives et facteurs
d'6chelle des gyroscopes. Le mod~le pris pour is d~rive et sugg6r6 par ilexp~rience est

C= -Be + u (

c dtirive ai~atcire, variatle au cours du vol, dont le rnod~le choisi est du
premnier ordre.

u bi iit blanc.

Ce mud~le permtvt de repr~senter aussi bien un signal Fi temps d'autocorr~lation
1/B qu'un cherninem. nt al6atoire, si eB 0,

L'exp -rience conduit A considt~her le facteuzr d'~chelle comme constant au cours
Au ol ~tvarl~ill- d'ur ,ur A lautre. Le mod~le corresvondant est donc

vr'c'tpur V ' tat f ser'reur c de yroocop' s(ccit .alors

X2 = EX C Ez K F KR it (6)

F' u~ ~. c~ppcr iJ, ltude do-eniflt conduit ) ni(gliger le racteur
I 2 rr-i.r rot'-nu-5 ron d; .1is stir chaque axe, cons'-Ints au oo'ir";

14v, IWj m i ''' V;ri vnl V'auir'', i-ci rour klo:; I nte;dutilisation prt'cinacs-

I.'.i* '~ 1';; rr,.ir I; 1 r 't 1pa-r com;'q(ue'rit

Dc~tAv&:b opy
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En pratIque, co retard W'est pas S~npnt. En boucle ouverte, i1 se traduit par un
retatrd de Ia correction do I'afriohage. En boucle rerm~e 11 eat n~gli eable devant
lea constantes de temps dynamiques des orreurs, en particulier la p~riode 84i minutes
de Ilinertle.

La matrice de transition eat utilis~e pour int6grer (et pr~dire) la meilleure
estim~e des erreurs et la matrice de covariance des errours r6Biduelles. Le calcul de la
matrice de' transition se tait par integration de la relation.

i F (9)

La pr~cision de cette int6gration, qui depend donic des caract~ristiques de la
trajectoire. conditionne lea performances du f'iltre. Sch~matiquement, pour un algorithme
et Lin bjectir' de pr~clsion donnt's, pjluz3 les 6volutions sont s~v~res, pluij le pas d'irit&-
gvation dcit Ztre petit.

Le probl~me 6tait donc de choisir un alfrorithme, suffisamment pr6cis pour les
trajectoires envisag- es, donnant une charge et un volume de calcul mninimal.

L'id~e exploit~e ost de consid6rer que les termes los plus sensiblos aux 6volutions
SOtnt Ceux qUi dependent le plus directement den orreurs dynamiques inertielles, cleat A
dire le bloc 4

11 (dimensions 7 x 7) de 4. On a doric choisi do calculer les termes corres-
pondants (oll) de la matrice de transition avec un pas de 10 secondes et les autres avec
un pas de 50 secondes.

La d~gradation de performance duo A cet algorithme a 6t calcul6e. Elle est n~gli-
geable (quelquez, pouircents) pour dos vols typo Caravelle. Ellp serait r~dibitoire pour un
avion dParries. La solution pourrait tre alors une reduction du pas do calcul en utilisant
un calculateur plus Puissant OIi, si ce Weost pas possible, d'interrompre simplentent j'int6-
gration pendant les ivolutions trop stv~res apr~s avoir v6rifi6 que la d(~gradation corres-
pondante ent tolerable.

I.4.5 I r(cisicn numria~ _ I i~ ieou rlottante

L~e domaine de variation des dlt'r6rents paramttres Pst important, notaminent pouir la
matrie.t, doe covarinnce des erreUrs r~nlduellls. Pondannt l'alinement en vol de la plateforme,
lltcart d'horizontal initial tnst de l'ordre (to quolquen doertn ot 1'l6car't final de l'ordre
d,, la seconde d'arc. t~a plnae' do vnriation, cor-rspondante dto la covarianc~ ost do 10 ~. Les
imp~r'atif'z de cadrage et d'arrondi sont do 1'ordre do 102 ou do 101, clest A dire un total
do ,09 ;1 1010 qUi It'paSSt- Ion ronSIbIlt~h du mct de 1' bits.

Pe'ux nolutions ont 6t6~ e'nvisag6s :la doubli. prt~cisiorl en virgule fixe et la
virgule fiott.Anto. La pronitre a tt repouss~h car

(1) lpo nnorre de m,'moiro inscriptitble nt-cessaire ost multiplic. par deux,

()lo-; -robl'rr e' do cadrage Pr. vir~ule fixe sont, oonsidrables dans cetto application.

1,a virgule fI'-ttant- supprim.-, radlcalo-mont la contrainte cadrago. De plus, un seul
M(o ZSufirt la bt;pn'i narntl-.i plus lc signe ot 8 bits pour l'exposant. La programma-
tion d-n ontir~ 0flottant a t.tro-n soigneusemont optimisr-e et conduit Ai des vites-

1" , 1aci n fsa rtocs prur I' exp~rimentat ion. Los perfor'mance:, ant t calcul~es pour
, n v 1 type "ar raprcrr I une arithn,'tiqute rlottanto on 7 bits. 1,(- r~sultats montront

~; fiI ' i~:~t'1''t::'.t.iun IDopl''r, on -ffect tie leux ojp,7.i-i ionv un moyennag?

n'~ t'~'ri tru~ tn:;l~aba:n.se; fr(quoncov.. Pour im('] icrer le
I r r'r'iuarSil ir -L lin moy-wuaE',e nut' quntro 'oda I-' retard de

......... .........n i'i , mwti i I i i d- la p~r i oo do' ioytcunago.

"r +',c ;-riI (1,, 1 'n I t lidv , do 'in ,*ote ti'veo t ,n
'0.,' v ~r .A 1i ri dc 1.' v'4l' deraotie , cptdnult I a di'gra-

r 1, r'r ti I: t' ;I-i ~ rt .I I' ned 1' its Iv .t I , d 't o (t oilasnIut'
1~~~~ f ' I lI' ;tiTt rri mm rusab I eo ~a 1':

r 0 " * ' I nn * Be i it L L c-r ~1'teI e~ i



2.5 , Mine ai point du 3of't'are

Les dirficult~s -encontr~es lors do la mise au point d'urn programme de 11000 mots
sont nombreuses. Les caract~ristique3 du dispoaitif de calcul utilis6 pour cette exp6ri-
mentation kin ajoutent, de nouvelles :m6motre h tombour, fonctionnement asynchrone des
calculpteurs, dialogue par 1'intermkiaire d'un registre tamp~on de 600 bits et program-
mation en langage machine.

Une technique de progrimmation modulaire a 6t adopt~e pour faciliter ia mine au
point des orogrammes et leur modif'ication 6ventuelle .

Les fonctions r~alis6es par chaque module iont complexes, les entrees et sorties
sont multivariables. La mise au point W'est done pas simple.

La m~thode de test utilis~e est classique :on compare pour une excitation carac-
t6 ristique, les r~ponses du programme du syst~me r6el ct d'une simulation en langage~ivolu6 (voir figure 5). La mise au point a At faite module par module avec des entrkes
simples (6chelon), puis pour l'ensemble des programmes avec dec entrkes correspondant A
la simulation d'un vol type. L'&criture des simulations des modules sur un ordinateur
puissant (UNIVAC 1108) a demand& trois mois et la mise au point des programmes r6el5
environ deux mois, ce qui peut 6tre consid~r6 comme rapide pour un syst~me de cette taille
et de cette complexit6.

2.6 Essais en laboratolre

Los tests pr6c~dents permettent de contr8ler de fagon tr~s fine le software, mais
tie v~rifiont en rien la valeur des modC-les choisiz ni du filtre utilis6. Cet ultime
objectif est le but des essais en vol. Cependont, los essais en vol cofltent cher et sent
difficiles 4 exploiter. Il 6tait done souhaitable doe pouvoir, all sol, verifier le bon
fonctiorneoment et mZ~me 6valuer,. dans cortaines lim.tes, los performances de l'onsemblo
de l'installation.

La m-.-thode re*tenue pour les essais en laboratoire (V:O) du nyst~me complet a consist6
I otudi,-v la rrponise du filtro zti des 6cheonn d'erreur en position,' d~r'ive et facteur

d' nhhel' gyro, et biais Doppler. Les r6su'ltats cbtenus sent pr6sentks sous forme do cour-
bes, figures 9 A 13.

L'installation a &-.6 erzsayt'e en fonctionnement "boucle couverte". De cette fa~on, il
4-tait on effet nosslle d'appr~cier les performances du filtro die Kalman programm6 et
aus-1 dAe lo3 comparer A cellen du nysulme 'iinertie soul.

') ". Recala~eCt_2tmal do con k~ition

ro igur.; 6 (a) et 7 (a) reprf'Thentcnt, on 6 cort do latitude et de longitude,
1'errncur dit poritioni on fonction du taomps, du syst~rno A inertie :3eul. L'~chelle der,

err- rsnl-.,tpa ; donr.& pour des ra isori - dr, classifisation.

i-or- ~ C () tot 7 (e) montre'it !cc errours. apr's der, recalages doe positionI i)nl 1-lt-lrd -r :, un-? transiation rie la position do la valour du vecteur de reca-
Wc', 1U LvI71'uU do~ I '-fficliag-o ot onc s~an- ir~luence nur les, cnlculs do m~caiisation do

6.) 6 (2.7 (C). 0 7 (d).orpr:nt le-. crrel'n de position ':iu'1
L*:r .2 'ue r- pa.:t. or utillsC, de I'u cn optimalo par LP 1111tro de

*I', .~, 1M' L-..

ott i P p itI nullo-' ef ))il.ru

~~~s'';; ~J011 :inll,,'r~ pri-'un xpltn i 1 Ir du :y .'

I't *- 1r Ij j1 ,..-i ''

9ct vv1a~eCopy
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On peut co.)kparer sur ces courbes ce que donne 1'inertie pure recal~e classiquemeit
(simple translation) pat, opposition au couplage optimal.

Les d~rives sont estim~es correctement, lea oscillations de Schaler sont peu amor-
ties. lea recalages n'6tant pas assez fr~quents.

Cette s~rie de vols a ainsi Pu valider le f'iltre par comparaison des performances
obtenues avec lea courbes obtenues en simulation au cours de l'6tude.

3. ALIGNEMENT RAPIDE DfUNE PLATEFORME A INERTIE

Cette 6tule a 6t6 conduite de 1972 A 19741 sous contrat de la Direction des Pecher-
ches et Moyens d'Essais.

Le but de l'6tude 6tait de valider complhtement l'optiiisation d'un alignement do
plateforme sur un syst~ime A inertie reel en tenant cornpte de toutes ses caract~ristiques.
Le syst~me choisi t6tait une pJlateforme MOC 30, de la. famille MOC des 6quipements SAGEM.

L'objectif fix6 6tait de r~duire de 30 % )a dur6e totale de l'alignement. Les
6tudes th~oriques ont montr6 qu'une reduction de 4I0 % pouvait 6tre obtenue, r~sultat
valid4 par l'exp~rimentation r~alis~e.

On conna~t l1importance de l'alignement initial d'un syst~me de navigation par
inertie. En effet, toute err.eur d'aligneient se propage (en s'amplifiant plus ou momns)
connie Prreur de position, de vitesse et d'attitude au cours de la navigation.

L'alignement initial consiste A effectuer lea operations suivarites

(1) introduire la position initiale,

(2) introduire la vitesee initiale par ses projections sur lea axes calculateurs [C],

(3) aligner lea tri~dres plateforme [p] et calculateur fc) en faisant subir une rota-
tion convenable A l'un ou A l'autre C6ventuellement aux deux A la fois).

L'alignement peut atre r~alis6 de fagon externe en transf6rant A la plateforme une
orientation connue par recopie optique et m6canique.

11 peut tre r~alis6 de fagon autonome en utilisant lea instruments de la plate-
forme. 11 s'agit alors dle l'alignement par gyrocompas qui nous int~resse pour la suite.

3.2 Principes d'alignement et mod~lisation retenue

3.2.1 Principes

On d~signe par Vla rotation faisant passer de l'orientation d~sir~e pour la
plateforme (triedre "vrai" IvI) a 1'orientation effective de la plateforme (tri~dre [p)).
(voir figure 13).

y.'

Zp

*Zv lt-om

(Q 
Cos

0 in 0

FI(1IRE 15 - ALIGNEMENT CLASSIQUE

f,i la plato~forme est parlaitement align6 o (,plr 0 0 0), '.es signaux acC616-

rom, triquirn -nnt

f, 0 (10)

fes3 A7. Bust :(12)
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e t lezo signaux de Vommuhwd des gyros maintenant Ini pltfr, ais lgnes

C' (),I L

Deux approches permettonit de rc~aliser i'*aligriement.

L1 e point de vuV olasaique est le suivant. L'alignement autoriore va consister
I faire un lbouclage deY-instruments (voir figure 13) tel quo' l''tat caract~ris6
par (10) A (15) soit le seu) &tat d'6quilihre stable du systtme ainsi rcealis6. On
demanide on plus que cet tat d'6quilibro

(a) suit atteint le plu.5 rapridement posio Ible)

(b) tie soit par, affect; par lers divers hruits perturbant le systz'me.

Ces deux spi~cifications sont contradictoires et n6cessiteront, de faire un

comprornis rapidit -priicision.

FIGURE 1L4 - ALIGNEMENT OPTIMAL

(2)1 i~ on e vue optimal, de son cat6, consiste A utiliser des modles statistiques
71,-, dvrs, factetirs aleatoires et A suivre le sch~ra de ]a fir.uro 1!1.

Ies observaticns soznt filtr~es de faqon A donner la reilleure es3tim~e poszihlt
Sde 7' : a platefcrnc est alors recal~e en lui faiant effectuer la rotatirn

Cet alignement est optimal, car il assure A chaque instant la meilleure prrcicin

posz~hle pour la dur~e 6cou16e.

5-1. Mod~lisation retenue

:) Afin dp validcr au mieux la mrthode, on n'a pan cherch6 ;j repr6senter par
un modtle le Iransitolre thermique des gyros, 1'alignement fin commen~ant
apr~s chaufrape.

Er. ce qui concerne les (rives des gyroscopes El , E2 et E3 , Dn Suppose donc
-ju'ellcs s-ont cnr~rtaritr-n pe(ndant I Ial ignement, ma i: inconnuos ;l eles
oh,'issent ainsi au modIl"

0 W0b

0(1

3 0, )

tv-* urwo moycinne- nul le et pour 6cart-typen

F (El ? i , ,3

Becst Avacab, CcL-
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(2) En ce qui concerne le inodale mathdmatique repr~sentant lea perturbations
de Ilavion, on a choisi

"1I V (20)

ICI & ( 2 - k ( (21)

C3 C2 (22)

M masse de J.avion

f coefficient d'amortissement visqueux

k raideur rappelant l'avion A la position d'6quilibre
(6lasticit6 des pneus et des trains).

force perturbatrice repr~sentant Ileffet du vent.

Cette force est modtlis6e par une suite d16chelons ind~pendants, d'amplitude
alfatoire gaussienne centree, de variance 02, modifi~s A des instants dis-
tribu~s suivant une loi de Poisson de densit6 moyenne 0.

La iodflisation et Ilestimation des mouvements parasites de Ilavion impose
une fr~quence de calcul 6lev~e compte-tenu de la dynamique de Ilavion et entralne
donc une charge de calcul tr~s importante ; de plus, ce mod~le depend du type
d'avion sur lequel est install~e la plateforme.

Clest ce mod~le qui a 6t6 reteriu pour la simulation des mouvements avion.
Par contre, pour le filtre d'alignement, la simplif'icationi 6tant n~cessaire, on
a choisi un bruit blanc, mod~le justifi6 par la nature al~atoire des sollicita-
tions et par l'utilisation d'une fr6quence de calcul en pratique plus faible que
Ia fr~quence propre avion.

(3) Si lVon prend comme vecteur d'6tat

Il est possible de voir que le syst~me dynamique ainsi constitu6 W'est pas
observable A partir des signaux acc~l&'om~triques (voir r6f~rence [21] par
exeinpie).

On est ainsi conduit A intrcduire la variable

V3 = '3 + E2 /nI (23)

et les composantes Nord et Verticale EN et E, de la d~rive, la composante
Est 6tant inobservable:

EN = Elcos ai - E2 sin ai (24)

Ez =E 3  (25)

Le mod ,e est alors

;I=!2 n sinl L + 03 Ql cos L sin ai + E co COS (26)

;2 =-1P 0 sin L + 03 II cos 1. cos ai - E N sin ai (27)

03 = -'l cos L sin a - T 2 0~ cos L cos ai + E z (28)

EN =0 (29)

z=0 (30)

Le:; observations - qui sont les signaux acc~1L~rorn6triques - sont alors donn~es
pa r:

YI=- 9 'f + (VI

Y2 ?I # !z CoIDy ( v



oa1 lea Vi sont den bruits blancs et non le mod~le (20) - (22) ainsi
qu'.Il a 6tf dit plus haut.

Les aignaux acc~l~rorn6triques arrivent au niveau du filtre, sous forme
dlimpulsions d~livr~~es par lea int6 rateurs digitaux dlanc~l6ration (IDA).
Les regi~itr'es, qul contlennent ven TinpulInions, r'opr6sentent den valeurs
homog~nes A den vitemses. floux possibilit~m sont oi'Cerlteo :d~rivor lets
inf'ormations pour avolr des obaervatlons des variables dletat ou ajouter
deux vari.ables d'etat et conserver ces inf'ormations comme observations.
L'arriv~e des impulsions en provenance des IDA peut avoir une !r~quence du
m~me ordre de grandeur, et m~mp parfois beaucoup plus raible, que la fr6-
quence de caloul (20 secondes d'arc dt inclinaison plateforme sur un axe
g~n~re Il'rriv~p d'une impulsion par s condo), le bruit de quantification
vst done importani. tt 11 faut en tenir compte dans les observations.

Avec le vpetpur dl~t't:

X I=[yY2 ' O3, EN Ez] (153)

Le~s 6quations (?3) A (M7 s'~crivent

x = x (3 4)

av e c,

o Q sin L Q2 coo 1. sin a Cos a 0

- Q sin L 0 Q2 cos L cos a -sin a 0

F - Qcos L sin a-Q con L cos 0 0 1 (35)

o0 0 0 0

L 0 0 0 0 _

-La solution, qui consiste AI utiliser les, rortien accumul~es des IDA, 6tant
pre -rable 1 colle qui utilise on algoritbac de c1~rivation (Ai cause du bruit
do- quantification)) lea observations s'~crivent

Y + V) (36)

y 2 =Z 2  + V2  (37)

aIvec Z1=-gf 2  (38)

Z2 z If,(39)

MX (41)

M [0 - j" o 0 0] 
(i~

v v (r6)
.7.',r[" 2

y +
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I'A s olution? e ce systbme, obtenue en introduisant la matrice de trans~ition

X(t) a*(t, to) X(t 0 ) = Ct, to) X0

oO la matrice de transition

eat telle que .7tant quasi constant.

4(t ~ i + t L +
2

-L tM + Mr) 02:](0
soit

x(t) = ii Xo (51)

zMt = 21 XO car Z0  0 (52)

Les observations s'6crivent

y =h 7 + v (*21 X0 + V H xo + V (53)

avec H =h~t) 021 Wt (54)

Sous cette forme xo de'vient le nouveau vecteur d16tat, que V'on va chercher
-,A estimer au temps t ; cette m~thode que i'on peut appeler "estimation du
vecteur d'etat initial", se resume donc A un mod~le de ls forme

x0(t) =0 (55)

y(t) = H(t) X0 + V (56)

Au cours de la mnise au point, il est apparu n~cessaire de calculer la matrice
d'observation It avec une approximation du troisi~me ordre pour tenir cornpte
des termes qui deviennent significatifs au bout de quelque temnps d'alignement,
en particulier pour l'estirnation de la d6rive du gyroscope d'azimut.

3.3 Simulation des performances

Le programme qu: permet d'6valuer les performances du filtre consiste A int~grer la
rnatrice de covariance de l'erreur d'estimation. Pour 1'6tude de sensibilit6, on a choisi
une dur6e fixe d'alignement de 500 secondes et les valeurs typiques suivantes

(1) &cart d'horizontale 11,1C

(2) 6cart d'azimut 3', la

(3) derive du gyro Nord 0,025 0/h, la

(4) d~rive du gyro d'azimut 0,1 0 /h, la

(5) pas de calcul 5 secondes

.2 .1
(6) bruit stur lea observations 10 ma la

Setiles sont pr~sent~es les orreurs dlestimation sur 03, EN et Ez, car les estim~es
(I FI et 12 converF'ent tr~s rapidement.

On trouvera, cl-apr~s, Ilensemble des courbes obtenues en faisant varier un des

par, m .tre, (rigurps 15 A 20).

Fn r'enr, on r'eut dire quoi le filtre ort sensible

Ii T latitude du lieu d'alignement

a~ au r u it , j r ILe o b;e r va t io ns 1. ?7 I



() A la dur6e du pas de calcul,

mats qulil eat Insensible

(1) A l'4oart initial d'hiorizontale,

(2) A l'6cart initlal dlazlmut.

11 conviendra done dloptimiser Ia programmatkxn pour r~duire la dur6e du pas de
calcul, et d'ajuster au nijeux IL, bruit blanc sur lea observations qui repr(-3entc lea
perturbations avion.

On choisit pour Is dur~e de l'alignement fin 2,'1 necondes qui correspond A une
orreur finale de cnp de 1,5 minute W'are vt O,00 '1/h dlerreu' do compe'nnatio de
dterive rord, pouir un pan de I neconde. Dan.3 une application opt~rationnelle, cette durk-
Pourrait tre d~finie en fonction de In latitude et douhl~e d'un test d'6quillbre.

3.4 Algorithme d'alignement gros

L'alignement gro3 a pour but essepitiel de d~grossir le cap, dnn l'hypoth~se oo
l'on n'a aucune information de cap initial, ceci al'in de pouvoir appliquer l'hypothp.se
des petits angles qui est n~cessaire pour pouvoir lin~ariser le syst~me complet de
lialignement fin avec calibration de derive du gyro Z.

Cet alignement gros pput de pius servir de base a un 'mode d'alignement rapide tol6-
rant une certaine d6gaato de er 2macs de navigation.

Pour l'alignement gros, on choisit pendant le filtrago

(1) de ne rien comm~ander 1 la platerorme en verticale car son orientation &tant ineon-
nue, on no~ peut compenser la rotation terrcstre do faqon utile et hussi parce que
de cette faqon, on t6limine Ilinfluence de la spnsibilit6 th.prmique du facteur
d'.4chelle des gyros de verticale,

(2) de compenser en azimut la rotation ter'restre co qui est en pratique n6cessaire pour
linCariser le syst~me comme le montrent lea (6quations ci-dossous.

Fnh notation matricielle et dans le rep -re plateforme [p] on faisant intervenir les
rep~res classiques calculateur [c) et g~ographique local [g], il vient [21]

Wc/i r T1 g (57)

+p . = Tg E (58~)

P g pig g

W / ci-T p /r (E -;I) + SI (59)
o p p is F 9

Etant donn6 la duri~e t.:Zs courte de l'alignement gros ot les ordres de grandour, or
peut n~gliger la derive gyro, alors

p p/jR 9 z(60)

Xe

:(p 4P3

nr 1 - 1 t[ tI' I 'MIt t iNC'iI rneid

Best Availbu Cop
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La rotation qul fult passier [1 A [a) fait alors intervenir deux petits angles 't,
et 12 et un Anglet quelconque $3.

DanR ces eonditions, Ile. 6quations qui d6crivent Ia dynamique de I& plateforme
deviiennent

41= sin L~ 'f2 - lCOB L cos 93 (63)

i2z sin L TI + cos L sin $3 (64)

;3 -0 (65)

En posant

X5=- C03 03 (66)

X4= sin 03 (67)

On obtient

41 B in L 'f2 + nl cos L X5  (68)

4= -Al sin L TI + ni cos L X, (69)

i4= 0 (70)

i5 = 0 (71)

L'estimation de l'angle apslobtient alors par

a Arc Tg X4 (72)
_x5

L'avantago de cette approche est que le filtre a la m~nie structure que celui de
l'aligrnement fin, la rnatrice F 6tant

0 Q sin L 0 0 ni cos L]

F 00 0 0 0 j(73)
00 0 0 0
00 0 0 0 ]

3.5 Organisation du programme

.5.1 Format de l'arithrnftigue

Le choix entre l'arithm~rique en virgule fixe et Ilarithmetique on virgule flot-
tante, ezt dans le cas de cettc experimentation un probl~me tr~s im'portant, car le calcu-
lateur associ-' a la platef'orme inertielle ne dicpose d'aucune instruction qui permnette
sirolrnment !a Programrnation de la virgule flottante. Apr~s une rapide 4tude de faisabilit6,
dcz nirnulati"on. ont permis de v6rifier que les calculs en virgule flottante pourraient
,Itre on .uito, en prenant un mot de 16 bits pour !a mantisse et un mot de 16 bits pour
l'oxp(4!;ant ce qui conduit A des pr~c!%ions num~riques satisf'aisantes et A un pas de cal-
cul de i'2rdrt9 dro I seconde. Let' figures 21 et 22 pr~sentent les courbes obtenues A
partir A- z irnul;itior.1 avec 10 DASH (voir -,ection 11.2) dans le cas de lValgorithme d'ali-
gn',morint -rozi itilisant le flottant Univac (64 bits de maritisse) ou le flottant UTD simul6.
:,,. naut:- rji~i ;Lpparainsent corrpspondcnt aux perturbations al6atoires avion simul6es dans

I,, D.ASH ccnfcrm, r,nt au rnodZ-le (20) A (22).

A charlie C rn do phase? do l'alignement, on dispose de l'estim~e do l'erreur d'hori-
Zornta it , -t '~ 'In tme de ct. Los taux do commande A appliquer aux gyroscopes se d6con-

I1) 'in- pvirt ' r,o'ir In comp nnnt ion ue la rotat ion torrentre, co torme resteva constant
--h nt ~s. maticr. de a,

rn r'n " *hnr Izontnlit , , co t,-rme rievriant no I apr'r, ia phise do

'2:11.~~-) 3ltA ~~ oy
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(1) le programme classque d'allgnement de la plateforme inertielle MGC 30
utilis6o pour l'exp~rlmentation, se d~roule de la faon suivante:I
(a) chauffage rapide de a platel'orme et calage do la plateforme sur le

z~ro des v~3solvers dc chacun des axes.

Cette phase dure au minimum' 136 secondes ; la phase suivante
s 'enchalne si cette condition de temps est r~ails~e et si le chauf-
rage rapide oat termin6.

(b) calage analogique rapide.

De dur6e 8 secondes, cette phase consisto A. asservir l'acc6l~rom~tre
au zero de son d6tecteur, en faisart pr~cessionner les gyroscopes.

(c) alignement digital grossier.

Dur~e 190 secondes, ce premier filtre digital permet d'aborder
l'alignement fin avec de bonnes conditions initiales.

(d) alignement digital fin.

Dur~e 672 secondes, ce filtre ne diff~re du pr6c6dent que par des
changements de gains.

(e) test de stabilit6.

Duree 25 secondes

Cf) Ready Nov.

La plateforme est align~e, le status indique ailors l'ostim6e de la
composante Nord des derives des gryroscopes.

(2) Le programme d'alignement optimal comporte lea deux premi~res phases (a)
et (b) puis

(c) alignement digital grossier de dur~e 80 secondes

(d) un recalage de la plateforme, dont la dur~e est inf6rieur A 10 secon-
des (cc qui correspond A 20 minutes d'arc d'inclinaison A rattraper).

(e) un alignement digital fin de dur~e 225 secondos

Cf) un recalage de la plateformo 6e dur6e inf~rieure A la seconde.

Les temps compar6s des deux m6thodes conduisent a

alignement classiquc.................1031 secondes =17 minutes

alignoament optimal....................450 secondes =7,5 minutes

La .-7rplification de Ina programmation 6tant un souci constant, des programmes
w:ralix qui romtterit la manipulation des matrices ont 6t63 d~velopp6s. La contrainte

I,-' ralcul" etant tr~'s importante dans ce protlIme, nous avons 6t amen s a opti-
:'.'~r la rait:ents, en tfe7stant par exemple, la nullitC' des op~randes pour n'effoctuer

Actilelipment, ' Lredu pas de calcul en alignement gros et en alignement fin
zoncond- ; en acoignant In. programmation, on pourrait obteriir rOSpeCtiV(menjt
ri'et 0,75 rec duF, main, le coOt de la programmation oat non ti~ligeable et In
ri-n -wucr, de~ontrie.

~volum' M"Moire- uti ii s' Fpane r6aj'--er ce filtre Pst de 1,900 mots dent 500O nots
r.""22 n''net miplrritrOn e n m('-rno r'v".ve encore-, noun, n avons pas opt imis6 1' encom-

tade 1' oXrrimentat i on

td 'nI ne~t pimal proramm6 sue la MGC 30 a 6t6 ctabl ih par compa-
( '0, l- ;'Afm (r tanl crhaud initiaimer,t (Inns Ion, d(eUx Ca.

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ln . h*(''' i' ' 0 op~' i'wi v-rt'ica le, ull hIn onp

Becs t Ai2.C ("
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et une bonne compensation des d~riv~s gyros.

Deux types de v~rifications ont 6t faits

(1) un contr8le global d'6quilibre

(2) Un contr8le de la mesure du nord

3.6.1 Contr8le global dl~guilibre

Les enregistrements pr~sent~s sur lee figures 214, 25 et 26 permettent de comparer
les deux m~thodes. Ile repr~sentent lea sorties analogiques ax et ay des boucles accdl~ro-
m~triques en ±onction du temps, apr~s l'alignement. Ile caractgrisent donc hien l'6quili- Y
bre et montrcnt des d~rives r~siduelles globales de la platef'orme, inf6rieures a 0,01 '/h
dans les deux cas, pour les temps d'alignement de 1031 secondes en classique et 450 secon-
des en optimal.

3.6.2 Contr~le de la mesure du Word

Les r~sultats du syst~me ont Wt contr~l~s par des mesures directes de l'erreur
du Nord.

Lee angles qui interviennent dans les diff6rents calculs sont d~i'inis ci-dessous.

x tWDfl

FIGURE 23 -C01NTROLE DE LA MESURE DU NORD

Le boltier plate-forme est mont6 sur un plateau diviseur. Son orientation A par
rapport au Nord est dcnc lue directement ; la pr6cision cur la connaissance du Nord est
approximativement 2 minutes alarc, mais ce qui importe est que A soit constant.

(1) Ty angle entre l'axe du gyroscope GX et le boltier est mesur6 avec uno pr6-
cision de 0,1 minute d'arc mais l'axe 6lectrique boltier peut difi'~rer par
l'argle B de 11axe m~canique. Cet angle est constant et correspond A
l'erreur de calage du r6soiver d'azimut.

(2) &, estim~e de a, est donn~e avec une rt~bolution de 0,1 minute d'arc.

flerreur da = a - a slexprime par la relation

da + T~ + B + A (0-l4)

T~ot V&~~~Copy
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Phase I Caging

Phase 2 C4lage Analogique

Ph,-sp 3 Alignement G~ros

Phast: 4 Pecalage Pliate-Formw

Phase b Alignernent Fin

Phase 6 Recalage Plate-rorme

Phase 7 Navigation
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Une premiere 36rie de 33 easais, a permis d'6valuer l'alignemeit classique,
our la connaisamce de a. Les r~sultata sont les suivants

o 7.8'

0 9.6'

'da 67

D'autre part, 21 essais d'aligriement optimal ont donn6 pour r~sultats

of 7.2'

9.7'

0d.

Ces deux series d'essais donnent donc des r~sultats comparables.

4. CONSIDERATION SUR L'INGENIERIE DES FILTRES

4.1 M~thodologie g~n~rale

Une m~thode d'estimatioi recursive d'un param~tre A partir d'obaervations

Ynest de la for'me

oCI x n eat la rneilleure estim~e de x compte tenu des observations yl, y2, ... , yn.

La formule est dite recursive car la nouvelle estim~e R est fonction seulement
de l'observation pr~sente Yn et de l'ancienne estim~e irn.a, eJ ne fait pas intervenir
explicitement lea anciennes observations Yn-1, Yn-2 ... On voit imm~diatement combien Line
telle formule eat adapt~e au calcul nurn6rique en temps r6el.

R.E. Kalman [31 a montr6 qu'il existe des formules d'estimation r~cursives lin6aires
si l'on cherche A estimer uin processus gaussien-markovien x(t) A partir d'obaervations y
d~pendant lin~airement de x et 6ventuellement bruit6es par uin bruit blanc. Il a'agit donc
de donner uine telle representation markovienne au probl~me pos6.

Loraque le mod~le est obtenu, il convient de simuler lea performances du syat~me
optimal. Cette simulatiln conaiste essentiellement A int~grer 116quationde Riccati du
filtre optimal qui donne 'a covariance des erreurs dlestimation et par cons6quent lea
performances du ayst~me optimal.

Dana la r6alit6 cependant, le mod~le math~matique nWest pas connu parfaitement. Le
probl~me pratique important eat celui de la sensibilit6 du filtre :quelles d~gradations
de performances sent entrain~es par la mauvaise adaptation du filtre aux lois statiatiques
des param~tres trait~s ? Suivant les cas, les effets peuvent 5tre faibles ou au contraire
d~sastreux.

Enfin, la programmation du filtre peut poser' certains probl~mes. Le filtre optimal
consiste essentiellemeit A int~grer l'6quation de Riccati en m~me temps que l'6quation
g~n~rant la meilleure estim6e R(t) de x(t).

Il se peut que le volume de calcul correapondant soit trop important et que l'on
envisage une simplication des calculs par omission des termes qui semblent insignifiants
ou par d'autres r6thodes. Il convient dana ce cas de contr~ler lea degradations de per-
formances correspondant A ces aimplifications.

Enfin, la programmation et la mise au point d'un programme qui peut faire quelques
millier3 d'instructions, ne sont toujours ais~es. Il eat n~cessaire de faire appel A des
mqthode3 de test 6volu6ea, d'autant plus que la fiabilit6 recherch~e est grande.

La d~marche qui vient dIC-tre d6crite pour la conception d'un syst~me de traitement
optimal d'informations est r6aum6e par l'organigramme de la figure 27. Dana la section
4.2 nous avons choisi de pr~senter une rn6thode de test et de mise au point de programmes
de riltragp dr'velopp~e par SAGEM, ronvoyant aux r~f6rences pour lea autres points.



M od~lisation Cu systime

Simulation du fittre

I Performances thioriques;

F aire

autire
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cnose

SensibiIbt6 aux paramitres

maL connus

NOND ,grada' Jon toterabte ?

Oul

Performances effective

K.N.,.gradation tol~rabte ?
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ettester L~e systeime
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~4,2 Dis positif d'Aide A Ia Programmatlon des Syst~mes Ilybrides (DASH)

4.2.1 L'outil DASH permet de rnettre au point et de contr8ler le loj-,iciel des syst~mes
hybrider'.

En eI'fet, le d~veloppement Bur calculateur embarqu6, des programmes de filtrage
6volu~s (KALM1AN), de syst~mes hybrides est une operation difficile qui conduit en parti-
culier A la simulation des performances du syst~me envisage, A des mises au point laho-
rieuses, et qui pose, d'une mani~re g~n~rale, le probld~me de la qualification des pro-
grammes.

Les principales causes de ces difficult~s sont

(1) le manque de pgriph~rique 6voluds,

(2) le manque de software d'aide A la programmation.

Apr~s la pdriode de mise au point, les essais "en vraie grandeur" apportent des
informations qu'il faut analyser' ; un mauvais fonctionnement peut provenir

(1) d'erreurs de principe,

(2) d'erreurs de programmation non d~tect~es,

(3) d'une mauvaise adaptation du filtre due

(a) A des erreurs de mod~le

(b) A une sensibilit6 trop grande

Pot~r r~soudre ces probl~rnes dl~tude, de mise au point et d'exploitation d'essais
en vol et de leur bonne utilisation, l'exp~rience des syst~mes hybrides a conduit la
SAGEM a d~velopper une mdthodologie g6n~rale bas~e sur l'utilisation des ressources d'un
ordinateur ; les deux grands objectifs 6tant de disposer (voir figure 28)

(1) d'une simulation la plus r6aliste possible pour effectuer l'6tude, la mise
au point du filtre et de sa programmation,

(2) -d'un proc~d6 d'enregistrement qui permette de "rejouer" un vol simul6 ou
reel, soit A travers le filtre programm6 sur le calculateur embarqu6, soit
a travers le filtre th6orique orogramm6 Bur ordinateur du centre de calcul.

Pour une application donnde, une fois l'6tude de d~finition r6alis~e, l'utilisa-
tion pratique des outils de cette mdthodologie se situe A trois niveaux

(1) simulvtion sur ordinateur, qui permet

(a) de v~rifier la validit6 des 6quations,

(b) de d~montrer les performances pour des trajectoires de vol typiques,

(C) d'6tudier la sensibilit6 du filtre.

(2) programmation du filtre ainsi d6fini Bur le calculateur embarqu6 et mise au
point en utilisant les trajectoires sitnul~es et enregistr6es sur bandes et
en o'mparant los r~sultats a'rec ceux obtenus sur or'dinateur.

(3) essais en vol avec enregistrement des sorties des senseurs et des r~sul-
tats du filtre.

Si les performances no sent pas suffisantes, les enregistrements en vol Sont
utilizC-s au centre de calcul pour contr~ler les r 'sultats et d~finir les modifications A
r Saiiror.

Do plus,, dans le cadre d'une production en s~rie de syst~mes hybrides, cet outil
rrout s;ervir St la r~alisation des essais de recetta au sal par contr~le des r6sultats
obt'-nus sur une traject~ire type.

Le d -voloppement de cot ensemble d'ai;dp A la programmation des syst~mes hybrides
curporte celui

() d'un ensemblec do, modules de programmer, sur ordinateur,

(21) d'6qtiipemont d'enregistrement compatible pour utilisation au sol et en vol.

D futcrn plur. pr6ci5;,, If' rini-ordinateur utilir6 rar le DASH recr~o Ilenvironne-
H ';i~uV~curar ox~mpr,:im~ uiri plateforme inertielle, un OMEGA, un Doppler,

3c~st Avdn Copy-s
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La validation du logiotel p~torrectuo 10i tP1 tAMP11

(1.) ilaboration d'une tra~lectolre~ (Ito r~fgr~net (DASH 21), voir figure 29.

( 6) Eaboration do~ la trajectoire rostit.uA& par' It- na1oulat'eur embarqu6 (DASH Z2),
voir rigure 30.

(3) compztralson do~s trtajectoir.os.

5. CONCLUSION

Nous avons prI63ent6 deux exp~rlmentations concluantes et In r6thodologie d6velopp6k
pour r~alisqer des filtren de navigation.

11 est clair aujourd'hul que In m~thode de nynth~se de filtres de Kalman est devenue
"classique". La plupart des dif'riculths do r6allsation ant 60 sur'morit&en.

Restent Al pr~voir des am~liorationzi oi des 6volutions de technique sur au moims deux
points:

(1) les mt~thodes dlidentirication des ei'reurs instrumentaleg, utills~e5 at Ce jour, snt
souvent lourdes et co~teunes ; des filtres pr6sentant cer'tains caracttre,- d'adur1~a-
tivit6 seraient les bienvenus ot sont en cours d'tkudo dans quelqu.3 centres.

(2) LoS Ml~thodteS dN~takt p.'rmetrinrit nkiri e emt de CI'ar la syritlmse de f'linopt i-
ma'ix, mais aussi de filtres num~rikjLW,' e.xr.r~m.-rnent im ,efricaces -t bunl marche;
de nouveaux ziystt'mes de navigation et de pilotage automatique utilisant cr5 f'iltres
ver'ront le jour dans un proche avenir.
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A SHIP TRACKING SYSTEM USING A KALMAN-SCF?,IO9T FILTER

Claude A. Darmon
Le Petit MonthAlon

AcignI
35E90
France

SUMMARY

This paper describes the digital processing of measurements at a high accuracy ship-tracking
system. The errors affecting the azimuth measurement supplIeo by the measuring device of the ground-bated
station are found to be the most critical for the overall accuracy of the system. A Kalman-5 chmidt filter
is selcted for ar, opLimum estimatior of the azlmutn speed, fnll wing comparisons with a Kalman filter and
an "averageing" filter. The estimation of the navigation parameter: is destribed ard the popition and
speed accuracy acnieved by the system is colcula.ed. Moreover, various effects resulting frcm tha data
processing in a computer are analyzed and optimized : for Instance choice of the computation rate for the
azimuth velocity, scaling of navigation parameters, etc..; finally, the prograwiing of the dita processing
in a microcomputer- is described and evaluated from two standpoints : menrory space requirenei. and c6'nu-
tation time. The results obtainEd confirm the eificiency of the solutions selected.

1. GENERALITIES

1.1 Prpose and DescriptionoftheSh' Trackine System JSTSa

The purpose of the Ship Tracking System desisted by "Labo-atoire, Central de Tel~cow.urd cations"

is to provide 'he pilots of l-rge tanker-harbours with a synthetic aid to navigation in approach channels.

The data upplied to a ship pilot by the SfS are (Figure 1)

(1) The pisitio . and speed of the ship along the char;nel.

(2) Its deviation from the imagir,ary axis of the channel, as well as its deviation speed.

With these ends in view, the ST. processes the range and a-imuth data orovlded by a radio fre-
quency measuring device located on the shore, at, at a high altitude point in thE vinicity of the harbour.

The data are processed optimally (as will be specified later on), in the computer of the ground-
based station in vhich the measuring device is located and then, sent to the ship.
;.2. Ngi n nnel

The channel is considered as a seouence of segments smalle, ind smaller as the ship goes to the
shore. Moreover, in the terminal area, the pilot car, choo'e between several manoeuver- (anchoring, choice of
a wharf, etc...).

In the case wh4ch i, to be consirered here, some specific points in the channel are taken as re-
ference ; They are respectively 33 km, 22 km, IS km, 12 km and 4 km far from the ground-based stition.

1.3 Transmission f data betweenqround-hased station and ship

1.3.1. Data tr,%nsmi tted from thie ciro'jrd-station comouter to the dslysst'

The dat., tr~nsaitted to the pilot when the ship is located betweer, point x1 and point x are
as fllows.J

11) Manoruver number (phase).

(2) Segment number (segment xt x 1 4

(3) e = distance from hridge center tc, segment xi xi+1 ,

(4) e - derivative of e with respect to t.

(5) L r distance from bridge center to point x,+,.

(6) L - derivative of L with respect to t.

(7) Status (informatiur, or tnc syste').

bI
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1.3.2 Data transmitted from the displax system to t'e ground-based station computer

The above data are transmitted back to the groLld-based station via the responder in order to
ensure a reasonably good reliability of the transmission.

Besides, during phases where a choice is necessary, the pilot chooses his option. The instruction
is then relayed to the ground-bdsed station by pressing a specific key.

. PRELIMINARY STUDiEOI

2.1

The accuracy and rate oi display of the navigation parameters selected are giver in the table
below; they result from a study carried out previously zt LCT.

Oispaycd valie Rate Accuracy

L I s 20 m

e i S From 33 km to 12 km: 30 o

Oelow 12 km: 10 m

L 5 s Fron 33 km to 12 km : + 12,5 cm/s
Below 12 !:rm : + 7.5 cm:s

e 3 s From 33 km to 12 km : + 12.5 cm/s

Below 12 km : + 7.5 cm/s

2.2

The measuring device used by the 'TS provides the range and azimuth, in relation to the ground-

uased station, of the radio frequency responder pl;ed on the ship bridge. The errors for wlich it is
responsible are:

(1) Approximation errors such as systematic errors resulting from the curvature of the Earth
and the parallax cffect.

(2, Measurement errors resulting from radio frequency noise in the receiver. Such errors are
to be iound both in the range and azimith channel-.

(3) Disturbances due to non-zero accelerations on the ship.

Z.Xl1 A22Eox14,tlon errors
--------------------------

ii) Earth curvature effect:- The measurement carried out by the ground-based station is the
straight line dist rce from this statio to the :hip responder. Assuming that there is no
ptrallax effect, the error made at a distence of 40 kni is approximately 10 cm.

(2, Parallax effect:- If we assume that the Earth is plane and if we take into accoult the fact

that the responder is at least at 20 m above sea-level, whereas the station is at an alti-
tude of 100 m, the error a'fecting the range measurerett is 1.4 m over a distance of 2 km;
this error d.,, ases very rapidly as the distance Increases and, In any case, can be dis-
regarded in comparison with the other errons.I 2.2 Measuremrent -errors

(1) Range Tracking Loup:- The range tracking is perf .jred by mearn, of a mobile detection window
located at the receiver output and generaced by a pu'se gen-rator synchrotizod with that of
the transmitter. Tie pulse frequency oF ths window is tuncd up until i, coincides exactly
with the puse sert back by the rep. rder; Tihe servo loop which achieves Ll automatic
tuning is called a range tracking loop , it Is derinctrated thac the range tracking 'no can
be representen by the Fig. 2:
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~t)  0meas.aD(t) V V1  LO

t t) 1 + R2 C P 1K2 ~

Figure 2: Range tracking loop.

The values represented are:

e - true position of the ship

bo(t) - position white noise induced by radio frequency nois,

AD(t) measured distance error

V = voltage passing trough the window

V1  . contro; voltage of the pulse generator

A# - difference ia phase between the window and the emitted pulse

. distance measureo (orior to qijantizaion)

Omeas quantized aeasured distance (2 m quantum)

The control looD compensation is chosen sc that the closed loop transfer function be of te s(cord
order:

0111(P) W 2 + 2 p

0+ 2 C.,Co +p

vWhich enablcs it to recover the target in the case of a temporary signal loss.

In order to ensure a satisfactory operation of the overfll measu-ing system both for acjuisition
and tracking, tne parameters of the range-tracking loop are set In srch a way a& to ensure that the damping

- rato;1.

The value selected for .O is 0.302 rad/s; for a ratio S/B 20 dI, obtained for D 33 km, it
ensure; a standard defiation o0 of 0.55 m aio,i the distance.

A-,a is given by

wW o
D0C

W being the energy level of the white noise b 't), we easily derive W, z 1."I m2As.

When t:,e distancec are smaller, W decreases. and, therefore, th lowest accuracy is to be found
at 33 kr. This tatcmen. will be proved latPr.

(2) Azimuth anglE traL!:ing loop:- The azimuth tracking loop, whose operation will not be des-
crioeo in detail here, can also be represented by a ?nd order transfer funLtior, whose
damping 4 is 1. The noises generated by the Ioop proper are neg'iible as Limpared tc radio
frequency noises.

The closed-loop transfer function i;

A(p) 0 + 2 -op

O 2 2 0p + p?

1 and * 2.23 rad!s.

Fur vainus values of the distance between the ship and the round-tased station, the taule hereafter
Qives the .alues of '/N of the angular error standard deviation 

0A, the enerry level Wof ingular wit-
nolse, xressed in red /s, and W'A the corresponding energy lesel oxpreseJ in mi /s.
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DIST4'CE S/S a A W'A
kd rad I n',,)

J3 17. 5 0.215"10 - 3  
2.41 Z -8, 26 5

22 18 0.25"10
-  2.' '9

- 8  
10.6

15 20 0.20-10 1.43.10
"  j

12 21 O !8.10
" , 1.l,.10

"  1.61

427 0.09" 10 . 3  
0-29-10 " 8

• -4

2.2.3 Acceleration disturbances

Apart from, the atove errors, scree disturbances affect the accuracy of the STS. Taking into account

the choice which will be made for the estimator, such disturbances can be regarded as amounting to the ship
accelerations.

If the ship is assumed to be movirg with a constant acceleration during an estimation period -which
will be shown later- the only statistical knowledge of the magnitude of the ship accelerations is sufficient

As a result of simulations car. led out at LT it has been possible to quantify the maximum longi-

tudinal and lateral accelerations of the ship changiry its heeding

(i) Lateral acceleratiors:- ig. 3 shows the form of the rerponse. obtained on the lateral
speed v , for a 193,000 I, 3O m long, the 'Lsso Bernicia", after a IU

° 
heading

change. The ship wis assumed to be equiped with an automatic pilot of the PD type with a

lead of 2S f, and the rotation speed of the helm was limited to 2.S*/s.
dv

The highest values determined for the lateral accelerations T are

dv,. -0? 2is

t) 10 r/s
max I

In pract: ce, however, -wo phenomena have to be taken into account

(a) At a constant speed, the maximum acceleratiuns mentioned above .,re proportional to
the tarn. Now, most changes of heading hardly exceed 5*, as shown on Figure 4 which
presents the return of the ship mentioned previously, to its nominal tra~ectory after
a 0.5 m/s step of curr'2.nt. (Instructions relative to the heading were fed manually
durirg the simulation).

(b) Maximum accelerations, for a specified change of heading. are proportional to u n.

u being the longitudinal velocity of the ship and n a real number included between

I and 2.

Considering these two phenomena, maximum values of lateral acceleration r. e,.n
calculated for varius positions of the ship. ihese values are indicated r. rable I.

(2) Longitudinal Acceleration:- When the ship sails at a constant engine rate, the variations of
the lonqitudinal speed 3re very low for snall angles of turn; longitudinal accelration is
then negligi.ie in onparison to lateral accelerations. This does not apply to trensient ope-
rating conditions. A reasorable valus for tne -aximum longitudinal acceleration can be found

by assuming "itcL tie snip, siiling intially at 7. n/s (P. knots) stops its propulsion
abruptly.

The longi ttdinal aLL.'leration prior to stnppirg the engine is

a = u L - Ku'

in wf!Ch

f is the trru' t generated by the propellers

m tne mass of the ship

K a coeffi-ient of drag

The longitudinal acceleration after stoppin.g the engine is

u t - Ku?



Therefore

u1

A reasonable value for F is (cruising speed)

F •

that is a deceleration of 5.10' m/s2 .

It should be pointed out that this dec'leration is proportional to the square of the ship

velocity.

The results obtained here have also teen indicated on Table 1.

Table 1. Accelerations of the ship for several value of its distance from the ground-based station

ACCELERAT IONS

DISTANCE SPEED T
rn/s LONGITUDINAL LATEAL RANGE CHANNEL AZIMUTH CHANNEL

m/s ms 2  m/s2  rad/s2

33 7.5 5.10
.  

5. 0 -
3  

5.1
-3  

1.0.10
"7

'-

22 7.5 5.10O 3  5.0 3  5.10 3  2.30.10
. 7

-3 3 7 -15 6.5 3.10 -  3.10 3.10 .  2.10 "

12 6 2.10 - 3  ?.10-
3  2..0-3  1.65.10

-7

a 2 0.5.1C 3  0 0.5 10.3  1.25.10

3. DETAILED FORMULATION AND DESIGN

In order not to complicate unnecessarily the STS performance :omputations, we assuire first that
the estimation of the navigation parameters is performed continuously. Once the estimators have been chosen,
their implementation in a discrete form is studied, as well as the resulting dist-urbances.

3.1 1] ei & of he var16bl1s ostf

The simplest selection of the variables of statp relative to the ship is the following:

x , L* Lambert coordinate of the responder
Ye = 2' Lambert coordinate of the responder

x0 -- derivative of x

- derivative of y,

and possibly the following derivatives of x and yo.

To reduce t task of the estimators, the number oi vcriables of state has teen brought dowr,
to 4; accele.-ation , x and Yo have oeen introduced into the model whose nature is specified in 5e-tion
3.2.2.

Althought the choice stuced above seems to be logical a priori fr)m , purely kinematic standpoint,
the use of the aLimuth (A) and distance (D) measu-ements provided by the measuring device may lead us to
non-linear estimators since

A 0 Arctg (-- ) (1)x - x

/ 2 - 2 (2)
D = y -C) (x5 - x0 )(2

Fortunately, A anJ U vary slowly in the particular application with which we are concerned, and.
cursequentiy, the variabi,s of state of the system can be replaced oy

A, A, 0, 0,

the azimuth and distanct: accelerations being regarded as disturbances.
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The task which now relmins for us consists in solving the following problem:
- - a 0

Determine the filter which providel the best estimates A, 4, 0, D of A, A, L) and 0, based on the
measurements A, of A and Dm of 0 (or Of 0).

This problem will be solved by taking into account the following facts:

(1) The errors affecting AI and Dm are completely uncorrelated.

(2) The accuracy of the measurements A and DM obtained at the output nf the measuring device
is markedly higiier than that requelted in the specifications.

Thus, the Initial filter is divided into:

(I) 1 filter providing the best est'mate i of

(2) 1 filter providing an estimate B of a

(3) No filters for the estimation of A and 0 which are estimated aporoximately by A v A_

and 0 - D.

Besides, the fitr (2) will not have to be optimal to meet the specifications, as will be demons-
trated later.

3.2 jj~imt&±g0j.gt.Da,;ts.

3.2.1 Estimation of A and A

Range and azimuth tracking loops pruvide D and A with much higser accuracy than required: As far
as 0 is concerned, te error at 1 o is 0.5t m at the worst (when the sh~p is.?' km away), whereas the error
permitt-d by the specifications is up to 20 m.

As regards A, the error at 1 a is 8.6 m at a distance of 33 kn ond 2.2 m at a distance of 12 Km,

whereas 30 r. and 10 m errors, respectivel, , were allowed by the specifictions.

Consequently, in the STS. L and A are only estimated by their respective measurenents. Tnis choice
is also justified by reliability considerations, as will be shown further

3.2.2 Estiation. of. an.A

0 and A can be estimated on two separate channels, as stated abov?; a a matter nf fact, thre ship
which i; being tracked cdn be described by the equetions:

dA 0 dO
7jt A 'U

dA d6
dt Y d-t = D

.(A 0 YD 0 0

These equations are complemented by measurement equations as~uming ti~e following shape
mmc. A bit )  b0 ( + t)kn ~Aat, meas.bD

in which bA and b are independent Gaussian white noises. Thus, the range and a,'imuth channels are inle-
pendent of ech o.her.

For the estimation of A, the value Areas. is availa ;e at the computer input. An "opti.um" filter
has been calculated so as to extract the best estimation of A. We wi 1: take up thns point again later.

The same filter has been contemplated for the extraction of the Oest est'imstion of 0 based on the
rneasrements meas; tre estimstion error of this filter is 6.3 cn/s at a distance of 33 km. As tfi s error
is mush lower than ttot permitted by tne specifications, a sub-optimal estimator was firally chosen.

This estimator opera'es directly from the output 0 of the range trackng loco and can he repre-
sented by the transfer function:

-T+

j . . . .. ..M .
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An optimisation of r was carried out and provides

YD0I )

where a Yis the standard deviation of noise affecting Om and a is the stanoard deviation of accelerat,onV0  Y

The resulting estimation 
error of D is

a

A constant gain structure was chosen for the estimator of D, with o optimized at a distance of

33 km.

3.3 Es11m~gtion de Ao

I- The estimation of A is the critical point of the STS. The overall accuracy of the system depends
strongly nn this estimation; this is the reason why it should be performed as accurately :s possible.

We will consider successively the implementation of a standard Kalmar. filter, of a Kalman-Schmidt
filter, and, finally, of an averageing filter.

3.3.1 K.lmanFiter

i(1) Ca~c--aiion -J the fi;ter aiU : gafir

The first solution which occirs to us as regards the processing of the data provided by the

t azimith tiacslng loop is to feed tem into a Kalman filter:

'e can try to put down

dA 0 dA= A = 0
t dt 'H YA 'YA

Hi o

in the form x = Fx (3)

with x" IA,AI

and the measurements A m(t) in the form: y : Hx + v(t) (4)

H being [1,01 v(t) being the azimuth measure noise;

v(t) is the output of the azimuth loop excited by the only white noise bA() whose level ;s WA(t).

If we assume that the bandpass of the Kalman filter will be Tiuci narrower than that of the
azimuth trackirg loop, it is logical to regard v(t) as identical with b.A(t); consequently, we have

E(v(t) v(T)
T) R(t) 6(t- r) - WA(t) 4(t - t) (5)

Consequently, equations (3) and (4) assume a canonical shape and A(t) is estimated by the
following Kalman filter:

x(t) = r(t) • x(t) , K(t)(y(t) - H(t) x(t)I (6)

The er,timation error of the covariance matrix P(t) is a solution of the equation

T T
P(t) = F(t) P(t) + P(t) . F(t) - K(t) R(t) K't)

T  
(7)

where the gain matrix K(t) is defined by

K(t) - P(t) H(t) T R(t)-1 (8)

The soluticon of equation (7) is achieved by solving the following linear equation

d T1 111

UT I P t) - P(L) •F(t) - F(t)
r  . P(t)-lI + HT(t) • P(t) i H(t) ( )

We find that

-1 -+ '"g at "SI

P(t) = 2 3 (10)

o+ t -2 St + yLi _ _ _



and therefore

i4 I R 6 R
T t

P(t) (I1)

1 6P 12R

Consequently, the gain matrix K(t) tends also towards 0 and assumes the following fonm

K(t) , (12)

2

(2) 5if~uece of cA*: - eraoc:s u)r. :he ,.'_ter

During the operation of the filto , the ships considered have a quasi-constant nnn-zero
acceleration whose variance is c 2; as we will eA, this only acceleration is sufficient to cause the
Kalman filter to diverge. Y

The estimation error x is now given by

x = (F - KH) + Kv + y (13)

y (14)
L A:

as y is deterministic, the variance of x has not changed but its average b admits the
followi j equation

b(t) m (F~t) - K(f) 1(t)l t(tl, + y(t) (5

Since x(0) E(x)3)), the initial condition concerning b(t) is

b(O) = 0 (16)

The solution b(t) of (15) and (16', is

b = 01 21 = b b [A T7 , YA 7 (1?)

If we now take intu account the fact tiat %2= E(y 2 , we findIi 0

I 3 tS-~ ~ (t' T  2 44 7T :
,t b t t 3  

t 2

ST

Consequently, the average quadratic leviation a'fecting A verifies

? 12 R 2 t(
A (t) 3 t AU4

The error (t) decreases initially like t '", as a function of t; it then reaches its
ninirum for a tin:e t= top t , then it increases again like t (see Fig. 5). The minimum value is:

min

Therefore, the Kalman filter, which is optimal in theory, is not so ir practice. As will be
demonstrated later, a Kalman-Schmidt filter can be calculated, is optimal in a certain way, and provides
an average er,'or c?(t) converging towards a lower value than that of the Kalmdn filter considered above.

3.3.2 K-alman-Schnldt filter

Let usrow introduce into the state vector the acceleration which, previously, was not
modlled. It verifies YA = 0. Consequently, tie equation of state becomes

I , " I " - -1 -

0 0

where x2 - YA and xI A T
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The equation of measurement will be written in the forn

Y(t = H(t) x(t) + v(t) = H1 (t) x1 (t) + v(t) (21)

whereila[I001 and H = [1 10

( ) &ric6m toandc t - :

Like the standard Ka'man filter. the Kalman-Schmidt filter is a Luenberger ectimator which
adnlts the equation

x r x + KIy - H 'x I-K.7 (22)

One tries to find the optimum K among all the K matrices of the (22oa)

If we put equation (22) gives

I = F t 11"1 + F12  A2 + K Iy - HI X11 (22 a)

X2 = F22 x2  (22 b)

Based on the knowledge that x (0) = E(x,(0)) optimizes the filter at the moment 0, itresults frorr equation (22 b) that i2 (t) is tie ave,-ageccf x,(t). If, besides E(x2(O)) (0, (O 0
and therefore i2(t) 0 .

The equation (22 :)) can be eliminated from the filter which is expressed as fcllows:

A F 1 ! + KI y - HI i (23)

Therefore, the Kalman-Schmidt filter has become a filter of order n1 .

(3) cs~tvnoa the &:t-2trt-x

Let us put down P(t) E(x(t)-T(t) and let us calculate kl(t).

I-
As in the case of toe Kalman filter, the eouation of the evolution of P(t) is

o

P(t) = [F~t) - K(t)H(t)IP(t) + P(t)IF(t) - K(t)H(t)] t K(t)R(t)KT(t) (24)

which can also be written, by adding, then substracting P(t)H (t) R(t) H(t) P(t) in the right-sioe term:
P(t) z F(t) P(t) P(t) F(t)

T  
- P(t) H(t)

T  P(t) -  
H(t) P(t)

Tt) _ P(t) tP(t) H(t)T R(t "I  T (24')

M(t)

The minimization of t-(P(t)) leads to that of tr(P(t)) and therefore to that of tr(M(t)),
AS tr(M(t)) > 0, tr(P(t)) is at its lowest value if tr(M(t)) C 0, which is obtained by means of (8).

Kalma r. filter : K(t) = P(t) H(t)
T  

R(t)
"

If, now, we impose (t) I the metrix M(t) can be wri tten as follows

M M.
[| t) = I Ml1l(t) M 2 , "

12-(t) .Mi2?(t)1
where M l(t)  = Kit) - (P(t)a(t)I R(t R(t) IK (t) - P(t) H(t) T  R(t'-"

tMl2(t) = [Kl(t) - 'P(t) Hi(t'
I  

R(L)- III R(t) l)P(t) H(t) 
T  

R(t)- 
" 'T i

T /1 2~)("~)Pt
) M~22(t", = 1 P(t) H(t)

T  
R(t)-) RI)MP~ )H t~ ()' 'l

If we u-e tr M(t) z tr M11 (t) + tr M 2 (t), and the fact that M2 2(t) is independent of Kit
we find the following result

M Iinimum tr(M(t)) - K (t, = {P(t) H(t)T R(:) "-1
I I

which we sum up as follows

Kalman-Schmidt Filter : (25IK
2 (t) 0 0
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( 4;) -2 U c '.u t f L n f t h e m ia t r -C - P ( t ) -

Through the transformation of (24') by means of (25), the matrix P(t) i' the solution of
the differential equationoo T T-

P(t) = F(t) P(t) + P(t) F(t)T - P(t) H(t)T P t(1  
H(t) P(t) + 1) t - -1 (26)

from the initial condition

_P1 (O)_: 0 . 7__-
P(°) " C_ ECx 2(o>x(0

The introduction of the fourth term into t'he right-handl side of equation (26) correspOndS
sin,, y o cancel 1ing the fOurth biock of the natrix

P(t) H(t)T R(t)
- I H(t) P(t)

L Equation can be solved according to the same process as the evolution equation (7) of P(t)
fur the Kalman filter.

In trois phase of the studt, we wil not be concerned with transient (peratng conditions.

It is demonstrated experimentally that equation x26) admits such a table solution that p1 t' p22 and p33

verify :

P ~'1 2 PIl

8nd, consequently, ca n the speed estiacction error is

"A o4 (27)
y

The iteady' state error 8; B sma Ier than that of the Kal.mar filter at its nvost accurate.

Sthe Kalma tne ff leer

Tho calculation of K1(t) by means of formula (25) leads to the following resu t

eiy- 1  o2 2l
2 2] 3

wits 00 /2' (-:g)

16

Under steady corditions the tranfer fncton from the measjrement Am(t) o the estimate

of the zimuth speed Is
2R2

OP + p(29)

The Kalman-Schmidt filter obtaiued has its Lo eigenvalu.s wth a critical damping in the

complex plane. Its block-diagram is represented or. Fig. 6.

(7) Mai rn error of tne KalZrnn-Sch-ridt fiZter

The maximum speed estimation error of the filter is to be found at a distance of 33 km;

b.,e,, o:, furmula (27), it amounts to

-A 11,3 cn/s

3.3.3, Averaqeinq9.. [_]e

At the request of the STS project leader, a more conventional estimator of the azimuth speed A
has been calculated and made it possible to quartify the accuracy Improvement offered by the Kalman-Schmidt
filter over nore conventional filtering methods.

I';, ..'.R 'V, t o :f t; a: .a? L : . ' c-er

the averageing filter operates as follows:

The measurements A (t) suppt led by the neasuring equipaient is averaged during con;ecutive
time periods of fixed duration T/i2 T being optimized later.
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th
Th- etjmale A Is calculated as (2 T)(A i - ki-i) where AI is the result of tVe I average and A-I_

that f the _-1U.-Time 1 has been calculated in suce. a wet as to optimize the acciracy of the

estimation at A dIsxance of 33 km. "!e steady state error 'as b~en calculated a follows:

(2) Stea4 etdte error

According to the superpositi.,n nrinciple, the steady state error Is

o = + A)2 (30)

where (c')1 is the error induced by radio freque-icy noise

and (E) che error resulting from the non-zero acceleration of the ship, whose standard deviation is a

I

As time T is long as copared to the reverse of the bandpass of the .zimuth tracking loop, in
calculations, the Toloured noise at the Output of this .oop can be replaced by the white noise oA(t) dt
the input of the loop.

The er'-o- affe-ting Ai is therefore the weighted integral of tha white noise bA(t); consequently:

2 R
A 7-

Likewise, the error affecting Ai_ is given by

2 R
E A.i-1 T/2

and, due to the fact that the bA(t) are indepenoent of each other, for

t E ti !i , t I a.d t E I ti -2  t 1_11

A 1- 2R 16 R

)o T/2 (T,2)2 T/2 T
3

Lit us assume that the white noise bA(t) i, zero and thAt there is a constant acceleration -,(t)

+
1 2 ft! T

ti Am(tldt " T jti-A,"
(t)dt 4 [til T

(tiIT/? -A(t + -) "A (t)dtT12 T2Jti 2

As bA(t) = , Am(t ) = A(t);

NAot = A1)
Now A(t + -) A(t) T (t) + T-

o -2

4 - )T T A )
Therefore A(ti+1 ) (t - 4 24 LY- Ai+) 2

2T -:2 42

Consequently ".2 2 _ (y

It results therefrom that the ovc, all error is given by the formula

o ,16 R 12 _2 (3•
_ A " _ 4

This error is at Its smallest for T (96 R T
3

i

L ( ) and amounts then to

° - 1,61 R Y (32)



The minimum error at a distonce ef 33 km anounts to 12.9 cm/s and corresponds to an integration time of

20 s (T/2 = 20 s).

Now, the specifications require that the disolay of A should be up-dated every five second; therefore, we
are compelled to carry out several calculations of axerages in parallel for with an elementary 5 s shift,
or to select a 5 s integration time; the error obtained in the lotter case is:

CA 65 cm/s

3.3.4 Selection of the estination filter of A

The accuracy performance of the three filters under consideration is, respectively:

Kalnan Filter ... .............................. ( 12.2 cm,:, at 33 kn)

Kalman-Schmidt Filter .......................... (11.3 cn/s at 33 km)

Averageing Filter.................. ........... (12.9 cn/s or 65 cm/s at 23 kin)

The Kalman-ichmidt filter has been selected since it is the most accurate. A.; already noted, the
drawbacks of the other filte.'s are the following:

Though ade,udte it ;r,, the Kalman tiltr is difficult to use due t' its divergence.

While the averageing filter appears to be simple a priori, it is somnwhat difficult to irplemort

if a low degree of error is to be achieved; besides, even once iL has been optimizeo, it does not meet the
specifications required (12.9 cm/s at a distance of 33 km instead of 12.5 cm/s). Th.p etimation errors of
the various filters are represented on Fig. 7, versus the distance froo the ship to the station.

3.4 Estimation of cp navigtoparameters

3.4.1. Mathematical expEesiOn of the navigoaeters

The navigation parameters e, L, e and L are expressed as functions oi the real values A (azimuth)

and D (distance) Dy reans of the following iormulae

x0-a, i-I' Yo % 11(e " a ) h " bi - " v - - e. (33)
e (a a 2 ( b )2b, 'I A

1 - i- -J

L-xi) IxO - i (34-

dx 0  b dY0

(ai  a, ) + (bi  - bhi_ e

dxO  dy0

dt (x0  a1 ) + -dT (Y3 - b) (36oL(xi) a ______-________

Xg i - a1) bi"2

where e0 is a correcting term. resuiting fron. the position deviation between tie respcnder and the pilot.

b.are the Lambert coordinates (Cartes;r, coordinates) of the reference point x

_J

and dt are respectively the coordinatec of the hip reponder and their derivativ2s, whose
I - expressions as functions of A, A, C and are:

_Y _. dt

= a5  1) sin A (37)x0

Y y + 0 COS A (38)

dx,
dt C O A dA snAc, 

39)
dt t At

uY U sin AA AdD

where Y are the Lambert coordinates of the ground-based station,
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£Etmatior of v, L(xi), e, L(x1)
0 0

The expressions of e, L. e and L as functions of the values of A. D, A, D are

- linear as functions of A and
- non linear as functions of A and 0.

Based on the fact that A and 0 are,kn wn with fairly good accuracy, we have chosen as the esti-1mates 01 e. L. e and [te ualues e. L(x). e. f(xi) provided by the formulae

e = (,)(41)

L(xi) a L(xi, A, 0) (42)

he e(A, , , ) (4)

%: OL(xi)  Lxi.A. D. .B (44)

where e(.), e(.), L(.) are tie functions ap.earing in tne right-hand sides of 33), (34), (35)
and (36). Due to the hood accuracy of A and 0, these estimate are close to the optirum.

De~drinatf;o, of t, refev'~ienoe e.s (X4_ 1 X.i)

The reference segment is de termined iteratively since the tanker sails toiards the harbour. The
test permitting te incrementation of i .grreiponds to the tanker pasing across the boundary which sep-rates
the i+Ith area of the chanoel from the iJ"area. This test is carried out simultaneously with each calcu-
lation of e and Lkxi), that is to say every second.

(1) Accwray achieve! 10r e ani L(x1 )

The dccuracy achieved for e proves to be almost the same as the lowest accuracy for A
(expressed in r,) and P. By means of a simple calculation, we find that the error affecting L is, at the
outside, equal to twice the greatest error affecting A and 0. Thu-, the erro, s , and E L in the estimation
of e and L are:

At a distance of 33 krn e = . < 17.1 m

At a distance of 12 :m Ce = 2.2 m EL L 4.4 .n

(2) Accuracy cch(I'tved for e and Lx i )

The accuracy achieved for e and L(x.) estimated by means of equations (43) and (44) is
almost independent of Ehe errors affecting A and Di

A detailed calculation has revealed that thp gratest poss')le error obtained is ).2 cm/s.

We have also been able to demon tratc that e 0 nd L(x.) are almost the optimal estimates of
e and L(xi) and tnt the error aftecting e and L(xi) is, at the utrnost, equal to that affecting A. The
degrees o" accuracy achieved for e and (xi) if we estimate 'A by means of a constant coefficient filter
optimized for 33 km (by Kalmar-Schrrdt filtering) are shown on the table below:

Distance c A e dL

(km) (cm/s) (cm/s) (cni/ (cm/s

33 8.5 12.9 P.6 12.6

22 8.3 11.3 11.1 11.i

15 5.8 6.7 E.5 6.5

12 4.7 4.5 4.5 4.7

4 2.2 1 .1 2.2

Errors affecting - and W as functions of the distance
between the tanker and tie 9-ourd-based station (zero lag errors'
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3.S.1 eOtmiair of the sampling interval for the estimation i A

(1) Sa'pled Y-z -jna-Sc hfdt 'iter

The discrete formulation of the sampled Kalman-$chmidt filter is given below.

Juppose a sampled process in the form

x(k + ) #(k+i, k) • x(k) (45)

wi,. ave

xIk))) and o(k+l, k' = II 22

2 I 22_

Suppose the somplei measurem-ent

y(k) - H(k) x(k) + v(k) - Hlkk) xl(k) + vk) (45)

where v(k) is a ampled white noise with the foliowing covariance

E(v(k) v('
T
) T R(k) 

6
ki

The :alman-Schnidt fil-er which optimizes tne ectimatlon error affecting x1 (i, is given by:

=l(k} = ; 1 (k) + K,(k) fy(k) - H, (k) X1 (I' k ] (47 a)

X l1(k-:1) " o 11 I X 
(k ) +  

(47 b)

P(k) -P(k)" - f(k) lH(k) T k(k) + H(k) P(k)- iH(k) T (48 a)

where . is the operation whict, from 0 I 2 leads to- 1 2
i 3CAI !t3 o0

P(k+i)- t k 1, k) P(k)
+  

#(k+l, k)T (46 b)

KI(k) = (P(k) H(k)'lR(k) + H(k) Pkk) H(k)TI- 1  (49)

where (. is the operatirin which, from Pd I leads to (M), - !A,

Let vs call T the samplinj interval of the Yalmn-brhrnidt filter of channel A.

Thv 1.. volution of the vector of state = is qiven by the formula

i'Y,( tk.)jm

x(k) = t(k, k-i) x(k I)

where

'k, .-- i) " eFT

( 1a 1 0 1 ]f

The slnpled neasjrements srlected y( ) assure the fol lowing form

y(k) - k A,(t)dt

They 3re tie average of the 3zirutl. n.e. urcrvnt, in the Int-rvai$ tk-., tkl
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If we use Am(t) - H x(t) + v(t), where H 11,0,01 ana E(Y(t) v(t + T) - R 6(T)

we obtain

y(k) - H(k) x(K) + v(k)
Irk .T T

H(k) H . I t (t, tk)dt) I T
tk-i

E(v(k) v(1)T) R(k) 6kl where R Tk) - _

The steady state accuracy of the Kalman-Schmidt filter corresponding to the above srnpled
equations was calcul.ted for various sampling intervals at the most critical distance: 3 km. The average
error/sampling interval curve shown on Fig. 8 offers a remarkable characteristic: the accu.racy4' is at it
bee; for" a ncn-aero valu.e (of the order o[ ' 20 a) of" the scr)ing inrer-jal and is lower than that of thecontinuous filter only when the sampling intervals eAceed 22 s.

bor a 5 s sampling interval the accuracy achieved is 11.1 cm/s. o t h h

A S s sampling interval is selected in vie. of the following requirements:-

(a) Update the estimation of e and L for each data display

(b) Minimize the computer work load for the estimation of A.

3.S.2 Sam ing interva .or the estimatia;, of D

The sampling interval of estimator b is not critical and, for the sake of simplicity, was chosen

3.5.3. Nurer.of di9its selectedfor eachearaete r

Thr computer used is an 8-bit computer based on an INTEL 8008 fixed point microprocessor.
Consequently, the parameters should be derired either in 8 bits, or in 16 bits, or more.

0 o o

It has beer demonstrated that, for each of the varlanles D, D, A, A, e, L, e and L, the dynamics
exceed 8 bits. Consequently, these variables must be coded in 16 bits, that is to say two words.

The following table shows the values of the highest and lowest order bits for each value, together
with the appropriate signs.

Value Sign Max. Weight Min.. Weight

D + 32,768 m I in

+ 4mls 3.9 W/ns

A C rad/s 0.96 10"4 rad

+4 7A 12.27 rads 7.4 10 rad/s
e 16,384 r1 I m

L 1 32,768 m I m

.Le ".64 rnls 3. 9 mmls

L + t4 in 3. 9 rin/ sa J

In all the cases considered, the unit of lenght is I Ym a e4 the unit o( time 2" s, that is to
sey .9 ins. The only values which are not standardizeJ are A and A, which makes the computation of x
and yo more complex.
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she valuts provided by the measuring device are given In the following form:

I
Value i Sign Max. Weight Min. Weight

DA I 65 536 m 2 m

Dm analog coded 16 bits r
Am +" I • ;ad -- rad

&Am  analog coded t hits

(k) is determined by th? algorithm 1

A(K+I) = *0 A(K) + r(12 A() + K IA - 0l1 A(k) -o 12 A(k)J (50)

A(k+1) 22 A(k) + K2(A - 1 A(k) - t 12 A(k)) (51)

where Lne parameters expressed in octal numbers are:

, 11 0 0 0 1 (1)

4 12 0 5 0 0 (1)

Si12 0 2 1 0 (Ti?)

022 ' 0 0 0 1 (1)

ApproAirat',, KI and K2 does not apprec:ioly nmdlfy the filtring error; besides, no appioxi-
mation is made for 

I 1

Such errors are ntid.

.rr.::,, res zJ: ,:g fr,' j.- ' r,'-, or . : A ,-' fro-. je -:i tI' ' "

'The cai.,Jter calculates (50) and (51) according to the following process:

A A - A~k) - ~ k

A(k+vl = A(k) +1? A(k) + KI  -A

A(k+l = A(k) + 2  0

ThSt is to say:

A = A - A(k) - 2I] A(k) - 2

A(k+l) = A~k) + t12 A(k) + K1 AA + r

A(kvl) - A(k) + K2 aA + c4

C' ,2' ' are errors equally distributed over 0 ard b where L, is the lowest order bit of A and
A A. + 3, )

The average of , 2 3 does not perturb A in a steady state. The standard deviation of an
equialent noise c on A Is:

,'T? vY 2

Such a noise is equlvalent to a white roise on A pnose energy level would be

-8-1 1.1, - 10 rod /s.

This level is higher than the energy level or the input white noise for distances below I? km
between thr ground-hsed station and the resporderl

L I I I Im n
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The imp',entation of a Kalman-Schnidt filter with pre-computed variable coefficients has been
contemplated during STS study.

Finally, tils idea was given up fir the following reasons:

The coputing workload of an adaptative filter is higher than that of a constant coefficient
filter.

On the range channel, 'he acquisition is achieved by the measuring system within 2 mn
whereis the acquisition time is reduced to 2 s on the azimuth channel. Therefore, a snort
transient phase is not a necessary requirement for the azimuth Kalman-Schmidt filter;

consecuently. the gain parameters can be frozen at their steady state values.

Howevwr, it has been contemplated to set up later, on the STS, a gain adaptation program for
tl.e previous filter; the gains should be calculated a% functions of the S/N ratio at the
input of the measuring device. This t/N ratio is given indirectly by a variance computation
carri ad out on the azinmuth measurements stored in the men.)ry every 500 ins. The principle
of the 'lter is represented by a block-diagram on Fig. 9.

The worst-case results to be expected from such a filter are shown on Fig. 10, toge~her with
those obtained with a constant coeffiuient filter whose c.efficients are optimized for a
distance of 33 km.

It is this constant coefficient flter which will be considered from now on.

4. GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF THE DIGITAL PROCESS!NG

.ue to its low cost and it low computing power, the computer of the STS ground-based station is
quite suited to the probiem unde, consideration.

The computer is cornected with the measuring device by a 32-entry - 32-eit coupler whose functions
are as follows.

Input of data 
1
Im' Ar, 

0
r, return message f'Om the responder.

Output of the outgoing message sent to tne responder.

The ccmputer ooerates on three levels (see Fig. 11).

Love: 0 500 ms elementary period main program synchron;?eo -.tIth a 500 ms period interrupt sent out by
the measuring device. This grogram is responsible for the fo'lowing computations

1.) Average of the 10 A data and comiputation of the constant coefficient Kalman-Schmidt

filter (e~ary 5 s). a
pmi(1) ,teratlve computation of {C by the processing of Dm sampled every second.

(3) Computation of e ar L(xi) every secon; by sapling As every 500 ms and Om every second.

(4) Computation of e, L(xi) every 5 second.

(6) Computation of the segment numr.er and phase ntumber every second ba~ed on the result of (3)

The ain program is synchronized in order that the computation time of the Lstimates of A and 0
may remain constart. Computations ;1), '2), (3) , (4) , arid (6) are not al effected at a 500 ms rate but
are repetitive every 5 second.

The time schedule of the main program is as follows:

0 Conputatlo, of c's A and sin A, of the Lambert coordinates xC and y0.
Determination of segment i and phase J.
Input of AM .

0.5 Computation of P and L(xi).
Input of Am. .
Estimatiun of 0,

I Computation of cos A, sir. A, x0 and yo.
Determination of i and J.
Input of Am '

1.5 Computation of e and Lx,)
Input of Am.
Estimation of D.

2 Computation of cns A, sin A
Qetermination of i 5,id J
Input of Am

2.5 Computation of e and L(xi)
Input 0' Am
Estimation of U



3 Computation of cos A, sin A, x0 and yo
Determination of i and j
Input of Am

3.5 Coutation of e and L(x1 )
Input of Am
Estimation of D

4 Computation of cos A, sin A, x0 . Y0
Determination of i and j
Input of Am

4.5 Computation of e and L(x.)
Input of A.
Estimation of
Estimation of o
Computation of e and L(x1 )
Return to 0

The computation times of the various sub-programs are:

Computation of cos A and sin A 78 ms

Computation of x0 and y(, 0.8 ms

Determination of seoiment i and phase j 32 ms

Computation ofoe and L(x1 ) 73 n

Estimation of D 5 ms

Estimation of A 13 ms0 0

Computation of e and 1(x1 ) j40 s

The total space requirement of the program is 4 words.

Level I Program over an interrupt of level 1 triggered by the measuring device every 500 ms. This program
projares and transcodes into CO the digital message of 32 eight-bit bytes to be sent to the
responder.

LeZe 2 Program over the interruption of level 2.

This program is initiated every )4 ms on the intorruption of level 2 triggered by the measuring
device; it sends out to the measuring device an eight-bit byte of the message generated previously
and receives an eight-bit byte in return, wrich it compares with the eight-bit byte sent out and
it sends forth an alarm signal if an erro.r has been made.

88 ms are required for the running of the 1st and 2nd *avel programs, o.t of a total duration of
5O0 s, which leaves 41' ms for the main program to be carried out. Now, t0e running of this main
program recessitates '. ms at the utmost. Therefore, the computer remains unused over 50% of
its timel

The total space requirKiert for levels 1, 2, and 3 is 5.3 K words.

5. RELIABILITY OF THE DIGITAL PROCESSING

As shown on Fig. 11, the digital processing by the STS assumes a modular structure. Its charac-
teristic features are:

(1) No estimation of values A ard D (This way, even in the case errors occur on the estimators,
parameters e, L(x1 ), i and j are available on the pilot's display box).

(2) Sepa-ate estimation of and

f.3 Rusticit) of estimators and , ensuring high stability.
(4) Lstimation of navigation parameters separately from that of the variables of state.

The modular structure of the programs improves considerably the relability of their checking
Out and of possible on-site modificatio.s.

CONCLUSION

This paper describes the digital processing of measurements in a high ccuracy s.iIp-trackin;
system The errors affecting the azimuth measurement supplied by the measurir device nf the ground-based
statiDn were found to be the most critical ior the overall accuracy of the system. A Kelman-Schmidt filter
was selected for an optimum estimation of thi azimuth speed, following comparisons with a Kalman filter
and an "averageing" filter. The estimation of the navigation parameters was describe-, and the position
and speed &ccuracy achieved by the system was calcul'ted. Moreover, various effects resulting from the data
processing in a computer were analyzed and optimized: f.i. choice of the computation rate for the azimuth
velocity, scaling of naWigation parameters, c-t .; 'nclly, the programming of the data processing in A
microcom.puter was described and evaluated from tvo standpoints: memory space requiremient and (OputatLr
time. The results obtained confirm the efficiency of the solutions selected.
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Figure 5.: Standard-deviation of the speed-error, as a function of the estimation time,

for the Kalman filter (Distance: 33 kin)
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Figure 6.: Kalman-Schmidt filter
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Figure 7.: Standard deviation of the speed error, as a function of the distance ship-ground-based station,
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Figure 10.: Standard-deviation of the speed error as a function of the distance ship-ground based station,

for the Kalmn-Sciimidt filter optimized at 33 km (curve n* 1). and the same one made adaptive (curve n' 2)
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Figure il.: Organization of STS Data Processing



DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF LOW-ORDER FILTERS

APPLIED To THE ALIGNMENT OF INERTIAL PLATFORMSIb
Willi Kortlim

This ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n letr ecie h yiAstepauis andconiratosfrds)iglw

order efficient state estimators or Kalman filters. The design steps are demoristrated
ot., a platfo--i alignment problem where Kalmin filtering is used rather than conventional
piocedures to reduce the time necessary for the required alignment accuracy. The %or.
reported herein is based on a test series for modelling gyro-drift and accelerometer
errors. The main body of the lectart concentrates on the selection of a desigr. model
for the filter (Section 2), tne filter design itse-f (Section 3), and a c.mpletr covari-
ance analysis (Section 4). The main goal of the filter design is to achieve a simple,
i.e., loW-order insensitive design.

t 1 INTRODUCTION

The application of modern estimation technique. (Kalman filter.rig) to the align-
ment and calibration oZ inertial platforms (on ground) is of grcat practi-al interest
since it allows 5horter alignment times and/,or higher alignmcnt accuracyN. Both aspcts
are very desirable because thev allcw the time necessary for start preparations tc be
shortenedA and/or inflight navigation accuracy to be improved [1, 214. From the viewpoint
of implementation it is desirable to keep the estimator as simple as possibit while main-
taining the optimal accuracy. The t;.pical design Steps for achiclng s imple ilow-order)
and efficient filters ;:ce described for tho problem of fast and fine piatform alignm~ent.
This problem should b-- understood as a case stuIJv which illow.- aspects of fi' ter design

which are typical an~d easily ,encral i-ed to tbe described. !he prictisal i mplications

of the numerical ry.sults, however, depend on the special mission, ani generalization mustI
be prfored wt , irI

To obtaiv, reliable answers to this proinlen the tollowin '. main tas;ks were carried
out:

(1 A tcst series for setting up stochastic models for gyio-drift and
accelerometer errors (at IABC-Ottohrunn).

(2) A design of an effc-ctive low-order state c-tiisator uith special

attention to observabilitv and covariance analN-si5 (at 111l&Lk-Ober-

(3) Coordination of modellIing, implcmentat icn of the filIter and perfor-j
mance of experiments wi th the real pl atfoi n ta h)sl~~~incweig).

ndThe lecture concent~ates on task (2); however, upgrading the resujlts' of task "I)
adthe compari san wi th the experiments of task ()an2i thei r drawbazc s on. tasks ~

and (2) are also, included.
4

Each of the fol lowing se t ions begins v.ith a subscct inn on the general idea -arpl i -
cable to a vide range of problems - followed t-y a discussion of its u,;e ir th.' Problem
o1 alignment.

21. DYNAMIL MODELS ANDV I.POP ':TAI ISTICS

Effective state estimation via Kalman f ltering i5 based en a model cf the dvnaimic
sysittm under consideration, the sens;or equat ions as well as stat ist ic models fCr the
noise input3 (process. and sensor noisel

System Model: x F X - G; ii G

Observations: X - v I-

where x is '.he nx! state vectcr, - t he mxlI na u rene nt o r obhs erva t in sect or , u i~a

n uxt Ideterm ini st ic inrput vcctLor Ie g. ,cont roI ac-t ions) and w and v a r-~ nWxt ;Ira d m N

vec tors te rmed a s process and measuLjrcncant no i sL, theicy are L uslal IIVA 51umed ton be wh it,.:-
no ise te rms wi th zero mean and spc ct 1l-',nsitv matrices Q and P, respet tively.

I brac ke ted nume ral r efe r to -,in i Ia rIg nu-&,red re f rcnL ( s i n t he li s t o f kc furc-nc,.



Tho matrices F, G, H, Q. and R are usually assumed to be precisely given and may be con-
stant or time-varying.

In practice, however, this assumption is almost never fulfilled, i.e., usually mo-
dels with sufficient precision aro not available and modelling is at least partially the
job of the filter designer, moreover, it usually is the toughest part of the whole pro-
blem. Once a model is established, the rest of the work is almost straightforward. The
optimai (continuous) estimator or Kalman filter is then of the form, see e,. (3)

x a F x * Guu * K(t) (z - H xl (2-3)

In this formulation, the state estimator, Eq. (2-2) is of the same order as the dy-
namic system, Eq. (2-1), whose state is to be estimated. There may be many good reasons
for lowering the order of the estimator, e.g., the use of so-called "kinematic estimators",
neglection of unimportant states as well as restricted observability properties. This is
discussed in the following sections.

2.1 Kinematic Modelling

For modelling our dynamic system we tpke a viewpoint which is sometimes described
as "kinematic modelling"; it leads to a suboptihial filter of reduced-order which is in-
sensitive to several parameters (4, 51.

The pro-edure can briefly be described as follows: assume that the total state-
vector x can be split into two portions, x, and x2 of order n , n. (n, + n2 - n), where

l - Fi1  x1 + f12 x7 (2-4)

- f, (xI,  x,. u, w) (2-5)

In the context of mechanical systems, Eq. (2-4) is the set of lineaiized kinematic
equationa which describes the dependencies of angles and angular velocity components
for rotational Protions. The second set of equations, Eq. (2-5), is then the dynamic
equations of motion, which need not even be in lineari:ed form, since they are elimira-
ted in the following. These latter equations. e.g., the Euler equations for angular mo-
tion, describe the interrelation between angular velocity and applied moments.

The measurement equations are assumed to be available in the form

21 = Hl . *•v1  (2-0)

-. H l, x, * v .7

where the measurements :, should be relatively accurate to provide good information on

x, and the nixn 2 matrix H, should be nonsingular. This means that we require relatively

good inforination on all dynamic state components.

Solving Eq. for x, and substituting in Eq. (2-.) yields the reduced-order
"% yS tcrn

xI  'I 1 * F1. H:, :', - 1"1 h, I (2-5l)

where :, is a deterministic input and s, is now, in this context "process" noise. hith
Eq. (2-el) and 2-t one can now design a filter of order n1 for x,. This filter is sub-
optimal since ir does not make use of the information represented by Eq. (2-5). However.
it does not require precise modellvng of the dynamic state equations which often involve
uncertainties in the parameters as well a, in the noise statistics; it is, therefore,

Pract ic.al lv. especially for navigation systems, one often Voes one step further
ind design.; filter- for the so-called (nC tments defined as

* COPY
Best Avili Copy
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where

X F I x I F 1 2H2 1 2 (2-10)

saEquation (2-10) could be interpreted as the prediction equations (predi-ting the
state x I without using the measurements z,) and are sometimes called the "nav.agteo'i
quatioL". The equations for the increments ere then

f

Fx1  F 1 5x1 - F 12 H.-1v, (2- i)

. z1 I = x Hl. x1  v (2-12)

The filter for th2 increments-, therefore, has the structure (see Figure 1)

L X, I FI IIx ] (2--13)

and the state e timate itself becomes

×1 = Xl * x x i (2-14)

Rema4kU: These consideration5 are valid for the white-noise terms v and v2. If
v 2 is colored noise, it appears as process noise and can be treated by extending

the state vector

1x' ~2-15)
xL

V,

and

I v, * As'v *, (2-16)

if v1 is colored noise, we have colored mcastreent noise, which requires a special

treatment IS]. This case is not needed for the present application.

2. 2 Er'or Dynamics for Platform Alignment

We now apply the general considerations of Section 2.1 to our platform alignment
problem: The linearized kinematic equations to; the platform angles can he written as
follows (2,6]

1 0 iF~h i

where a, , and -y arc the platform angles about east-west, north-south and the azimuth
axes, and p, q, anJ r ar? the ,oiresponding angular velocities. These equations could
be supplemented t,)" the three -uler dynamic equations of the type

PM a

q f. (p,q~r,',,,) 4 (; M) 1( . 1 i

M

1lc.%ever, us)ng section 2.1, this is not necessary. Because of the three pIdtform moun-

ted gyros we have good informarion un the angular velocity components p,q, and r avai-I.-ble in the form
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z2 " (2-19)2

r

whej'e Be , 0n. v are the total drifts of the corresponding gyros (measurement noise).

Using the results of Eq. (2-11), including the fact that in the present application xl 0,

because we measure the misalignment angles from the zero position, i.e., a ! ha, ... one
obtains as the platform error equations

nv h * b~e

B + n (2-20)Bn

a ~ - nh a B
!h v

where the gyro drift appears now as input (process) noise to Eq. (2-20) (see Figure 2).

Information on the platform misalignment angles is available through the two plat-
form-mounted accelerometers. (Their output is used in flight to provide information on
vehicle acceleration, velocity, and position). The accelerometers are mounted in the
horizontal puanL so that their output is (on ground) proportioaal to the misalignment
angles a and B

z 1 - Jj(2-21)
g B B e

where n and q are the total accelerometer errors (including errors of signal trans-

mitters).

2.3 Noise Modelling

If the noise inputs in Eq. (2-20) and (2-21) would be white (known R) the design of
the Kalman filter would be straightforward and, in fact, of order 3 (see conventional
gyrocompassing loops). Complete noise models are, however, more complex and hardly
available in the literature. We therefore agreed to set up a test series at IABG for
achieving trustworthy noise models for the gyro drift of the G-200 gyro and for the acce-
lerometer errors of the A-200 accelerometer, those instruments with which the LN-3 plat-
form - used for the case study - is equipped. The noise models were obtained by deter-
mining the autocorrelation functions from the test, choosing simple models with known
correlation functions and computing their parameters to match the measured correlation
as well as possible (least-squares fit). The results are reported in [71 and are summa-
rized in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Gyro Drift Models

The general drift mcdel of a (-200 gyro can be described by a Gauss-Markov process
of the type (Figure 3)

D . dr . " * (2-22)

where

D - bias

d r . random ramp

dc C correlated noise

w white noise



One therefore can write four state-equations to describe the total drift

d = r 2-23)

cr  o
C =0

a = - d d
c  w C

where

cr - constant slope of the ra.p, ad /ld, To correlation time constant,

w= white noise generating d ,

Rtmrtk: It shall be noted that similar behavior cccurs in the three channels except
there is noticeable correlated noise only in the vertical channel.

If one tries to take the drift terms into account in an optimal fashion as indica-
ted by Eq. (2-15 and (2-16), the state-vector in Eq. (2-20) has to be extended by 10
drift-¢tates to a total size of 13 components

t .' 1- h 1) "d r
Ve

V .1n n r

(3 = fh C1 + DV  dv  dv r , Wv

s) D 0

(5) Dv  • 0(2-24)

() v " v v d
e

9) dr r

(0) d r r
*r r

V V

S0

(13) cnr = 0
(12) n 0

V 
0

The normnal set of parameters for all terms is summarized in Table 1. It should be
iored that nominally, for the paramcters of the spec.tral den itv matrix Q, hiph (pessi-

Mistic) Upper bounds are takern. It is well known tha4t in this, case the filter desi.n

is on the save side and the optimal variances are nut too )ptimistic.

2.3.2 Accel-!rometer Error Models

Similarly, the results of testing accelCiometer : of t- A-200) type can be summari-
zed as follows

c C
hr 1 1 2( -S= B * r b b v " ,

where

B bias

br . randoM ramp

bt , b - coirlatcd-noise terms
v whlite ulji .C



Table 1. Nominal set of parameters for case study

Coefficients:

nlv a S.771 • 10 "5 rad/s; nh - 4.458 1 0" 5  rid/s; TV  . I/uv  - 37 min; g - 9.814 a/s 2

Initial Uncertainty:

rus 0(o) - rus 8(0) -0.20 or P (0) a P6(0) a 9 • lo-6 rad z

ris y(o) - 50 - 60 0.1 rIad or p y(0) - lo-2 red 2

rus De  rms Dn  -rus Dv a O.S°/h or pDe(O) - PDn(O) a PDv(O) " 0.S8710 rad /s

rms dv  0 .15 /h or Pdv(o) a 2 ' 10-13 radZ/sZ

i-us dr(0) - i-ms d rO) -ms dCrco) _ 0 or P rCO) - P r(O ) - P r(O) - 0
e n V de,, dv

rS Cr.rmi cs r r S "i -1 
4  /h 2  or P r(O) - P i-O) - P r(O) 

= O -' 0- 24 rad
2/a 4

Ce  n  v  Ce cn C

rms Be- rms Bn - 6 10-
5 g or PBe (0) PBn (0) 3.S • 10 7 M/s2

Spectral Densities:

Q : qe a qn ' 0.56 •10 - 14 1/s ; qV 1.69 * 10 14 1/s ; d V 1.06 dv 18 1/s

R : r e ' r = 0.5 10
- 4 m2 /s

2

For each accelerometer, the total error can be expressed by five state equations

B = 0
br cb 

(-b c (--26)

b 0

b 1 b I bi

b c ' 02 b
c  + wb

2

Also, to take this noise into account in an optimal fashion, one has to extend the
state vector of Eq. (2-24) by 10 more state components for B n and B C and arrives at a

total state vector with 23 components.

ivato: The level of the white noise does not only contain the accelerometel-instru-
ment error, but also the signal-transmission error, which in this case is dominant
(61. The significant values ,re again given in Table 1.

2.4 Selection of a Design Model

The goal of the state-estimator design, in the present case, is to provide inditca-
tion-; of the physically interesting values, i.e., the misalignment angles a, and .

Their e-otimates, 1, ^t and " should he as close as possible to the exact values, keeping
also in mind the effort for implementation. In this context, thc extra states are "o

hr con-idered as auxiliary quantities, which theoretically need also to be estimated to
provide optima values for the angles, but are not of prime interest in themselves. This,

*~r- All~ rvm
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in theory, the optimal filter is of order 23. equal to the order of the total process
(see Eq. (2-1,3) and (2-3)).

However, this would not be economic, mainly because:

(1) Some of the terms may be teken into account, whose influence on the
system behavior is not significant.

(2) Some terms may be not observable and there may be, therefore, an
estimator of lower order yielding the same accuracy as the full-order
Kalman filter.

We consider first terms of the first kind and suggest that they be neglected for
the estimator design. This procedure will ultimately be Justified by analyzing the re-
sulting filter on the full scale model, (Section 4.2).

2.4.1 Negligible Drift Components

We have already noticed that there were no noteworthy correlated drift components in
the hori:ontal axes.

Secondly, the random ramp components - theoretically growing unbounded - are of mi-
nor influence during alignment times of interest in the range of 3 to 15 minutes. For
these timespans their Yms values are one to two orders of magnitude smaller as, e.g.,
the bias terms. Therefore all random ramps are neglected In the design.

2.4.2 Negligible Sensor Errors

It follows from the parameters of the test results that, as In Section 2.4.1, the
random ramps are very small, which in this case is also true for the correlated-noise
terms as compared, e.g., to the bias; they can therefore be neglected without hesitation.

The relation of the level of the bias to the level of the white noise depends on
the quality of the signal which can be tapped at the platform. For the noise level in
the nominal case (Table 1), the bias terms Be and Bn seem to be negligible. However,

for the north-south accelerometer at the analog navigation computer of the LN-3 platform
a signal of higher quality could be tapped (leading to a lower value of re)

rms ve = 7 x 1O S g or re = 0.5 x 10 - 6 m2/s3  (2-27)

In this case the bias (maximum 6 x 10- g) is not negligible any more. Therefore depen-
ding on the situation, we may or may not neglect the accelerometer bias, especially Be

In conclusion, we arrive at the following design model:

Process:

(I " v e ah *e * we

(2) n n

(3) 1) h + D v W v

(M D - o

(5) 03 n 0

V

[ 1) d • d * '
"V V V d

vv W

C C

8,ostAvaIN0, COPY
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)4eastvrement Bias:

S)i (2-30)

(9) 0 ' o

3. FILTER DESIGN AND REDUCTION OF ORDER

After all of these preparatory considerations, we now enter the actual filter design.
The most important requirement, expressing the filter's ability to reduce the estimation
error as compared with the unfiltered process (see Eq. (2-28) and (2-30)) is the observa-
bility of this process under the observations (see Eq. (2-29)) C1,S]. The problem of ob-
servability can partially be treated by deterministic means, i.e., it is a structural
property expressed by the matrices F and H. However, this does not answer the question
of how 'well' certain quantities can be determined. The latter can only be answered by
stochastic means. We shall handle both problems which both give rise to order-reduction
in this section.

3.1 Consequences of Restricted Observability

In most cases of filter application, one is faced with the fact that a given process
is not completely observable, especially if - as is the case here - noise models are
added to the physizal quantities. ,ht best insigh: in the consequences for the filter
design is obtained then by transforming the original system, Eq. (2-1) and (2-2), to (ob-
servable) canonical form [5) via the linear transformation

y = T x ; T [1 . (3-1)

This brings Eq. (2.1) and (2-2) into the form

j - A11  yl + B1  w (3-2)

Z , A,1 yj * A2 y2 * B2 w

z " C1  yl * v (3-3)

Here y1 is observable (q terms) and Y2 is the unobservable part (n-q terms). Note that

the nonobservable part of the state vector remains unchanged by the linear transformation
Y1 " x2 (possibly after reordering,, whereas the observable quantitie; y, are linear cum-

binations of th- original states x, q:d the unobservable states x2

Y * " X I L x, (3-4)

Formal application of the filter equations (Eq. (2-3)) to Eq. (3-2) and (3-3) yields (see
Figure 4)

v. A71 Y + K,[: - CI yl-

,I A, Y2 * K,[z - C I y1J

If we denote the covariance matrix of the transfo.med system by n

wc can frormi.latc the properties (51!
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(1) The problem of estimating the qxl vector yl can be treated separately as neitler

Y, nor Rl or are needed, and

KI - nil CT R" 

(

The filter for Yl is of order q.

(z) The estimation problem for Y2 ".x2 depends on yl and nl,. Thus, this may in-

fluence the accuracy of. x via x, - Y1 - Lx2. "ery often it is, however,

sufficient to let x1  y, and abandon the estimation of x2 ,

(3) It is questionable whether the overall filter, Eq. (3-5), is stable. In fact,
it is not stable if A2 2 is not stable from the outset 15]. If A22 is stable,

the system is called "detectable" and the resulting filter is stable.

At DFVLR we have developed a computer program, which transforms n general giver
system of the type of Eq. (2-1) and (2-2) into * canonical form of Fq. (3-2) and (3-3);
it provides the number of observable states and their dependencies on the unobservable
states, i.e., the matrix L in Eq. (3-4).

In the present case, it is also possible to decide oa obz. .vability analytically;
this allows an independent check on the numerical results anO i.ore Cleorly provides the
dependencies on the general parameters. The idea is to use the me.surement equations
and their time derivatives inserted in the differential equations and then to solve tr
the ,tates it possible. Usually, the more differentiations that are needed for a state,
the poorer are its estimates. However, precise quantitative answers are obtained only
from a covariance analysis.

3.2 Observability Analysis

3.2.1 Observability of the Drift (Be = Bn = 0)

It can'bt shown that the observable quantities are

T -
t1, [ , Y, D n , Dv, dv]

with 
(3-8)

De

The observable subsystem is

v ' - h 4. *we

( +1) +W

( 3 ) y a ' y d v  w v  ( 3 - 9 )

hl DV + 0v W
(4 ) - 0

V

fj; J . . .. d
V6 dv IVd V W Wd

v
w~ th

- . -- I V

;, - c'v' cr that alI q ,,intit cs in I l (1 -9. ;re ob ervable; houever , the c t i-
r-11, of rho a: inh a;igfe . iuinR 1, , cnntaminatcd by an isnobs rvabIle bias of the

, V', . ,h
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3.2.2 Observabillty of the Accelerometer Bias

If the accelerometer biases Be and On are not negligible, estimation of them could

h- considered to reduce their influence on the accuracy of the misalignment angles. Thus,
it needs to be investigated whether these quantities are observable.

It can shown, however, that the ooservable subsystem remains of order 6 as in Eq.
(3-9). That is, the two additional scates, Be and Bo, Eq. (2-29) and (2-30), are not

observable. In fact the observable states are now

B
(1) + B ,e

g

Bn
(2) - B

3De n Bn (3-11)
(3) "Y h h g

Be
(4) n D v g-

Be
(S) v h

(6) av  dv

Unobservab'e are De, Be and Bn , which means that an estimator of order b is most

likely to provide the same estimation accuracy as would an estimator of order 9.

3.3 Proposed Low-Order Filter

The structural considerations of the previous subsections are still somewhat ab-
stract since they do not allow the question of how good the estimates may be to be ans-
wereu. Quantitative statements of this kind are reserved for the optimal filter and its
accompanying covariance equation of the Riccati type. We therefore computed a variety
of optimal covariances to develop a nominal filter of minimal order.

In order to confirm the statements of Section 3.2 we ran the full size filter for
all nine states of Eq. (2-28) znl (2-29). In addition, this filter has the advantage
of setting the standard for comparison with all other filters because it provides the
minimum possible variances for all states.

The results can be summarized as follows:

(1) The variancus of the unobservable states De, Be and Bn remain constant as expec-

ted. Thuv, it does not pay to keep these states in the filter.

(2) The variances of the misalignment angles ahout the horizontal axes decrease very
rapidi> to small values (see Figure S). This behavior is due to the fact that
direct information for a and 6 is available through the accelerometers. The
stationary variances are predominantly detormined by the level of the (white)
accelerometer noise; only in a does the variance continue to decrease slightly
due to the improvement in the drift estimates (bn).

(3) The azimuth estimate y has to be determined through the dynamic equations (no
direct measurement) and theietore does not decrease as rapidly. It reaches its
stationary value after about 30 or 40 minutes (Figure 6).

(4) The estimation of Dn behaves, qualitatively, similarly to y. Its variance de-
nnd:reises to small values after a few -ninutes (Figure T heoret icaml ly. 11 n can be

estimated exactly (no process noise); however, the stationary filter would not
he stable (S].

r 3 the estimate of dv improves still more slowly (in agreement with the necessity
of t4,king hip.her derivatives of the measurements as explained in Section 3.2).
and the improvement in Dv is almost not recognizable within the interesting ob-
;erVAtLn int(erval $ to 20 minutes) (Figure 8).



As a result, it seems worthless to keep the state D) in the filter - it is 'I

very weakly observable within the time-interval of interest. The resulting filter
is then of order S and has the form

t A A

v h ' + KII(t)[.!e g a] K12(t)(zn + g B]

- +' n + K21 (t) " ] ., (t)( " ]

+ * K31(t)( " + K3- (t)[ " 3 (3-12)

Dn  - 0 + K4 1 (t)[ " ] I 4 2 (t)[

d - a d i 5 (t)( " ] Ks2(t) " ]~v v V +lS

i

The following simplifications may be considered:

(1) Depending on the observation interval, the consequences of leaving off The
statei; d and finallv I) ma: be investigated (Section 4 .!

(2 Some of the gains can be approximated by constant or piecewise-constan'_ gains.

(3) MoTeover, the continuous filter may he - for ease of implementation - approxi-
mate.: by a discrete filter [6].

*In any event, the continuous filcer, as discussed above, sets the standards for com-
parison.

4 ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED FILTER

As we have seen in the foregoing discussions, there are a variety of reasons why the
model jsod ir the filter differs from the real model. Some of these are:

(I) Insufficiencies n the model itself resulting from varying and uniknown parame-

ters.

(2) Neglecting quantities which do not seen! to have significant influences.

(3) Neglecting unosersable or we.-kLv cbservaile states.

(1) Approximate gains for implementation.

In all of the,.e cases the accompanying optimal co~ariance ratrix is suspicious because
it is based on the simplified model (selfdiagnostic) (3]. A remedy to this situaton is
a complete covariarce analysis of the filter design on the real system umodel and the
applied gains. Such a covariance analysis can be performeC as long as the exact sysem
can be linearized, which is certainly true for fine alignment. To get answers of any
statistical value from simulation, many expensive simulations and evaluations would have
to be p.rtormed.

in any event, a final experirental verifcation is always appropriate 161.

4.1 A General P:ogram fo, Filter Covariance Analysis

The aforementioned covarian e analysis can be performed as follows:

(1) Let the desLgn model fur the filtet he

* G (4-1)

z - III  xI  * v (4-2)

where for w, and v spectral densit' matrices Qj' and Re are assumed, leading to an
optimi.! filter for the nominal values of the form
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; F x I K I z H, * x 1 ) (4-3)

(2) The actual system, howeer, is assumed to be described by

1 " FI 1  + F2 X2  + G1  wl (4-4)

k2  ' F2 1 x 1  * F." x2  * G, w2 (4-S)

z H I x 1 * H X2 + V (4-6)

where wl, w2 and v actually have spectral densities Q1, Q, and R respectively.

(3) The deviations of the design oirameters from the system parameters are defined
as

FI I F1 I - F1 1  (4-7)

AH I  H1  - 11 (4 -8)

(4) Finally, the covariance of th estimation error. x, = x1 resulting fror

using the f;lter Eq. (4-3) at tj.e process Eq. (4-4) through (4-6) is to be com-
puted from the following -et of equations

X F X X FT G Q GT (4-9)

- u U U(Fl1  -(F 1 K H

* Xb:F 1 1 K1 * MI1  FI - K H,)]T (4-10)

I Q , G 1

S 1  1 (F 1  " K 1  SI ) S SI(FIt - KI H1  T
* *

" EAF1 1  - K1  AH1  F1 2  - KI  121 U

1  T (4-11)" U 
T  

[ A F I I K I  6 1 I  I K 1

+ T OT *+ Gi Q  
G, K 1  R X I

where

S -, 1  'I
T  , U * L~x I lT , X - F(x x

and

: 11 1121 GI [Q,
I FL G O Q]1 2 , 1 0 0

Remak.u4:

() The filter gains used it! Lq. 4-31 do jiv) need to result Irt,: an opt ial fi It,'-
design for L.q. (4-1) and t-2). in fict, they can be any gains (rimc-varving cr
oristantU , used in the actual filter.
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Reoaatka (Coit.):

(2) Note that Eq. (4-9) through (4-11) are coupled in one direction, i.e., X. The
covariance of the process without filtering, from Eq. (4-9) is used 'o obtain
U via Eq. (4-10) and finally U is needed in Eq. (4-11) to compute the error co-
variance of the estimate x"

(3) Note also. that for exact system order and parameters (AFI1 - 0, AH 1 - 0) only

q. (4-11) is needed and reduces to

S (F - K* H) S + S(F - K* H)T . G Q GT . K* R K*T  (4-12)

i.e. , a set of linear equations for given K% Firhermore, Eq. (4-iZ) is
identical to the Riccati equation for K - PHi R" , i.e., for opt4.mal gains.

The general approach presentad in this section is used in the following for two
purposes: first, for verification of the filter reductions by choosing the design model
of Section 2.4 and the observability consequences of Section 3.3; and second, investiga-
ting the filter sensitivity on parameter changes.

I4.2 Filter Reduction via Covariance Analysis

To verify the previously mentioned reductions if order and to investigate possible
further reuuctions, an extensive covariance analysis was performed: first, with refe-
rence to the design model of order 7 and nominal parameters; second, the resulting fil-
ter was analyzed cn the full-si'e model of order 15.

The following cases were considered:

(1) A seventh-orier filter for o, a, y, be, Dn , Dv, dv

(2) A sixth-order filter for a, R, y, n, Dv , dv

(3) A fifth-order filter for , &, ', Dn , Dv (or dv)

(4) A fourth-order filter for a, B, y, D

(5) A third-order filter for a, 6. y

The analysis was performed on the design model and considers in each case the in-
fluence of all neglected quantities. Tne results are summarized in Table 2 and in Che
following:

(1) The seventh-order filter prc"i''es the bounds for the reachable accuracy and serves
as the reference for evaluation.

(2) It is very irteresting to note that the following filters of order 6 to 4 provide
the same acuracy as the seventh-order one in the remaining states. (However, their
selfdiagnostic is too optimistic, as expecte,.,) For that reason, it is - at least
for the short estimation interval of 3 minutes - most efficient to implement only a
filter of fourth-order. If ...ng r duration for fine alignment is aliowed, or if
larger values of the (observable) drift components have to be considered, a sixth-
order filter can provide improved estimates on Dn, Or, and dr, and reduce their un-
des~rable inrlierce on the estimate- of a and A. However, a noticeable effect during
an interval of 10 ,iinutes occ,:rs onl-" in estimating 1n and its infiuenct on F (see
Table 2). The quantities 1), and especially dv can only be estimated if a very long
observation time were allowed.

(3) A further reduztion to a filter Of third-order seems not to bt appropriate in com-
parison with the results for the fourth-order fiter: the accuracy of the estimate
of 3 deteriorates significantiy (see Table 2).

As a result, a fourth-order filter seems to be the best compromise between estima-
tion accuracy and expenditure for implementaLion.

In order to verif! that all neglected quantities are real'y negligible, we analyzed
the proposed fourth-oiier filter on the full-size model, taking inio account all drift
components, i.e., Lq. (2.24), as well as the accelercmeter bias terms, Eq. (2-30).

T;ho results prove the validity of the preceding reductions:

(' Within an estimiation pericd of at least up to 15 minuteS tht random ramps are negli-
gible. Their inclusion would not in any respect improve the estimates.

(2) The unobservable 1,ia% ters C P5 , leC, and Bn do contribute to the estimallon error.
However, their inclusion in the filtet woulU iot bring any advantage because of the
filter's inabiiity te reduce their unceitainties.
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The difference between the previous seventh-order analysis and the present one is
due only to the accelerometer bias terms. rhe error variances of a and a are higher by
exactly these sensor biases (0.36 x 10-8 radl). The influence is still modest: about
30 after 3 minutes and a factor of 2 after 10 minutes in the a and B va.iances; no
change at all in y.

The situation, however, changes signiticantly if the noise level of the accelerome-
ter is lower, as te shall 3ee.

4.3 Analysis of the Proposed Filter Under Parameter Uncertainties

To lo.ali-e the sensitivity of the filter with respect to parameter uncertainties,
onl) some of the parameters were changea in each of the following cases.

4.3.1 Variation of the Drift Time Constant

The nominal value of the drift time constent is TV* • 37 minutes; thp variation about
this value can be as big as ±20 minutes [7]. Of most significance could be the variation
tc lower values, since fcr higher values the drift d. approaches a bias. It was, there-fore, investig-ited how1 a filter (designed for Tv* - 3X minutes) behaves if actually
T v  - 171 minuzes.

As expected, the result was as follows: the analysis of the seventh-order filter on
th.- seventh-order process yielded a slight change only in the estimate of dv; all other

=er-or_ remained nchar.ged in the relevant figures; this was also the case for the low-
order iilters down to order 4. The reason for this behavior is due to the fact that the
time constant of the dr .ft is still relatively large with respect to the observation time
and, moreover, the effect of dv on the physical quantities i. modest.

4.3.2 Variation of the Drift Noise Level

Because upper bounds were assumed for the drifts in the previous ccnsideration., the
results obtained are on the pessimistic sidc, i.e. if rie actual Jrift level :s lower,
the filtei may llow better accuracy as indicated so far. Especially, if the spectral
densities (Q-matrix) are nominally set fairly high. Thus, we invcstigated two cases:

Ca~e I: Lowering the spectral density parameters by a factor of ', but keeping the
initial variances of the drift to their nomin'l values. 1his corresponds -o an uncali-
brated platform %ith :ather big bias terms (O.S 0 /h).

L'aze 2: Lowering in addition the bias 1)e to 0.04 0/h, corresponding to a calibrated
platform. This value could also be achieved for a noncalib.qted platform by" the follow-
Ing procedure: Turn the whole platform so that the e.st-';est gyro becomesa north-south
gyro, i.e., De - Dn'; estimate the north-south's gyro drirt Dn i e ) = I)e  for some mintites
and turn the platform to its normal attitude. n

The results are summarized in 'able 3: there is no significant change in the accu-
racy of a .nd 6 as compared with the nominal case. This is not surprising since their
error .iairly depends on the accuracy of the accelerometer. Tie azimuth estimate is im-
pioved slightly in C;-sc 1. The size of the spectral density Q is already such that its
influence on the state estimates is modest. This was confiriaed by letring Q - 0 and
still having about the same results. Significant changes in the atimut" estimate are,
howevr, recorded in Case 2, where the azimuth crror variance is improved after 3 minutes
by one order of magnitude and after 10 minates by ti.o orders of magnitude as Lompared to
the nomiaal. This resilt is caused by the fact that the unobservable drift D. which rests
upon y is much lower.

4.3.3 Variation of the Accelerometer Noise Level

Last, but nut ieart, the influeuLCe of the ac.elurometc. rauise level on the filter
accuracy was inestigated. This is of special interest, since it is expected that toe de-
pendency is very significant and accelerometer signals of different quality are available,
Eq. (2-27).

The results were computed with the low values in the drift as previously described
and can be suu'marized as follows (see Tablc 4):

The strongest influence to be recorded is on the accuracy of estimating U and 6; :n
fact, the o')timal fi l r's variances are direct proportional to k (see Table 4). The in-
fluence on the accuracy of the azimuth -5stimate is not as big.

It is very interesting to ote thit the filter designed With the incorrect values
(R') and analyzeu with the correct val:es (R) does not deterioratS significantly. That
is, ever if the design values for the noise are set wrongly (at R ) and the real values
are h.gher (at R) the filter is still able to provide almost optimal estimates (see Table 4)

Also, an accelero.ueter bias of 6- 10 " 
g may no l'n- be negligible. Therefore we

added this bias to the error budget for Case 1. leading considerably higher error va-

triances for u and 8 (see lable 4). Ls,)eciallv with resi..t to u it does not pay to search
fur improved signals in v. (white noise) a' long as we have to depl with the above-m'r-

I- tioned bias. In this case, the bias determines the level of the error in a.
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S. RESUME, EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION, AND FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

S.1 Resumb

This presentation demonstrates the steps to be taken to design low-order efficient
state estimators for the problem of fast and fine alignment of inertial platforms. The
characteristic features of this study can be summarized as follows:

(1) The investigation is based or. a thorough modelling of gyro drift and accelerometer
noise. The stochastic models are determined -through evaluating extensive series
of tests.

(2) The overall system dynamics is formulated wi4.hin the framework of kinematic modell-
ing leading to a reduced-order filter, which is insensitive with respect to certain
parameters.

(3) For the relatively short-term operation, in the present problem only some of the
identified components of the noise models have significant influence.

(4) An observability study in connection with an investigation of the filter's own co-
variance behavior proves to be a source of further reductions.

(S) Finally, a complete covariance analysis is performed to check whether the suggested
simplifications are allowed and to investigate the filter's reaction to certain pa-
rameter variations.

From the numerical results we can draw the following conclusions:

(1) It is sufficient to implement a fourth-order filter for a, B, y, and Dn, since addi-
tioital components are either not observable (De, Be, and Bn) or their error variance
is not significantly reduced within the observation time in the range of 3 - 10 mi-
nutes (Dv and dv).

(2) The influence of the gyro-drift parameters show that the resulting filter is rather
insensitive with respect to the variation of these values.

(3) The estimation accuracy depends largely on the size of the accelerometer noise level.
However,, it is surprising that a filter designed with incorrect values for this noise
does not deteriorate significantly when compared to the optimal filter.

(4) Typical error reductions in the alignment angles are almost two orders of magnitude
in a, B anid y within 3 minutes of operation. It has to be taken into account that
a, B are already much better known at the beginning of the fine-alignment.

S.2 Experimental Verification

To verify the theoretical considerations the following test configuration was set up
at the DFVLR laboratories in Braunschweig:

An LN3-platform was opened to read the outputs of the two horizontal accelerometers.
These signals were fed into the Kalman filter; the filter was approximated by its discre-
te pendant, which was programmed on an EAI Pacer 100 process computer. Due to the esti-
mates provided by the filter, torquer signals were applied to align the platform to its
nominal attitude. To read out the exact misalignment angles for comparison with those
indicated by the filter, the platform was opened and a mirror was attached whose posi-
tion can be recorded with the help of a collimator.

The first encouraging results of the experimental verification are available 16].
Details will be shown in the oral presentation.

5.3 Future Investigations

Future investigations will include the influence of prefiltering of sensor data, the
incorporation of temperature models for the noise terms as well as tests of the complete
system within the vehicle.
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